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The Hauptfigur of Felix Klein is a picture related to the fundamental domain of the Haupt-
kongruenzgruppe of level 7 and can be found in [K1]. It describes a particular genus 4 curve
with a simple automorphism group of order 168. This work of Klein arose as a continuation
of his earlier study on the level 5 case [K2], which has been recently reprinted with a fine
introduction and comments by Peter Slodowy.
The symmetry group of the associated regular tesselation ofthe disc is the Schwarz triangle
group (2,3,7). It is arithmetic as shown by Fricke and Klein [FK] and Takeuchi [T]. It might
be instructive for understanding the heart of our paper to pause at some moment and consider
the case of complex dimension 1 as in the picture, before moving on to the higher dimension
case that we deal with.
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Abstract

Consider a complex projective space with its Fubini-Study metric. We study certain
one parameter deformations of this metric on the complementof an arrangement (= finite
union of hyperplanes) whose Levi-Civita connection is of Dunkl type. Interesting exam-
ples are obtained from the arrangements defined by finite complex reflection groups. We
determine a parameter interval for which the metric is locally of Fubini-Study type, flat,
or complex-hyperbolic. We find a finite subset of this interval for which we get a com-
plete orbifold or at least a Zariski open subset thereof, andwe analyze these cases in some
detail (e.g., we determine their orbifold fundamental group).

In this set-up, the principal results of Deligne-Mostow on the Lauricella hypergeo-
metric differential equation and work of Barthel-Hirzebruch-Höfer on arrangements in
a projective plane appear as special cases. Along the way we produce in a geometric
manner all the pairs of complex reflection groups with isomorphic discriminants, thus
providing a uniform approach to work of Orlik-Solomon.

In memory of Peter Slodowy (1948–2002)

Introduction

This article wants to be the child of two publications which saw the light of day in almost the
same year. One of them is the book by Barthel-Hirzebruch-Höfer (1987) [1], which, among
other things, investigates Galois coverings ofP2 that ramify in a specified manner over a
given configuration of lines and characterizes the ones for which a universal such cover is
a complex ball (and thus makeP2 appear as a—perhaps compactified—ball quotient). The
other is a long paper by Deligne and Mostow (1986) [12] which completes Picard’s work
on the Lauricella functions and which leads to a ball quotient structure onPn relative to
a hyperplane configuration of typeAn+1. Our reason for claiming such a descendence is
that we develop a higher dimensional generalization of the work by Hirzebruch et al. in
such a manner that it contains the cited work of Deligne-Mostow as a special case. In other
words, this paper’s subject matter is projective arrangements which can be understood as
discriminants of geometric orbifold structures. Our approach yields new, and we believe,
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interesting, examples of ball quotients (which was the original goal) and offers at the same
time a novel perspective on the material of the two parent papers.

It starts out quite simply with the data of a finite dimensional complex inner product
spaceV in which is given ahyperplane arrangement, that is, a finite collection of (lin-
ear) hyperplanes. We writeV ◦ for the complement of the union of these hyperplanes and
P(V ◦) ⊂ P(V ) for its projectivization. The inner product determines a (Fubini-Study) met-
ric onP(V ) and the idea is to deform continuously (in a rather specific manner) the restriction
of this metric toP(V ◦) as to obtain a complex hyperbolic metric, i.e., a metric thatmakes
P(V ◦) locally isometric to a complex ball. We do this in two stages.

We first attempt to produce a one-parameter deformation∇t, t ≥ 0 of the standard trans-
lation invariant connection∇0 on (the tangent bundle) ofV restricted toV ◦ as a flat torsion
free connectionon V ◦. For the reflection hyperplane arrangement of a finite Coxeter group
such a deformation is given by Dunkl’s construction and we try to imitate this. Although this
is not always possible—the existence of such a deformation imposes strong conditions on the
arrangement—plenty of examples do exist. For instance, this is always possible for the re-
flection hyperplane arrangement of a complex reflection group. Besides, it is a property that
is inherited by the arrangement that is naturally defined on agiven intersection of members
of the arrangement.

The inner product defines a translation invariant metric onV . Its restrictionh0 to V ◦

is obviously flat for∇0 and the next step is to show that we can deformh0 as a nonzero
flat hermitian formht which is flat for∇t (so that∇t becomes a Riemannian connection
as long asht is nondegenerate). This is done in such a manner that scalar multiplication in
V acts locally like homothety and as a consequence,P(V ◦) inherits fromV ◦ a connection
(no longer flat in general) with a compatible nontrivial hermitian form gt. For t = 0 this
gives us the Fubini-Study metric. We only allowt to move in an interval for whichgt stays
positive definite. This still makes it possible forht to become degenerate or of hyperbolic
signature as long as for everyp ∈ V ◦, the restriction ofht to a hyperplane supplementary
and perpendicular toTp(Cp) is positive definite. IfTp(Cp) is the kernel ofht (we refer to
this situation as theparabolic case), thengt is a flat metric, whereas whenht is negative
on Tp(Cp) (thehyperboliccase),gt is locally the metric of a complex ball. It is necessary
to impose additional conditions of a simple geometric nature in order to have a neat global
picture, that is, to haveP(V ◦) of finite volume and realizable as a quotient of a dense open
subset of a flat space resp. a ball by a discrete group of isometries. We call these theSchwarz
conditions, because they are reminiscent of the ones found by H.A. Schwarz which ensure
that the Gauss hypergeometric function is algebraic.

Deligne and Mostow gave a modular interpretation of their ball quotients. Some of them
are in fact Shimura varieties and indeed, particular cases were already studied by Shimura and
Casselman (who was then Shimura’s student) in the sixties. The natural question is whether
such an interpretation also exists for the ball quotients introduced here. We know this to be
the case for some of them, but we do not address this issue in the present paper.

We now briefly review the contents of the separate sections ofthis paper. In the first
section we develop a bit of the general theory of affine structures on complex manifolds,
where we pay special attention to a simple kind of degeneration of such a structure along a
normal crossing divisor. Although it is for us the occasion to introduce some terminology
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and notation, the reader is perhaps well-advised to skip this section during a first reading and
use it for consultation only.

Section two focuses on a notion which is central to this paper, that of a Dunkl system. We
prove various hereditary properties and we give a number of examples. We show in particular
that the Lauricella functions fit in this setting. In fact, inthe last subsection we classify all the
Dunkl systems whose underlying arrangement is a Coxeter arrangement and show that the
Lauricella examples exhaust the cases of typeA. For the other Coxeter arrangements of rank
at least three the Dunkl system has automatically the symmetry of the corresponding Coxeter
group, except for those of typeB, for which we essentially reproduce the Lauricella series.

The next section discusses the existence of a nontrivial hermitian form which is flat rel-
ative to the Dunkl connection. We prove among other things that such a form always exists
in the case of a complex reflection arrangement and in the Lauricella case and we determine
when this form is positive definite, parabolic or hyperbolic.

Section four is devoted to the Schwarz conditions. We show that when these conditions
are satisfied, the holonomy cover extends as a ramified cover over an open subset ofV of
codimension at least two, that the developing map extends tothis ramified cover, and that the
latter extension becomes a local isomorphism if we pass to the quotient by a finite groupG
(which acts as a complex reflection group onV , but lifts to the ramified cover). This might
explain why we find it reasonable to impose such a condition. From this point onward we
assume such conditions satisfied and concentrate on the situations that really matter to us.

Section five deals with the elliptic and the parabolic cases.The elliptic case can be char-
acterized as having finite holonomy. It is in fact treated in two somewhat different situations:
at first we deal with a situation where we find thatP(G\V ) is the metric completion of
P(G\V ◦) and acquires the structure of an elliptic orbifold. What makes this interesting is
that this is not the naturalG-orbifold structure thatP(G\V ) has a priori: it is the structure of
the quotient of a projective space by the holonomy group. This is also a complex reflection
group, but usually differs fromG. Still the two reflection groups are related by the fact that
their discriminants satisfy a simple inclusion relation. We prove that all pairs of complex
reflection groups with isomorphic discriminants are produced in this fashion. The other ellip-
tic case we discuss is when the metric completion ofP(G\V ◦) differs fromP(G\V ) but is
gotten from the latter by means of an explicit blowup followed by an explicit blowdown. We
have to deal with such a situation, because it is one which we encounter when we treat the hy-
perbolic case. The parabolic case presents little trouble and is dealt with in a straightforward
manner.

Our main interest however concerns the hyperbolic situation and that is saved for last.
We first treat the case where we get a compact hyperbolic orbifold, because it is relatively
easy and takes less than half a page. The general case is rather delicate, because the metric
completion ofP(G\V ◦) (which should be a ball quotient of finite volume) may differ from
P(G\V ). Deligne and Mostow used at this point geometric invariant theory for effective
divisors onP1, but in the present situation this tool is not available to usand we use an
argument based on Stein factorization instead. As it is rather difficult to briefly summarize
the contents of our main theorem, we merely refer to 6.2 for its statement. It suffices to say
here that it produces new examples of discrete complex hyperbolic groups of cofinite volume.
We also discuss the implications for the allied algebra of automorphic forms. We close this
section with a presentation for the holonomy group, which isalso valid for elliptic and the
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parabolic cases.
The final section tabulates the elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic examples of finite volume

with the property that the associated arrangement is that ofa finite reflection group of rank at
least three (without requiring it to have the symmetry of that group). In the hyperbolic case
we mention whether the holonomy group is cocompact.

This work has its origin in the thesis by the first author [7] atthe University of Nijmegen
(1994) written under the supervision of the second author. Although that project went quite
far in carrying out the program described above, the resultswere never formally published,
in part, because both felt that it should be completed first. This remained the state of affairs
until around 2001, when the idea emerged that work of the third author [16] might be relevant
here. After we had joined forces in 2002, the program was not only completed as originally
envisaged, but we were even able to go well beyond that, including the adoption of a more
general point of view and a change in perspective.

We dedicate this paper to the memory of our good friend and colleague Peter Slodowy.
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Nov. 12 and Nov. 16) and to M. Yoshida (dated Nov. 12) were quite helpful to us. Couwenberg
thanks Masaaki Yoshida for his encouragements and support during his 1998 visit to Fukuoka
University, Heckman expresses his thanks to Dan Mostow for several stimulating discussions
and Looijenga is grateful to the MSRI at Berkeley where he stayed the first three months of
2002 and where part of his contribution to this work was done (and via which he received
NSF-support through grant DMS-9810361).

Terminological index and list of notation

The terminological index is alphabetical, but the list of notation is by order of introduction.

Terminological index

admissiblehermitian form: Definition 1.16
affine quotient: Remark1.8
affine structure: Subsection 1.1
apex curvature: Subsection 3.2
arrangement complement: Subsection 2.1
Artin group: Subsection 3.5
Borel-Serre extension: Subsection 6.4
co-exponent: Subsection 3.4
cone manifold: Subsection 3.2
Coxeter matrix: Subsection 3.5
degenerate hyperbolic form: Subsection 3.7
developing map: Definition 1.2
dilatation field: Definition 1.3
discriminantof a complex reflection group: Subsection 3.4
Dunkl, connection of∼ type,∼ form,∼ system: Definition 2.8
elliptic structure: Definition 1.16
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Euler field: Corollary 2.2
exponentof a complex reflection group: Subsection 3.4
fractional divisor: Remark 6.6
germ: SeeSome notational conventions
Hecke algebra: Subsection 3.5
holonomy group: Terminological convention 1.1
hyperbolic exponent: Theorem-definition 3.2
hyperbolic structure: Definition 1.16
indexof a hermitian form: Lemma 3.22
infinitesimally simple degeneration of an affine structure along a divisor: Definition 1.9
irreducible arrangement, stratum of an∼, component of an∼: Subsection 2.1
Lauricellaconnection,∼ function: Proposition-definition 2.6
longitudinalDunkl connection: Definition 2.18
mildly singularfunction,∼ differential: discussion preceding Lemma 3.10
monodromy group: Terminological convention 1.1
normal linearization of a hypersurface: Definition 1.6
nullity: Lemma 3.22
parabolic structure: Definition 1.16
projective quotient: Remark 1.8
pure degeneration: Definition 1.5
pure quotient: Remark 1.8
reflection representation: Subsection 3.5
residueof a connection: Subsection 1.2
semisimple holonomyaround a stratum: paragraph preceding Corollary 2.20
simple degenerationof an affine structure along a divisor: Definition 1.5
Schwarzcondition,∼ rotation group,∼ symmetry group,∼ in codimension one: Definition 4.2
specialsubball,∼ subspace: Subsection 6.2
splittingof an arrangement: Subsection 2.1
stratumof an arrangement: Subsection 2.1
topological Stein factorization: paragraph preceding Lemma 5.11
transversalDunkl connection: Definition 2.18

List of notation
AffM Subsection 1.1: the local system of locally affine-linear functions on an affine manifold.

Aff(M) Subsection 1.1: the space of global sections ofAffM .

Γ Subsection 1.1: the holonomy group.

A Subsection 1.1: the affine space which receives the developing map.

ResD(∇) Subsection 1.2: Residue of a connection alongD.

νD/W Lemma 1.4: normal bundle ofD in W .

Dp,0 Remark 1.8: the affine quotient ofDp.

Dp,λ Remark 1.8: the projective quotient ofDp.

Wp,λ Remark 1.8: the pure quotient ofWp.

V ◦ Subsection 2.1: the complement of an arrangement inV .

L(H) Subsection 2.1: the intersection lattice of the arrangement H.
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HL Subsection 2.1: the members ofH containingL.

H
L Subsection 2.1: the intersections of the members ofH−HL with L.

Lirr(H) Subsection 2.1: the irreducible members ofL(H).

M(L) Lemma 2.1.

φH Subsection 2.2: a linear from which defines the hyperplaneH .

ωH Subsection 2.2: the logarithmic form defined by the hyperplaneH .

∇
0 Subsection 2.2: the translation invariant connection on anaffine space.

EV Corollary 2.2: the Euler vector field on a vector spaceV .

πL Subsection 2.4: the orthogonal projection in an inner product space with kernelL.

κL Lemma 2.13.

∇
κ paragraph preceding Corollary 2.15.

Ωκ paragraph preceding Corollary 2.15.

CH,flat paragraph preceding Corollary 2.15: the set of exponentsκ for which∇κ is flat.

H
L
⊥ Discussion preceding Lemma 2.16.

πL
I Lemma 2.16.

ωL
I Lemma 2.16.

BlL V Subsection 2.5: blowup ofV in L.

π̃∗

L Subsection 2.5.

h0 Subsection 3.1: the hermitian form defined by the inner product.

mhyp Theorem-definition 3.2: the hyperbolic exponent.

H(F) Lemma 3.4.

di Subsection 3.4: theith degree of a reflection group.

mi Subsection 3.4: theith exponent of a reflection group.

d∗
i Subsection 3.4: theith codegree of a reflection group.

m∗
i Subsection 3.4: theith co-exponent of a reflection group.

Ar(M) Subsection 3.5: the Artin group attached to the Coxeter matrix M .

H(M, t) Subsection 3.5: the universal Hecke algebra.

R Subsection 3.5: a domain associated to a Hecke algebra.

H(M) Subsection 3.5: the Hecke algebra overR.

ρmon Subsection 3.5: the monodromy representation ofH(M).

ρrefl Subsection 3.5: the reflection representation ofH(M).

N Subsection 3.6.

wk Subsection 3.6: a complex number of norm one attached toµ.

Aw paragraph preceding Lemma 3.22: a hyperplane ofRn+1.

Qw paragraph preceding Lemma 3.22: a quadratic form onAw.

pL, qL Definition 4.2: numerator resp. denominator of1 − κL.

GL Definition 4.2: Schwarz rotation group.
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G Definition 4.2: Schwarz symmetry group.

V f Subsection 4.2: locus of finite holonomy inV .

evG Theorem 4.5: a factor of an extension of the developing map.

L
− Subsection 5.3.

L
0 Subsection 5.3.

L
+ Subsection 5.3 and Discussion 6.8.

B− Theorem 6.2.

V + Discussion 5.8.

V − Discussion 5.8.

E(L) Discussion 5.8.

D(L) Discussion 5.8.

S Discussion 5.8: the sphere of rays.

E(L•) Discussion 5.8.

S(L•) Discussion 5.8 and Discussion 6.8.

St (as a subscript) paragraph preceding Lemma 5.11: formationof a Stein quotient.

B+ Subsection 6.4: the Borel-Serre extension ofB.

B+ Discussion 6.8.

Some notational conventions.

If C× acts on a varietyX , then we often writeP(X) for the orbit space of the subspace ofX
whereC× acts with finite isotropy groups. This notation is of course suggested by the case
whenC× acts by scalar multiplication on a complex vector spaceV , for P(V ) is then the
associated projective space. This example also shows that aC×-equivariant mapf : X → Y
may or may not induce a morphismP(f) : P(X) → P(Y ).

If X is a space with subspacesA andY , then thegermof Y atA is the filter of neighbor-
hoods ofA in X restricted toY ; we denote it byYA. Informally, YA may be thought of as
an unspecified neighborhood ofA intersected withY . For instance, amap germYA → Z is
given by a pair(U, f : U ∩ Y → Z), whereU is some neighborhood ofA, and another such
pair (U ′, f ′ : U ′ ∩ Y → Z) defines the same map-germ iff andf ′ coincide onU ′′ ∩ Y for
some neighborhoodU ′′ of A in U ∩ U ′.
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1 Affine structures with logarithmic singularities

We first recall a few basic properties regarding the notion ofan affine structure.
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1.1 Affine structures

Let be given a connected complex manifoldM of complex dimensionn. An affine structure
on M is an atlas (of complex-analytic charts) for which the transitions maps are complex
affine-linear and which is maximal for that property. Given such an atlas, then the complex
valued functions that are locally complex-affine linear make up a local systemAffM of C-
vector spaces in the structure sheafOM . This local system is of rankn + 1 and contains the
constantsCM . The quotientAffM /CM is a local system whose underlying vector bundle
is the complex cotangent bundle ofM , hence is given by a flat connection∇ : ΩM →
ΩM ⊗ ΩM . This connection is torsion free, for it sends closed forms to symmetric tensors.
(This is indeed equivalent to the more conventional definition which says that the associated
connection on the tangent bundle is symmetric: for any pair of local vector fieldsX, Y on
M , we have∇XY −∇Y X = [X, Y ].)

Conversely, any flat, torsion free connection∇ on the complex cotangent bundle ofM
defines an affine structure: the subsheafAffM ⊂ OM of holomorphic functions whose total
differential is flat for∇ is then a local system of rankn + 1 containing the constants and the
atlas in question consists of the charts whose components lie inAffM .

Terminological convention 1.1 With regard to a flat, torsion free connection∇ on the com-
plex cotangent bundle of a connected complex manifoldM , we reserve the termmonodromy
group as the monodromy of that connection on the cotangent bundle of M , whereas the
holonomy groupshall be the monodromy group of the local systemAffM .

So the holonomy group is an extension of the monodromy group by a group of transla-
tions. In this situation one defines a developing map as follows. If Γ denotes the holonomy
group, letM̃ → M be an associatedΓ-covering. It is unique up to isomorphism and it has
the property that the pull-back ofAffM to this covering is generated by its sections. Then
the space of affine-linear functions oñM , Aff(M̃) := H0(M̃, Aff

M̃
), is aΓ-invariant vector

space of holomorphic functions oñM . This vector space contains the constant functions and
the quotientAff(M̃)/C can be identified with the space of flat holomorphic differentials on
M̃ ; it has the same dimension asM . The setA of linear formsAff(M̃) → C which are the
identity onC is an affineΓ-invariant hyperplane inAff(M̃)∗.

Definition 1.2 The developing mapof the affine structure is the evaluation mappingev :

M̃ → A which assigns tõz the linear formevz̃ : f̃ ∈ Aff(M̃) 7→ f̃(z̃) ∈ C.

Notice that this map isΓ-equivariant and a local affine isomorphism. In fact, it determines
a natural affine atlas onM whose charts take values inA and whose transition maps lie inΓ.

Definition 1.3 We call a nowhere zero holomorphic vector fieldE on M a dilatation field
with factorλ ∈ C when for every local vector fieldX onM , ∇X(E) = λX .

Let us have a closer look at this property. IfX is flat, then the torsion freeness yields:
[E, X ] = ∇E(X) − ∇X(E) = −λX . In other words, Lie derivation with respect toE
acts on flat vector fields simply as multiplication by−λ. Hence it acts on flat differentials as
multiplication byλ. SoE acts onAffM with eigenvalues0 (onC) andλ (onAffM /CM ).
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Suppose first thatλ 6= 0. Then thef ∈ AffM for which E(f) = λf make up a flat
supplement ofCM in AffM . This singles out a fixed pointO ∈ A of Γ so that the affine-
linear structure is in fact a linear structure and the developing map takes the lift ofE on M̃
to λ times the Euler vector field onA relative toO. This implies that locally the leaf space
of the foliation defined byE is identified with an open set of the projective space of(A, O)
(which is naturally identified with the projective space of the space of flat vector fields on
M̃ ). Hence this leaf space acquires a complex projective structure.

Suppose now thatλ = 0. ThenC need not be a direct summand ofAffM . All we can say
is thatE is a flat vector field so that its lift tõM maps a constant nonzero vector field onA.
So locally the leaf space of the foliation defined byE has an affine-linear structure defined
by an atlas which takes values in the quotient ofA by the translation group generated by a
constant vector field.

1.2 Logarithmic degeneration

In this subsectionW is a complex manifold with a given affine structure∇ on the complement
W−D of a hypersurfaceD. At first,D is smooth connected, later we allowD to have normal
crossings.

We recall that if we are given a holomorphic vector bundleV onW , then a flat connection
∇ onV with a logarithmic pole alongD is a mapV → ΩW (log D) ⊗ V satisfying the usual
properties of a flat connection. Then the residue mapΩW (log D) → OD induces induces
anOD-endomorphismResD(∇) of V ⊗OD, called theresidue of the connection. It is well-
known that the conjugacy class of this endomorphism is constant alongD. In particular,
V ⊗ OD decomposes according to the generalized eigen spaces ofResD(∇). This becomes
clear if we choose atp ∈ D a chart(t, u1, . . . , un) such thatDp is given byt = 0: thenR :=
t ∂

∂t , U1 := ∂
∂u1

, . . . , Un := ∂
∂un

is a set of commuting vector fields, covariant derivation with
respect to these fields preservesVp (and since∇ is flat, the resulting endomorphisms ofVp

pairwise commute) andR induces inVp ⊗ OD,p the residue endomorphism. In particular,
the kernel ofR is preserved byUi. The action ofUi on this kernel restricted toDp only
depends on the restriction ofUi to Dp. This shows that∇ induces on the kernel of the residue
endomorphism a flat connection. (A similar argument shows that the projectivization of the
subbundle ofV⊗OD associated to an eigen value ofResD(∇) comes with a projectively flat
connection.)

Lemma 1.4 Suppose that the affine structure∇ on W − D extends toΩW with a genuine
logarithmic pole. LettingνD/W stand for the normal bundle ofD in W , then:

(i) the residue of∇ onΩW respects the natural exact sequence

0 → ν∗
D/W → ΩW ⊗OD → ΩD → 0

and induces the zero map inΩD,

(ii) the connection induces inD an affine structure,
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(iii) the connection has a logarithmic pole onΩW (log D) as well, its residue on this sheaf
respects the exact sequence

0 → ΩD → ΩW (log D) ⊗OD → OD → 0.

and is zero onΩD. The scalar operator inOD is one less than the one inν∗
D/W .

Proof. By assumption,∇ defines a mapΩW → ΩW (log D) ⊗ ΩW . Since∇ is torsion free,
this extension then takes values in

(
ΩW (log D) ⊗ ΩW

)
∩

(
ΩW ⊗ ΩW (log D)

)
⊂ ΩW (log D) ⊗ ΩW (log D).

If t be a local equation ofD, then this intersection is spanned byt−1dt⊗ dt andΩW ⊗ ΩW .
Hence the residue of∇ on ΩW mapsΩW ⊗ OD to the span ofdt, that is, toν∗

D/W . So (i)
follows. It is also clear that∇ drops to mapΩD → ΩD ⊗ ΩD and so (ii) follows as well.
Finally, letR be a local vector field withR(t) = t. Then∇R induces the residue map and so
∇R(dt) is of the formcdt + tω for some constantc ∈ C and someω ∈ ΩW . It follows that
∇R(t−1dt) = (c − 1)t−1dt + ω ∈ ΩW (log D). This proves assertion (iii) . �

The converse is not true: if the affine structure extends witha logarithmic pole toΩW (log D),
then it need not have that property onΩW . The advantage of this logarithmic extension (over
ΩW ) is that has better stability properties with respect to blowing up.

Definition 1.5 Let D be a smooth connected hypersurface in an analytic manifoldW . We
say that an affine structure onW − D hassimple degeneration alongD of logarithmic ex-
ponentλ ∈ C if at any p ∈ D there exist a local equationt for Dp in Wp, a morphism
F0 : Wp → T0 to an affine spaceT0 such that

(λ = 0) (F0, t) : Wp → T0×C is a local isomorphism and there exists an affine-linear function
u : T0 → C such thatuF0(p) 6= 0 and the developing map nearp is affine equivalent
to (F0, log t.(uF0)),

(λ 6= 0) there exists a morphismF1 : Wp → T1 to a linear spaceT1, such that(F0, t, F1) :
Wp → T0 × C × T1 is a local isomorphism and the developing map nearp is affine
equivalent to(F0, t

−λ, t−λF1).

If in the last case (λ 6= 0), T0 = 0, we say that the degeneration ispure.

Before we analyze the structural implications of this property it is useful to have the
following notion at our disposal.

Definition 1.6 If D is a smooth analytic hypersurface in an analytic manifoldW , then a
normal linearizationof D is a vector field onWD which is tangent to the fibers of some
retractionWD → D and has a simple zero atD with residue1. If we are also given an affine
structure∇ onWD − D, then we say that the normal linearization isflat if the vector field is
an infinitesimal affine-linear transformation.
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It is clear that this retraction is then unique. Note that such a vector field generates aC×-
action onWD with D as fixed point set which preserves each fiber of the retraction. Thus the
germWD gets identified with the germ ofD in its normal bundle (in other words, an analytic
version of the tubular neighborhood theorem holds); this explains the chosen terminology. If
it is flat with respect to a given affine structure, then theC× action lifts to the holonomy cover
as a one-parameter group of affine-linear transformations.

Remarks 1.7 (The caseλ = 0) Let us begin with noting that∇ extends toΩW (log D) with
a logarithmic singularity alongD: We get

∇(
dt

t
) = −

(dt

t
⊗ d(uF0)

uF0
+

d(uF0)

uF0
⊗ dt

t

)
, ∇(F ∗

0 α) = 0,

whereα is any translation invariant differential onT0. We also see that the residue endomor-
phism ofΩW (log D) ⊗ OD preservesΩD and is either trivial (u is constant) or has image
a rank one subbundle ofΩD (u nonconstant). An element ofOD,p that is the restriction of
an element ofOW,p which is affine-linear outsideD is in fact the composite of the local
isomorphismF0|Dp and an affine-linear function onT0. SoD has a natural affine structure
andF0 determines a retraction ofWp → Dp whose restriction toWp − Dp is affine. Notice
thatt ∂

∂t is a flat vector field which is tangent to the fibers of this affineretraction. It is easy
to see that both this vector field and the retraction are canonical (independent of our choice
of coordinates). Hence they are globally defined and determine a flat normal linearization of
D ⊂ W . The total space of the normal bundle deprived from its zero section comes with an
affine structure. The holonomy respects that structure, hence the holonomy group ofWD−D
is a central extension of the holonomy group of the affine structure ofD. Notice also that if
we lett → 0 in a fixed sector (on whichlog t is continuous), then the projectivization of the
developing map tends to a singleton.

Remarks 1.8 (The caseλ 6= 0) The affine structure is given in terms of our chart by

∇(
dt

t
) = λ

dt

t
⊗ dt

t
, ∇(α1) = λ

(dt

t
⊗ α1 + α1 ⊗

dt

t

)
, ∇(α0) = 0

(hereα0 resp.α1 is a translation invariant form onT0 resp.T1) and so has a logarithmic
singularity onΩW (log D). The residue endomorphism is semisimple with eigen values0
andλ, respectsΩD,p ⊂ ΩW,p(log D) ⊗ OD,p and acts on the quotient with eigenvalueλ.
The eigen space decomposition ofΩD is integrable in the sense that it underlies the decom-
position defined by the local isomorphism(F0, F1)|Dp : Dp → T0 × T1. In particular, this
decomposition ofDp is natural; we denote thisDp = Dp,0 × Dp,λ, where the factors are
understood as quotients ofDp (the leaf spaces of foliations).

For the same reason as in the caseλ = 0, Dp,0 has a natural affine structure; we call
it therefore theaffine quotientof Dp. The elements ofOD,p that are quotients of affine
functions that have orderλ at Dp factor throughF1|Dp. SoDp,λ has a natural projective
structure; we call it therefore theprojective quotientof Dp. So this makesDp look like the
exceptional divisor of the blowup of a copy ofDp,0 in some smooth space whose dimension
is that ofW .
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Although the triple(F0, t, F1) is not unique, there is not a great deal of choice: for any
other system(F ′

0, t
′, F ′

1), (F ′
0, t

′−λ, t′−λF ′
1) must be obtained from(F0, t

−λ, t−λF1) by an
affine-linear transformation. Ifλ is not a negative integer, thenF ′

0 is clearly the composite
of F0 and an affine-linear isomorphismT0 → T ′

0. This means that the foliation defined by
F0 naturally extends to a morphismWp → Dp,0. A similar argument shows that ifλ is not
a positive integer, the morphism(t, F1) defines a natural quotientWp → Wp,λ. We call this
thepure quotientof Wp since the latter is a pure degeneration.

So if λ /∈ Z, then, just as in the caseλ = 0, we have a natural retractionr : WD → D,
the vector fieldt ∂

∂t is naturally defined onWD (as a dilatation field with factor−λ) so that
we have a flat normal linearization. Furthermore, the degeneration is locally canonically the
product of a pure degeneration and an affine space and the holonomy alongD is a central
extension the product of a projective linear group acting onDp,λ and an affine-linear group
acting onDp,0.

If we let t → 0 in a fixed sector (on whichlog t is continuous), then forRe(λ) < 0 the
developing map has a limit affine equivalent to the projection ontoDp,0 and if Re(λ) > 0,
then the projectivization of the developing map has a limit projectively equivalent to the
projection ontoDp,λ.

Definition 1.9 Let D be a smooth connected hypersurface in an analytic manifoldW and
let be given an affine structure onW − D. We say that the affine structure onW − D has
infinitesimally simple degeneration alongD of logarithmic exponentλ ∈ C if

(i) ∇ extends toΩW (log D) with a logarithmic pole alongD,

(ii) the residue of this extension alongD preserves the subsheafΩD ⊂ ΩW (log D) ⊗OD

and its eigenvalue on the quotient sheafOD is λ and

(iii) the residue endomorphism restricted toΩD is semisimple and all of its eigenvalues are
λ or 0.

It is clear from the preceding that our insertion of the adjective infinitesimallya priori
weakens the property in question. We show that this is often only apparently so.

Proposition 1.10 Let D be a smooth connected hypersurface in an analytic manifoldW
and let be given an affine structure onW − D which alongD is an infinitesimally simple
degeneration of logarithmic exponentλ ∈ C. If λ /∈ Z − {0}, then this is true without the
adjectiveinfinitesimally, so that all the properties discussed in Remarks 1.7 and 1.8 hold; in
particular, we have a flat normal linearization.

If λ is a nonzero integer, then at anyp ∈ D there exist a local equationt for Dp in Wp

and a morphismF = (F0, F1) : Wp → T0 × T1 to the product of an affine spaceT0 and
a linear spaceT1 such that(F0, t, F1) is a chart forWp and the developing map nearp is
affine equivalent to

(F0, t
−n + log t.c0F0, t

−nF1 + log t.C0
1F0) whenλ = n is a positive integer,

(F0 + tn log t.C1
0F1, t

n, tnF1) whenλ = −n is a negative integer.

Herec0 : T0 → C, C0
1 : T0 → T1 andC1

0 : T1 → T0 are affine-linear maps.
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Corollary 1.11 Suppose we are in the situation of Proposition 1.10. Ifλ is not an integer
≤ 0, thenF0 defines a natural the affine quotientWp → Dp,0; if λ is not an integer≥ 0,
then (t, F1) defines a natural pure quotientWp → Wp,λ. If the monodromy aroundD is
semisimple, then the affine structure degenerates simply alongD.

Proof. The first two assertions are clear. As for the last, ifλ is a positive integern, then
according to 1.10 the monodromy is given the unipotent transformation inT0 × C × T1 with
matrix 


1 0 0

2π
√
−1c0 1 0

2π
√
−1C0

1 0 1


 .

This matrix is semisimple if and only ifc0 andC0
1 are both zero, in which case we a simple

degeneration, indeed. The proof for the case whenλ is a negative integer is similar. �

For the proof of Proposition 1.10 we need the following well-known fact [10].

Lemma 1.12 LetV be a holomorphic vector bundle over the germWp endowed with a flat
connection with a logarithmic pole alongDp. ThenV (with its flat connection) naturally
decomposes naturally according to the images of the eigenvalues of the residue map inC/Z:
V = ⊕ζ∈C×V [ζ], whereV [ζ] has a residue endomorphism whose eigenvaluesλ have the
property thatexp(2π

√
−1λ) = ζ.

Assume now that the residue map is semisimple and that a localequationt for Dp is
given. If the residue map has a single eigenvalueλ, then there exists a uniqueC-linear section
s : V ⊗Cp → V of the reduction map such thatt−λs(u) is a multivalued flat section and any
multivalued flat section is thus obtained. If the residue hastwo eigenvaluesλ andλ + n with
n a positive integer, andV ⊗ Cp = Vλ ⊕ Vλ+n is the eigenspace decomposition, then there
exist aC-linear sections : V ⊗ Cp → V of the reduction map and aC ∈ Hom(Vλ+n, Vλ)
such that the image of

u ∈ Vλ 7→ t−λs(u);

u ∈ Vλ+n 7→ t−λ−ns(u) − log t.t−λsC(u).

spans the space of flat multivalued sections.

We also need a Poincaré lemma, the proof of which is left as anexercise.

Lemma 1.13 Let λ ∈ C andω ∈ ΩW,p(log D) be such thatt−λω is closed. Thent−λω =
d(t−λf) for somef ∈ OW,p unlessλ is a nonnegative integer: thent−λω = d(t−λf)+c log t
for somef ∈ OW,p and somec ∈ C.

Proof. [Proof of Proposition 1.10] The caseλ = 0, although somewhat special, is
relatively easy; we leave it to the reader. We therefore assume thatλ 6= 0. Choose a
local equationt for Dp. Put V := ΩW,p(log D) ⊗ Cp and letV = V0 ⊕ Vλ be the
eigenspace decomposition. Ifλ /∈ Z, then according to Lemma 1.12 there is a section
s = s0 + sλ : V0 ⊕ Vλ → ΩW,p(log D) of the reduction map such thats0 resp.t−λsλ

map to flat sections. Any flat section is closed, because the connection is symmetric. Since
the residue has eigenvalueλ on the logarithmic differentials modulo the regular differentials,
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s0 will take its values in the regular differentials. So by our Poincaré lemma 1.13 boths0 and
t−λsλ take values in the exact forms: there exists a linears̃ = s̃0 + s̃λ : V0 ⊕ Vλ → OW,p

such thatds̃0 = s0 andd(t−λs̃λ) = t−λsλ. We putT0 := V ∗
0 and take forF0 : Wp → T0 the

morphism defined bys0. Choosev ∈ Vλ not in the cotangent spaceT ∗
p D so thatVλ splits as

the direct sum ofCv ⊕ (T ∗
p D)λ. Thens̃λ(v) is a unit and sot−λs̃λ(v) is of the formt̃−λ for

another defining equatioñt of Dp. So upon replacingt by t̃ we can assume thats̃λ(v) = 1.
Then we takeT1 = (TpD)λ, and letF1 : Wp → T1 be defined by the set of elements in the
image ofsλ which vanish inp. The proposition then follows in this case.

Suppose now thatλ is a positive integern. Then Lemma 1.12 gives us a sections0 + sn :
V0 ⊕ Vn → ΩW,p(log D) and a linear mapC : Vn → V0 such that the images ofs0 and
t−nsn − log t.s0C are flat. The image ofs0 consists of exact forms for the same reason as
before so that we can still definẽs0 : V0 → OW,p and a flat morphismF0 : Wp → T0 = V ∗

0 .
If u ∈ Vλ, thent−nsn(u)− log t.s0C(u) is flat and hence closed. Sinces0C(u) = ds̃0C(u)
we have thatt−nsn(u) + s̃0C(u)t−1dt is also closed. Invoking our Poincaré lemma yields
that this must have the formd(s̃n(u) + c(u) log t) for somes̃n(u) ∈ OW,p andc(u) ∈ C. So
s̃n(u)+ log t.(c(u)− s̃0C(u)) is a multivalued affine function. the argument is then finished
as in the previous case.

The remaining case:λ a negative integer is done similarly. �

We shall need to understand what happens in the case of a normal crossing divisorD ⊂
W with smooth irreducible componentsDi so that we have a simple degeneration along each
irreducible component. Fortunately, we do not have to deal with the most general case.

Suppose for a moment that we are in the simple situation whereD has only two smooth
irreducible componentsD1 andD2, with nonzero logarithmic exponentsλ1, λ2. PutS :=
D1 ∩ D2 and letp ∈ S. We have two residue operators acting inΩW (log D) ⊗ Cp. They
mutually commute and respect the exact residue sequence

0 → ΩS,p → ΩW (log D) ⊗OS,p → OSp
⊕OSp

→ 0.

The affine-linear functions nearp will have alongDi order zero or−λi. The formation of
the affine quotient ofD as a quotient of its ambient germ persists as a submersionWp →
(D1)p,0 precisely when there are no affine-linear functions which have order zero onD1

and order−λ2 on D2. So we see that we have a local equationti for Di and a morphism
F = (F0, F1, F2) : Wp → T0×T1×T2 to a product of which the first factor is an affine space
and the other two are linear, which makes up with witht1, t2 a chart and has the property that
the developing map is affine-equivalent to

(F0, t
−λ1

1 (1, F1), t
−λ1

1 t−λ2

2 (1, F2)) : Wp → T0 × (C × T1) × (C × T2).

Notice that the decomposition ofSp defined byF |Sp underlies the eigenspace decomposition
defined by the two residue operators; the factorsT0, T1, T2 correspond to the eigenvalue pairs
(0, 0), (λ1, 0) and(λ1, λ2) respectively.

If λ2 = 0 (but λ1 6= 0), then only a small modification is needed:T2 is a singleton, so
that we only have a morphismF = (F0, F1) : Wp → T0 × T1, and the developing map is
affine-equivalent to

(F0, t
−λ1

1 (1, F1, log t2)) : Wp → T0 × (C × T1 × C).
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So in this caseSp is decomposed into two factors.
This immediately generalizes to

Proposition 1.14 LetW be an analytic manifold,D a normal crossing divisor onW which
is the union of smooth irreducible componentsD1, . . . , Dk, and∇ an affine structure on
W − D which is simple of logarithmic exponentλi alongDi. Assume thatλi 6= 0 for i < k.
Suppose that for any pair1 ≤ i < j ≤ l the formation of the affine quotient of the generic
point ofDj extends across the generic point ofDi ∩ Dj . Then atp ∈ ∩iDi, we have a local
equationti for Di and a morphism

F =:

{
(F0, F1, . . . , Fk) : Wp → T0 × T1 × · · · × Tk if λk 6= 0,

(F0, F1, . . . , Fk−1) : Wp → T0 × T1 × · · · × Tk−1 if λk = 0,

to a product of an affine spaceT0 and linear spacesT1, . . . , Tk which together with(t1, . . . , tk)
define a chart forWp such that the developing map is affine equivalent to the multivalued map

{
(F0, (t

−λ1

1 · · · t−λi

i (1, Fi))
k
i=1) if λk 6= 0,

(F0, (t
−λ1

1 · · · t−λi

i (1, Fi))
k−2
i=1 , t−λ1

1 · · · t−λk−1

k−1 (1, Fk−1, log tk)) if λk = 0.

1.3 Admissible metrics

If M is a connected complex manifold with an affine structure andp ∈ M , then a flat her-
mitian form on (the tangent bundle of)M restricts to a hermitian form onTpM which is
invariant under the monodromy. Conversely, a monodromy invariant hermitian form onTpM
extends to flat hermitian form onM . This also shows that the kernel of such a hermitian
form is integrable to a foliation inM whose local leaf space comes with an affine structure
endowed with a flatnondegeneratehermitian form.

Remark 1.15 Consider the situation of definition 1.5, whereM = W − D and the affine
structure has simple degeneration alongD with exponentλ. A flat hermitian formh on
M must be compatible with the structure that we have nearD. So whenλ = 0, then this
gives rise to flat hermitian structurehD on D. When the degeneration is pure (so thatD
has a projective structure), then this determines a hermitian formhD on D which is flat for
the projective connection onD, so that ifhD is nondegenerate, the connection onD is just
the Levi-Civita connection forhD. We will be mostly concerned with the case whenhD

is positive definite. Of particular interest are the cases whenh is positive definite (thenhD

is isomorphic to a Fubini-Study metric) and whenh has hyperbolic signature(k, 1) and is
negative on the normal dilatation field (thenhD is isometric to a complex hyperbolic metric).

In general we have locally onD a metric product of these two cases.

Definition 1.16 Let be given an affine analytic manifoldM and a dilatation fieldE on M .
We say that a flat hermitian formh on the tangent bundle ofM is admissible relative toE if
we are in one of the following three cases:

(ell) h is positive definite.
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(par) h is positive semidefinite with kernel spanned byE.

(hyp) h has a hyperbolic signature andh(E, E) is negative everywhere.

They define on the leaf space a Fubini-Study metric, a flat metric and a complex hyperbolic
metric respectively, to which we shall simply refer as aelliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic struc-
ture.

2 Linear arrangements with a Dunkl connection

2.1 Review of the terminology concerning linear arrangements

We adhere mostly to the notation used in the book by Orlik and Terao [21].
Let (V,H) be alinear arrangement, that is, a finite dimensional complex vector spaceV

and a finite collectionH of (linear) hyperplanes ofV . We shall suppose thatH is nonempty
so thatdim(V ) ≥ 1. The arrangement complement, that is, the complement inV of the
union of the members ofH, will be denoted byV ◦. We will also use the superscript◦ to
denote such a complement in analogous situations (such as the case of a projective setting),
assuming that the arrangement is understood.

The collection of hyperplane intersections inV taken from subsets ofH is denotedL(H)
(this includesV itself as the intersection over the empty subset ofH). We consider it as a
poset for the reverse inclusion relation:L ≤ M meansL ⊇ M . (This is in fact a lattice with
join L∨M = L∩M and withmeetL∧M the intersection of theH ∈ H containingL∪M .)
The members ofH are the minimal elements (theatoms) of L(H)−{V } and∩H∈HH is the
unique maximal element. ForL ∈ L(H) we denote byHL the collection ofH ∈ H which
containL. We often think ofHL as defining a linear arrangement onV/L. Clearly,L(HL)
is the lower link ofL in L(H), that is, the set ofM ∈ L(H) with M < L. The assignment
L 7→ HL identifiesL(H) with a subposet of the lattice of subsets ofH and we will often
tacitly use that identification in our notation.

Given anL ∈ L(H), then eachH ∈ H − HL meetsL in a hyperplane ofL. The
collection of these hyperplanes ofL is denotedHL. We call the arrangement complement
L◦ ⊂ L defined byHL anH-stratum; these partitionV .

A splitting of H is a nontrivial decomposition ofH of the formH = HL ⊔ HL′ with
L, L′ ∈ L(H) andL + L′ = V . If no splitting exists, then we say thatH is irreducible. A
memberL ∈ L(H) is calledirreducibleif HL is. This amounts to the property that there exist
(codim(L) + 1) hyperplanes fromHL such thatL is the intersection of anycodim(L)-tuple
out of them. Or equivalently, that the identity component ofAut(V/L,HL) is the group of
scalarsC×. It is clear that a member ofH is irreducible. We denote byLirr(H) ⊂ L(H) the
subposet of irreducible members.

GivenL ∈ L(H), then anirreducible componentof L is a maximal irreducible member
of L(HL). If {Li}i are the distinct irreducible components ofL, thenL is the transversal
intersection of these in the sense that the mapV → ⊕iV/Li is onto and has kernelL.

Lemma 2.1 GivenL, M ∈ L(H) with M ⊂ L, denote byM(L) ∈ L(H) the common
intersection of the members ofHM −HL. If M ∈ Lirr(HL), thenM(L) is the unique irre-
ducible component ofM in L(H) which is not an irreducible component ofL. In particular,
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if L ∈ Lirr(H) andM ∈ Lirr(HL), then eitherM = M(L) ∈ Lirr(H) or {L, M(L)} are
the distinct irreducible components ofM in L(H).

Proof. Left as an exercise. �

2.2 Affine structures on arrangement complements

Let H be a linear arrangement in the complex vector spaceV . For H ∈ H, we denote
by ωH (or ωV

H , if a reference to the ambient space is appropriate) the unique meromorphic
differential onV with divisor−H and residue1 alongH . SoωH = φ−1

H dφH , whereφH is
a linear equation forH .

Suppose∇ is a torsion free flat connection on the complementV ◦ of the union of the
members ofH. We regard it in the first place as a connection on the tangent bundle and then
write it as∇ := ∇0 − Ω, where∇0 is the standard (translation invariant) flat connection
on the tangent bundle ofV andΩ is aEnd(V )-valued holomorphic differential onV ◦: Ω ∈
H0(V ◦, ΩV )⊗C End(V ), theconnection formof ∇. The associated (dual) connection on the
cotangent bundle ofV ◦ (also denoted by∇) is characterized by the property that the pairing
between vector fields and differentials is flat. So its connection form is−Ω∗.

Corollary 2.2 Suppose that∇ is invariant under scalar multiplication (as a connection on
the tangent bundle ofV ) and has a logarithmic singularity along the generic point of every
member ofH. Then for everyH ∈ H, ResH(∇) is a constant endomorphismρH ∈ End(V )
whose kernel containsH andΩ has the form

Ω :=
∑

H∈H
ωH ⊗ ρH .

If EV denotes the Euler vector field onV , then the covariant derivative ofEV with respect
to the constant vector field parallel to a vectorv ∈ V is the constant vector field parallel to
v − ∑

H∈H ρH(v).
If ρH 6= 0, then∇ induces onH ∈ H a connection of the same type.

Proof. The assumption that∇ is invariant under scalar multiplication means that the co-
efficient forms ofΩ in H0(V ◦, ΩV ) are C×-invariant. This implies that these forms are
C-linear combinations of the logarithmic differentialsωH and soΩ has indeed the form∑

H∈H ωH ⊗ ρH with ρH ∈ End(V ). Following Lemma 1.4,ρH is zero or has has kernel
H . This lemma also yields the last assertion.

Finally, letφH be a defining linear form forH so that we can writeωH = φ−1
H dφH and

φH(u) = φH(u)vH for somevH ∈ V . Then

ωH(∂v)ρH(EV ) =
φH(v)

φH(z)
φH(z)∂vH

= ∂ρH (v).

Since∇0
∂v

(e) = ∂v, it follows that∇∂v
(EV ) = ∂v − ∑

H∈H ∂ρH (v). �

We denote byV the projective compactification ofV obtained by adding the hyperplane
at infinity P(V ).
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Proposition 2.3 Suppose that for everyH ∈ H we are givenρH ∈ End(V ) with kernelH
and letΩ :=

∑
H∈H ωH ⊗ ρH . Then the connection on the tangent bundle ofV ◦ defined

by∇ := ∇◦ − Ω is C×-invariant and torsion free. As a connection on the cotangent bun-
dle it extends toΩV (log(P(V )) with logarithmic singularities so that∇ is regular-singular.
Moreover, the following properties are equivalent

(i) ∇ is flat,

(ii) Ω ∧ Ω = 0,

(iii) for every pairL, M ∈ L(H) with L ⊂ M ,
∑

H∈HL
ρH and

∑
H∈HM

ρH commute,

(iv) for everyL ∈ L(H) of codimension2, the sum
∑

H∈HL
ρH commutes with each of its

terms.

Proof. The C×-invariance of∇ is clear. LetφH ∈ V ∗ have zero setH . Then there exist
eH ∈ V such that

Ω =
∑

H∈H
φ−1

H dφH ⊗ dφH ⊗ ∂eH

which plainly shows thatΩ is symmetric in the first two factors. So∇ is symmetric. The
connection∇ has onΩV (log(P(V )) visibly a logarithmic singularity along each member of
H and so it remains to verify that this is also the case alongP(V ). It is clear thatP(V )
is pointwise fixed under theC×-action. The generic pointw of P(V ) has a local defining
equationu in V that is homogeneous of degree−1. TheC×-invariance of∇ implies that its
matrix has the form

du

u
⊗ A(w) + Ω′(w),

whereA is a matrix andΩ′ a matrix valued differential in the generic point ofP(V ).
The proof that the four properties are indeed equivalent canbe found in [15]. �

Example 2.4 (The case of dimension two)Examples abound in dimension two: suppose
dimV = 2 and let{ρi ∈ End(V )}i∈I a finite collection of rank one endomorphisms with
ker(ρi) 6= ker(ρj) if i 6= j and which has more than one member. So ifωi is the logarith-
mic differential defined byker(ρi), then the connection defined byΩ =

∑
i ωi ⊗ ρi is flat,

precisely when
∑

i ρi is a scalar operator.
Notice that in that caseI has just two elementsρ1, ρ2, then both must be semisimple.

This is because the centralizer ofρi in End(V ) is spanned byρi and the identity.

Example 2.5 (Complex reflection groups)Irreducible examples in dimension≥ 2 can be
obtained from finite complex reflection groups. LetG ⊂ GL(V ) be a finite irreducible sub-
group generated by complex reflections and letH be the collection of fixed point hyperplanes
of the complex reflections inG. Choose aG-invariant positive definite inner product onV
and let forH ∈ H, πH be the orthogonal projection alongH onto H⊥. If κ ∈ CH is
G-invariant, then the connection defined by the form

∑
H∈H ωH ⊗ κHπH is flat [15].

The next subsection describes a classical example.
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2.3 The Lauricella local system

Let V be the quotient ofCn+1 by its main diagonal. Label the standard basis ofCn+1 as
e0, . . . , en+1 and let for0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, Hij be the hyperplanezi = zj (either inCn+1 or
in V ) andωij := (zi − zj)

−1d(zi − zj) the associated logarithmic form. We letH be the
collection of these hyperplanes so that we can think ofV ◦ as the configuration space ofn+1
distinct points inC given up to translation.

Let be given positive real numbersµ0, . . . , µn and define an inner product〈 , 〉 on Cn+1

by 〈ei, ej〉 = µiδi,j . We may identifyV with the orthogonal complement of the main di-
agonal, that is, with the hyperplane defined by

∑
i µizi = 0. The line orthogonal to the

hyperplanezi − zj = 0 is spanned by the vectorµjei − µiej. (For this reason it is often
convenient to use the basis(e′i := µ−1

i ei)i instead, for then the hyperplane in question is the
orthogonal complement ofe′i − e′j ; notice that〈e′i, e′j〉 = µ−1

i δi,j .) So the endomorphism
ρ̃ij of Cn+1 which sendsz to (zi − zj)(µjei − µiej) is selfadjoint, hasHij in its kernel
and hasµjei − µiej as eigenvector with eigenvalueµi + µj . In particular,ρ̃ij induces an
endomorphismρij in V .

Proposition-definition 2.6 The connection

∇ := ∇0 −
∑

i<j

ωij ⊗ ρij

is flat (we call it theLauricella connection) and has the Euler vector field onV as a dilatation
field with factor1 − ∑

i µi.
Letγ be a path inC which connectszi with zj but otherwise avoids{z0, . . . , zn} in C. If

bothµi < 1 andµj < 1 and a determination of the integrand in

∫

γ

(z0 − ζ)−µ0 · · · (zn − ζ)−µndζ

is chosen, then this integral converges. It is translation invariant and thus defines a multi-
valued holomorphic (so-calledLauricella) function onV ◦. This function is homogeneous of
degree1 − ∑

i µi and its differential is flat for the Lauricella connection.

Proof. The first assertion follows from a straightforward computation based on Proposition
2.3: one verifies that for0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n the transformatioñρij + ρ̃ik + ρ̃jk acts
on the orthogonal complement ofei + ej + ek in the span ofei, ej , ek as multiplication by
µi + µj + µk so that this sum commutes with each of its terms.

The convergence and the translation invariance and the homogeneity property of the inte-
gral are clear. IfF denotes the associated multivalued function, then the flatness ofdF comes
down to

∑

i,j

∂2F

∂zi∂zj
dzi ⊗ dzj = −

∑

i<j

1

zi − zj

(
µj

∂F

∂zi
− µi

∂F

∂zj

)
(dzi − dzj) ⊗ (dzi − dzj).
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For i < j, we have

1

zi − zj

(
µj

∂F

∂zi
− µi

∂F

∂zj

)
=

−µiµj

zi − zj

∫

γ

( 1

zi − ζ
− 1

zj − ζ

) n∏

ν=0

(zν − ζ)−µν dζ

= µiµj

∫

γ

(zi − ζ)−1(zj − ζ)−1
n∏

ν=0

(zν − ζ)−µν dζ =
∂2F

∂zi∂zj
.

If we combine this with the observation that
∑

i
∂F
∂zi

= 0, we find the desired identity.
ThatEV is a dilatation field with factor1 − ∑

i µi is left to the reader. �

This implies that locally, the Lauricella functions span a vector space of dimension≤
n + 1 (≤ n in case

∑
i µi 6= 1). We can be more precise:

Proposition 2.7 If µi < 1 for all i, then the Lauricella functions span a vector space of
dimension≥ n. So if

∑
i µi 6= 1, then their differentials span the local system of Lauricella-

flat 1-forms.

Proof. For i = 1, . . . , n, we choose a pathγi from z0 to zi such that these paths have disjoint
interior. We prove that the corresponding Lauricella functionsF1, . . . , Fn are linearly inde-
pendent. For this it is enough to show thatFn is not a linear combination ofF1, . . . , Fn−1.
Let T ⊂ C be the union of the images ofγ1, . . . , γn minuszn. We fix z1, . . . , zn−1, but
let let zn move along a pathzn(s) in C − T that eventually follows a ray to infinity. Then
Fi(z0, . . . , zn−1, zn(s)) is for s → ∞ approximately a constant timeszn(s)−µn in case
i 6= n, and a nonzero constant timeszn(s)1−µn wheni = n. The assertion follows. �

2.4 Connections of Dunkl type

The examples coming from complex reflection groups and the Lauricella examples suggest:

Definition 2.8 We say that a flat connection onV ◦ whose connection form has the shape
Ω :=

∑
H∈H ωH ⊗ ρH with ρH ∈ GL(V ) is of Dunkl typeif there exists a positive definite

inner product onV for which eachρH is selfadjoint, in other words, ifπH denotes the or-
thogonal projection ontoH⊥, thenρH = κHπH for someκH ∈ C. We callΩ a Dunkl form
and the pair(V,∇◦ − Ω) a Dunkl system.

So in the complex reflection example we have a connection of Dunkl type and the same
is true for the Lauricella example. This last class shows that it is possible that not just the ex-
ponent functionκ, but also the hermitian inner product (and hence the orthogonal projections
πH ) that can deform continuously in an essential manner while retaining the Dunkl property.
We shall see in Subsection 2.6 that for the arrangement of typeAn, any connection of Dunkl
type is essentially a Lauricella connection: its connection form is proportional to a Lauricella
form.

Example 2.9 There are still many examples in dimension two. In order to understand the
situation here, let be given a complex vector spaceV of dimension two and a finite setH of
lines inV which comprises at least three elements.
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Suppose that is given an inner product〈 , 〉 onV . Choose a defining linear formφH ∈ V ∗

for H of unit length relative the dual inner product and leteH ∈ V be the unique vector per-
pendicular toH on whichφH takes the value1. SoeH is also of unit length. By Proposition
2.3-iv,κ ∈ (C×)H defines a Dunkl form relative to this inner product if and onlyif the linear
map

v ∈ V 7→
∑

H∈H
κHφH(v)eH ∈ V

commutes with each orthogonal projectionπH . This means that the map is multiplication by
a scalarκ0. Since〈v, eH〉 = φH(v), we can also write this as

∑

H∈H
κHφH(v)φH(v′) = κ0〈v, v′〉.

This equality remains valid if we replace each coefficient byits real resp. imaginary part.
Notice, that if everyκH is real and positive, thenκHφH ⊗ φH can be thought of as an inner
product on the lineV/H .

Conversely, if we are given for everyH ∈ H an inner product〈 , 〉H on V/H , and
aH ∈ R is such that〈 , 〉 :=

∑
H∈H aH〈 , 〉H is an inner product onV , then we get a Dunkl

system relative the latter withκH = aH〈v, v〉H/〈 v, v〉 for a generatorv of H⊥.

Assumptions 2.10Throughout the rest of this paper we assume thatH is irreducible, that
the common intersection of the members ofH is reduced to{0} (these are rather innocent)
and that the residuesρH are selfadjoint with respect to some inner product〈 , 〉 onV (this is
more substantial).

Then there exist complete flags of irreducible intersections:

Lemma 2.11 EveryL ∈ Lirr(H) of positive dimension contains member ofLirr(H) of codi-
mension one inL. In particular there exists a complete flagV > L1 > L2 > · · · > Ln =
{0} of irreducible intersections fromH.

Proof. If all members ofH − HL would containL⊥, thenH would be reducible, so there
exists aH ∈ H−HL which does containL⊥. It is clear thatL ∩ H is then irreducible. �

For each linear subspaceL ⊂ V we denote byπL the orthogonal projection with kernel
L and imageL⊥. So each residueρH is written asκHπH for someκH ∈ C. The following
lemma shows thatπL is independent of the inner product.

Lemma 2.12 Suppose that none of the residuesρH is zero. Then any inner product onV
for which each of theρH is selfadjoint is a positive multiple of〈 , 〉. (So the Dunkl form
Ω :=

∑
H ωH ⊗ κHπH then determines bothH and the inner product up to scalar.)

Proof. Suppose〈 , 〉′ is another hermitian form onV for which the residuesρH are selfad-
joint. Then〈 , 〉′ − c〈 , 〉 will be degenerate for some realc ∈ R. We prove that this form
is identically zero, in other words that itsK ⊂ V is all of V . SinceρH is selfadjoint for
this form, we either haveK⊥ ⊂ H or K ⊂ H . So if H′ ⊂ H resp.H′′ ⊂ H denote the
corresponding subsets, then for every pair(H ′, H ′′) ∈ H′ ×H′′, H ′⊥ ⊥ H ′′⊥. SinceH is
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irreducible, this implies that eitherH′ = ∅ orH′ = H. In the first caseK lies in the common
intersection of theH ∈ H and hence is reduced to{0}, contrary to our assumption. So we
are in the second case:K⊥ = {0}, that is,K = V . �

Lemma 2.13 Let∇ be a Dunkl connection with residuesκHπH and letL ∈ Lirr(H). Then
the transformation

∑
H∈HL

κHπH is of the formκLπL, where

κL =
1

codim(L)

∑

H∈HL

κH .

In particular, the Euler vector fieldEV is a dilatation field for∇ with factor1 − κ0.

Proof. It is clear that
∑

H∈HL
κHπH is zero onL and preservesL⊥. Since this sum com-

mutes with each of its terms, it will preserveH andH⊥, for eachH ∈ HL. SinceHL

containscodim(L) + 1 members of which eachcodim(L)-element subset is in general po-
sition, the induced transformation inL⊥ will be scalar. This scalar operator must have the
same trace as

∑
H∈HL

κHπH , and so the scalar equals the numberκL above. SinceL⊥ is
the span of the linesH⊥, H ∈ HL, the first part of the lemma follows. The last assertion
follows from Corollary 2.2. �

Example 2.14 In the Lauricella case a memberL of Lirr(H) is simply given by a subset
I ⊂ {0, . . . , n} which is not a singleton: it is then the set ofz ∈ V for which zi − zj = 0
wheni, j ∈ I. It is straightforward to verify thatκL =

∑
i∈I µi.

Forκ ∈ CH, put

∇κ := ∇0 − Ωκ, Ωκ :=
∑

H∈H
ωH ⊗ κHπH .

Notice that the set ofκ ∈ (C×)H for which∇κ is flat is the intersection of a linear subspace
of CH with (C×)H. We shall denote that subspace byCH,flat.

Corollary 2.15 Choose for everyH ∈ H a unit vectoreH ∈ V spanningH⊥. Then the
connection∇κ is flat if and only if for everyL ∈ Lirr(H) of codimension two we have

∑

H∈HL

κH〈v, eH〉〈eH , v′〉 = κL〈πL(v), πL(v′)〉

for someκL ∈ C. In particular,CH,flat is defined overR. Moreover, anyκ ∈ (0,∞)H,flat is
monotonic in the sense that ifL, M ∈ Lirr(H) andM strictly containsL, thenκM < κL.

Proof. Lemma 2.13 and condition (iv) of Proposition 2.3 show that the flatness of∇κ is
equivalent to the condition that for everyL ∈ Lirr(H),

∑
H∈HL

κHπH is proportional to
πL, in other words that

∑
H∈HL

κH〈v, eH〉eH = κLπH(v) for someκL ∈ C. If we take the
inner product withv′ ∈ V , we see that this comes down to the stated equality. Since theterms
〈v, eH〉〈eH , v′〉 and〈πH(v), πH(v′) are hermitian, this equality still holds if we replace the
coefficients by their complex conjugates.
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Finally, if κ ∈ (0,∞)H,flat andL ∈ Lirr(H) then

κL〈v, v〉 =
∑

H∈HL

〈κHπH(v), v〉 =
∑

H∈HL

κH |〈v, eH〉|2.

If M ∈ L(H) strictly containsL, thenHL strictly containsHM , and from

(κL − κM )〈v, v〉 =
∑

H∈HL−HM

κH |〈v, eH〉|2

it follows (upon takingv ∈ L⊥) thatκM < κL. �

Proposition 2.3 shows that for everyL ∈ L(H),

ΩL :=
∑

H∈HL

ωH ⊗ κHπH

defines a Dunkl-connection∇L in (V/L)◦. We shall see thatL◦ also inherits such a connec-
tion.

Denote byiL : L ⊂ V the inclusion. Notice that ifH ∈ H − HL, theni∗L(ωH) is the
logarithmic differentialωL

L∩H onL defined byL ∩ H .
The setHL of hyperplanes inL injects intoLirr(H) by sendingI to I(L), the unique

irreducible intersection such thatL ∩ I(L) = I as in Lemma 2.1. The set ofI ∈ HL for
whichI(L) 6∈ H will be denotedHL

irr so thatHL −HL
irr injects intoH−HL. We denote the

image of the latter byHL
⊥.

Lemma 2.16 GivenL ∈ L(H), then the connection on the tangent bundle ofV restricted to
L◦ defined by

i∗L(Ω − ΩL) =
∑

H∈H−HL

i∗LωH ⊗ κHπH .

is flat. Moreover, the decompositionV = L⊥ ⊕ L defines a flat splitting of this bundle; on
the normal bundle (corresponding to the first summand) the connection is given by the scalar
valued1-form

∑
I∈HL

irr
(κI − κL)ωL

I , whereas on the tangent bundle ofL (corresponding to

the second summand) it is given by theEnd(L)-valued1-form

ΩL :=
∑

I∈HL

ωL
I ⊗ κI(L)π

L
I ;

hereπL
I denotes the restriction ofπI to L. We thus have a natural affine structure onL◦

defined by a Dunkl connection∇L whose form is defined by restriction of the inner product
to L and the functionκL : I ∈ HL 7→ κI(L). The extension of that function toLirr(HL) (as
defined by Lemma 2.13) is given byM ∈ Lirr(HL) 7→ κM(L).

Proof. Let M ∈ Lirr(HL). We verify that
∑

H∈HM−HL
κHπH commutes withπL and that

its restriction toL equalsκM(L)πM(L). If M is irreducible relative toH (so thatM(L) =
M ), then ∑

H∈HM−HL

κHπH = κMπM − κLπL.
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It is clear that the right-hand side commutes withπL and that its restriction toL is κMπL
M . If

M is reducible relative toH, thenM(L) is the unique irreducible component ofM distinct
from L so that ∑

H∈HM−HL

κHπH = κM(L)πM(L).

SinceM(L) andL are perpendicular, the right-hand side commutes withκLπL and its re-
striction toL is κM(L)π

L
M .

The very last assertion of the proposition now follows: by grouping the members of
HM −HL according to their intersection withL, we see that

∑

H∈HM−HL

κHπH =
∑

I∈HL
M

∑

H∈HI−HL

κHπH

and according to the discussion above, the left-hand side equalsκM(L)πM(L), whereas the
internal sum of the right-hand side equalsκI(L)πI(L). For the flatness of∇L we invoke crite-
rion (iv) of Proposition 2.3: ifM, N ∈ Lirr(HL) satisfy an inclusion relation, then it follows
from the above, that the sums

∑
H∈HM−HL

κHπH and
∑

H∈HN−HL
κHπH commute and

the flatness follows from this.
If we let M run over the members ofHL we get

Ω − ΩL =
∑

I∈HL
irr

ωL
I ⊗ κIπI +

∑

H∈HL
⊥

ωH ⊗ κHπH .

Since all the terms commute withπL it follows thatπL is flat, when viewed as an endomor-
phism of the tangent bundle ofV restricted toL. It also follows that the components of the
connection are as asserted. �

Remark 2.17 The last property of Lemma 2.16 imposes a very strong condition onκ when
viewed as a function on the posetLirr(H): it implies that for any pairL < M in this poset
we have the equalityκM −κL =

∑
I(κI −κL), where the sum is taken over allI ∈ Lirr(H)

which satisfyL < I ≤ M and are minimal for that property. In fact, it turns out that this
condition yields all the possible weights for Coxeter arrangements of rank at least three. We
we will not pursue this here, since we will obtain this classification by a different method in
Subsection 2.6.

Definition 2.18 The Dunkl connection on(V/L)◦ resp.L◦ defined byΩL resp.ΩL is called
theL-transversalresp.L-longitudinalDunkl connection.

2.5 Local triviality

Let L ∈ Lirr(H), f : BlL V → V be the blow-up ofL in V and denote byD the excep-
tional divisor. The inner product identifiesV with L×V/L and this identifiesBlL V with L×
Bl0(V/L), D with L×P(V/L) andΩBlL V (log D) with pr∗LΩL⊕pr∗V/LΩBl0(V/L)(log P(V/L)).
The projection on the second factor defines a natural projectorΩBlL V (log D) → ΩBlL V (log D),
which we shall denote bỹπ∗

L.
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Lemma 2.19 The affine structure onV ◦ is of infinitesimal simple type alongD with loga-
rithmic exponentκL − 1: its residue is(κL − 1)π̃∗

L. WhenκL 6= 1, the first factor of the
product decompositionD = L × P(V/L) is the affine quotient and the second factor the
projective quotient ofD (in the sense of Remark 1.8).

Proof. The last assertion is clearly a consequence of the first. Letp be a generic point of
D, precisely, suppose thatp ∈ D andp not in the strict transform of anyH ∈ H − HL.
We identifyV ∗ with (V/L)∗ ⊕ (V/L⊥)∗. We must show that fory ∈ (V/L⊥)∗ andx ∈
(V/L)∗, f∗∇(dy) andf∗

(
∇(x−1dx) − (κL − 1)x−1dx ⊗ x−1dx

)
both lie inΩBlL V,p ⊗

ΩBlL V,p(log D). The pull-back ofωH to BlL V is a regular differential atp unlessH ∈ HL,
in which case it is logarithmic differential with residue one. We have that

∇(dy) =
∑

H∈H
ωH ⊗ κHπ∗

H(dy)

and sinceπ∗
H(dy) = 0 in caseH ∈ HL, we see right away thatf∗∇(dy) ∈ ΩBlL V,p ⊗

ΩBlL V,p. Now consider

∇(x−1dx) = −dx

x
⊗ dx

x
+

∑

H∈H
ωH ⊗ κHπ∗

H(
dx

x
).

Let us first concentrate on the subsum overHL. Fix a local defining equationt of D at p.
Then(f∗x−1dx)p − t−1dt is regular and so is(f∗ωH)p − t−1dt whenH ∈ HL. So if we
calculate moduloΩBlL V,p ⊗ ΩBlL V,p(log D), then we find

f∗
( ∑

H∈HL

ωH ⊗ κHπ∗
H(

dx

x
)
)
≡ dt

t
⊗ f∗

( ∑

H∈HL

κHπ∗
H(

dx

x
)
)
≡

≡ dt

t
⊗ f∗(κLπ∗

L

dx

x
) ≡ κLf∗

(dx

x
⊗ dx

x

)

So it remains to show that

f∗
( ∑

H∈H−HL

ωH ⊗ κHπ∗
H(

dx

x
)
)
∈ ΩBlL V,p ⊗ ΩBlL V,p(log D).

Here all thef∗ωH are regular atp, so it is rather the denominator ofx−1dx that is cause
for concern. For this we group theH ∈ H − HL according to their intersection withL.
Let I ∈ HL. Then forH ∈ HI − HL, the restriction ofωH to L as a form isωL

I , hence
independent ofH . The same is true forf∗ωH : its restriction toD as a form is the pull-back
of ωL

I and hence independent ofH . This means that ifH, H ′ ∈ HI − HL, then the image
of f∗ωH − f∗ωH′ in ΩBlL V,p(log D) can we written as a form divisible bydt plus a form
divisible by t. In other words, it lies intΩBlL V,p(log D). Sincef∗(x−1) ∈ t−1OBlL V,p, it
follows that if we fix someH0 ∈ HI −HL, then

f∗
( ∑

H∈HI−HL

ωH ⊗ κHπ∗
H(

dx

x
)
)
≡ f∗ωH0

⊗ f∗
( ∑

H∈HI−HL

κHπ∗
H(

dx

x
)
)
.
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If I is irreducible, then
∑

H∈HI−HL
κHπH = κIπI − κLπL. Sinceπ∗

I andπ∗
L leavedx

invariant, it follows that
∑

H∈HI−HL
κHπ∗

H(x−1dx) =
∑

H∈HI−HL
(κI − κL)(x−1dx),

and hence the image of this sum underf∗ lies in ΩBlL V,p(log D). If I is reducible, then
it has two irreducible componentsL andI(L). In that case

∑
H∈HI−HL

κHπ∗
H(x−1dx) =

κI(L)π
∗
I(L)(x

−1dx) and sinceL⊥ is in the kernel ofπI(L) it follows that the latter is identi-
cally zero. The proof of the lemma is now complete. �

Given L ∈ L(H), then we say that a Dunkl connection onV ◦ hassemisimple holon-
omy aroundL if the holonomy around the exceptional divisor of the blowupBlL V has that
property. It is a property we know is satisfied whenκL /∈ Z or κL = 0.

Corollary 2.20 Suppose we have semisimple holonomy aroundL ∈ Lirr(H). Then the con-
ditions (and hence the conclusions) of Proposition 1.10 aresatisfied in the generic point of
the blow-upf : BlL V → V of L in V with λ = κL − 1. In particular, we have a normal
linearization in the generic point of the exceptional divisor of BlL V .

Here is a simple application.

Corollary 2.21 If no κH is an integer andκ0 − 1 is not a negative integer, then every flat
1-form onV ◦ is zero. (Equivalently, every cotangent vector ofV ◦ which is invariant under
the monodromy representation is zero.) Similarly, if noκH is a negative integer andκ0 − 1
is not a positive integer, then every flat vector field onV ◦ is zero.

Proof. We only prove the first assertion; the proof of the second is similar. Let α be a flat
1-form on V ◦. Since the Dunkl connection is torsion free,α is closed. Let us verify that
under the assumptions of the statement,α is regular in the generic point ofH ∈ H. Near the
generic point ofH is a linear combination of the pull-back of a differential onthe generic
point of H under the canonical retraction and a differential which is like φ−κH dφ, whereφ
is a local defining equation forH . So if the latter appears inα with nonzero coefficient, then
κH must be an integer and this we excluded. Soα is regular in the generic point ofH .

Henceα is regular on all ofV . On the other hand,α will be homogeneous of degree
1 − κ0. So if α is nonzero, then1 − κ0 is a positive integer. But this we excluded also.�

Let nowL0 > · · · > Lk > Lk+1 = V be a flag inLirr(H) and letf : W → V be the
iterated blowup of these subspaces in the correct order: starting with L0 and ending withLk.
Denote the exceptional divisor overLi by Ei, so that theEi’s make up a normal crossing
divisor. The common intersectionS of theEi’s has a product decomposition

S ∼= L0 × P(L1/L0) × · · · × P(V/Lk).

Proposition 2.22 Let z = (z0, . . . , zk+1) be a general point ofS. If we have semisim-
ple holonomy around everyLi, then there exist a local equationti for Ei and a morphism
(F1, . . . , Fk+1) : Wz → T1 × · · · × Tk+1 to a product of linear spaces such that

(i) Fi|Sz factors through a local isomorphismP(Li/Li−1)zi
→ Ti (and hence the system

(prL0
, t0, F1, . . . , tk, Fk+1) is chart forWz),
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(ii) the developing map atz is affine equivalent to the multivalued mapWz → L0 × (C ×
T1) × · · · × (C × Tk+1) given by

(
prL0

, t1−κ0

0 (1, F1), t
1−κ0

0 t1−κ1

1 (1, F2), . . . , t
1−κ0

0 t1−κ1

1 · · · t1−κk

k (1, Fk+1)
)
,

whereκi stands forκLi
.

If κk = 0, but the holonomy aroundLi is semisimple fori < k, then then there exist a
local equationti for Ei and a morphism(F1, . . . , Fk) : Wz → T1 × · · · ×Tk to a product of
linear spaces such that

(i) Fi|Sz factors through a local isomorphismP(Li/Li−1)zi
→ Ti if i < k, whereas

Fk|Sz factors through a local isomorphismP(Lk/Lk−1) × P(V/Lk)(zk,zk+1) → Tk,

(ii) the developing map atz is affine equivalent to the multivalued mapWz → L0 × (C ×
T1) × · · · × (C × Tk × C) given by

(
prL0

, t1−κ0

0 (1, F1), t
1−κ0

0 t1−κ1

1 (1, F2), . . . , t
1−κ0

0 t1−κ1

1 · · · t1−κk−1

k−1 (1, Fk, log tk)
)
.

Proof. This is a straightforward application of Proposition 1.14.To see that this applies
indeed, we notice that the formation of the affine quotient ofE0 is its projection toL0, hence
defined everywhere onE0. Likewise, the formation of the affine quotient ofEi is defined
away from the union∪j<iEj of exceptional divisors of previous blowups and given by the
projectionEi − ∪j<iEj → Li − Li−1. �

2.6 A classicification of Dunkl forms for reflection arrangements

Let be given be a complex vector spaceV in which acts a finite complex irreducible reflection
groupG ⊂ GL(V ). We suppose that the action is essential so thatV G = {0}. Let H be
the collection reflection hyperplanes ofG in V . We want to describe the space of Dunkl
connections onV ◦, where we regard the inner product as unknown. So we wish to classify
the pairs(〈 , 〉, κ), where〈 , 〉 is an inner product onV andκ ∈ CH is such that

∑
H∈H ωH ⊗

κHπH is a Dunkl form (withπH being the projection with kernelH that is orthogonal relative
to 〈 , 〉). We shall see that in caseG is a Coxeter group of rank≥ 3, any such Dunkl system
is G-invariant and hence of the type investigated in Subsection3.5, unlessG is of typeA or
B. We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 2.23 Let V be a complex inner product space of dimension two and letH be a
collection of lines inV .

(i) If H consists of two distinct elements, then a compatible Dunkl system exists if and only
if the lines are perpendicular.

(ii) If H consists of three distinct elements, then a compatible Dunkl form exists if and
only if the corresponding three points inP(V ) lie on a geodesic (with respect to the
Fubini-Study metric). Such a form is unique up to scalar.
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(iii) Let (φ1, φ2) be a basis ofV ∗ such thatH consists of the linesH1, H2, H
′, H ′′ defined

by the linear formsφ1, φ2, φ
′ := φ1 +φ2, φ

′′ := φ1−φ2. Suppose that〈 , 〉 is an inner
product onV for whichH1 andH2 are perpendicular. Letµi be the square norm of
φi relative to the inverse inner product onV ∗. Then for every system(κ1, κ2, κ

′, κ′′)
of exponents of a compatible Dunkl system there exista, b ∈ C such thatκ′ = κ′′ =
b(µ1 + µ2) andκi = a + 2bµi for i = 1, 2.

Proof. The proofs are simple calculations. The first statement is easy and left to the reader.
To prove the second: letH1, H2, H3 be the three members ofH. Choose a defining linear
form φi ∈ V ∗ for Hi in such a way thatφ1 + φ2 + φ3 = 0. The triple(φ1, φ2, φ3) is
then defined up to a common scalar factor. LetV (R) be the set ofv on which eachφi is
R-valued. This is a real form ofV and the imageP of V (R) − {0} in P(V ) is the unique
real projective line which contains the three points definedby Hi’s. The funcionsφ2

1, φ
2
2, φ

2
3

form a basis of the space of quadratic forms onV and so if〈 , 〉 is an inner product onV , then
its real part restricted toV (R) is the restriction of

∑
i aiφ

2
i for uniqueai ∈ R. ThenP is a

geodesic for the associated Fubini-Study metric onP(V ) if and only if complex conjugation
with respect toV (R) interchanges the arguments of the inner product. The latterjust means
that 〈 , 〉 =

∑
i aiφi ⊗ φi. According to Example 2.9 this is equivalent to:〈 , 〉 is part of

a Dunkl system withκi = ai|φi(v)|2/〈v, v〉, wherev is a generator ofH⊥
i (and any other

triple (κ1, κ2, κ3) is necessarily proportional to this one).
To prove the last statement, let(e1, e2) be the basis ofV dual to(φ1, φ2). Sincee1 ± e2

has square lengthµ−1
1 + µ−1

2 , a quadruple(κ1, κ2, κ
′, κ′′) is a system of exponents if and

only if there exist aλ ∈ C such for allv ∈ V :

λv = µ1κ1〈v, e1〉e1 + µ2κ2〈v, e2〉e2 + κ′ µ1µ2

µ1 + µ2
〈v, e1 + e2〉(e1 + e2)

+ κ′′ µ1µ2

µ1 + µ2
〈v, e1 − e2〉(e1 − e2).

Subsitutinge1 ande2 for v shows that this amounts to:

κ′ = κ′′, λ = κ1 +
µ2(κ

′ + κ′′)

µ1 + µ2
= κ2 +

µ1(κ
′ + κ′′)

µ1 + µ2
.

Now putb := κ′(µ1 +µ2)
−1 = κ′′(µ1 +µ2)

−1 so thatκ1+2bµ2 = κ2+2bµ1. The assertion
follows with a := κ1 − 2bµ1 = κ2 − 2bµ2. �

Recall that onAn, we have the Lauricella systems: for positive realµ0, . . . , µn we define
an inner product〈 , 〉 on Cn+1 by 〈ei, ej〉 = µiδi,j and the hyperplanesHi,j = (zi = zj),
0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, restricted to the orthogonal complementV = (

∑
i µizi = 0) of the main

diagonal, then make up a Dunkl system withκi,j = µi + µj . Is is convenient to switch
to φi := µizi so that

∑
i φi vanishes onV and eachn-element subset of is a coordinate

system. The groupG permutes theφi’s (it is the full permutation group on them) and the
inner product is now

∑
i µ−1

i φi ⊗ φi. There are choices for theµi’s that are not all positive
for which

∑
i µiφi ⊗ φi is nevertheless positive definite onV . We then still have a Dunkl

system and in what follows we shall include such cases when werefer to the termLauricella
system.
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Proposition 2.24 If G is of typeAn, n ≥ 2, then any Dunkl form is proportional to a Lauri-
cella form.

Proof. For the casen = 2, it easily follows from Lemma 2.23 that the Lauricella systems
exhaust all examples. So assumen ≥ 3 and consider the spaceH(V ) of hermitian forms on
V and regard it as a real representation ofG = Sn+1. Its decomposition into its irreducible
subrepresentations has three summands: one trivial representation, one isomorphic to the
natural real form ofV , and another indexed by the numerical partition(n − 1, 2) of n + 1.
The hermitian forms with the property that for anyA1 × A1 subsystem the two summands
are perpendicular make up a subrepresentation ofH(V ); it is in fact the sum of the trivial
representation and the one isomorphic toV : these are the forms

∑n
i=0 ci|φi|2 with ci ∈ R

restricted to the hyperplane
∑n

i=0 φi = 0. The inner products in this subset are those of
Lauricella type (withµi = c−1

i ). According to Lemma 2.23 such an inner product determines
κ on everyA2-subsystem up to scalar. Hence it determinesκ globally up to scalar. This
implies that the Dunkl form is proportional to one of Lauricella type. �

Let now G be of typeBn with n ≥ 3. We use the standard set of positive roots: in
terms of the basise1, . . . , en of Cn these are the basis elements themselvese1, . . . , en and
theei ± ej , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

Proposition 2.25 Let µ1, . . . , µn be positive real numbers and leta ∈ C. Then relative to
this hyperplane system of typeBn and the inner product defined by〈ei, ej〉 = µ−1

i δi,j , the
exponentsκi,±j := µi+µj, κi := a+2µi define a Dunkl form. In this case,κ0 = a+2

∑
i κi.

Any Dunkl form is proportional to one of this kind for certainµ1, . . . , µn; a. In particular, it
is always invariant under reflection in the mirrors of the short roots.

Proof. The Dunkl property is verified for the given data by means of Proposition 2.3-iv and
the computation ofκ0 is straightforward.

Suppose now that we are given a Dunkl form defined by the inner product〈 , 〉 and the
system(κi, κi,±j). For1 ≤ i < j < n andε ∈ {1,−1} the hyperplaneszi + εzj = 0 and
zn = 0 make up aA1 × A1 system that is saturated (i.e., not contained in a larger system
of rank two). So these hyperplanes are orthogonal. By letting i and j vary, we find that
〈ei, en〉 = 0 for all i < n. This generalizes to:〈ei, ej〉 = 0 wheni 6= j. Hence the inner
product has the stated form. For every pair of indices1 ≤ i < j ≤ n we have a subsystem of
typeB2 with positive rootsei, ej , ei ± ej. We can apply 2.23-iii to that subsystem and find
that there existaij , bij ∈ C such thatκi,j = κi,−j = bij(µi + µj) andκi = aij + 2bijµi and
κj = aij + 2bijµj . It remains to show that bothaij andbij do not depend on their indices.
For thebij ’s this follows by considering a subsystem of typeA2 defined byz1 = z2 = z3:
our treatment of that case implies that we must haveb12 = b13 = b23 and this generalizes
to arbitrary index pairs. If we denote the common value of thebij by b, then we find that
aij = κi − 2bµi = κj − 2bµj. This implies thataij is also independent of its indices. �

Corollary 2.26 A Dunkl system of typeBn in Cn, n ≥ 3, hasAn
1 -symmetry and the quotient

by this group is a Dunkl system of typeAn. If the parameters ofBn-system (as in Proposition
2.25) are given by(µ0, . . . , µn; a), then those of the quotientAn-system are(µ0, µ1 . . . , µn)
with µ0 = 1

2 (a + 1).
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Proof. The quotient of the Dunkl connection by the symmetry group inquestion will be a flat
connection onCn

u with logarithmic poles and isC×-invariant. So by Corollary 2.2, its the
connection form has the shape

∑
H∈H ωH ⊗ ρH , with ρH a linear map. A little computation

shows that the nonzero eigenspace ofρ(zi−zj=0) is spanned byei − ej with eigen value
µi + uj. �

Remark 2.27 A Bn-arrangement appears in aA2n-arrangement as the restriction to a linear
subspace not contained in aA2n-hyperplane as follows. Index the standard basis ofC2n+1 by
the integers from−n throughn: e−n, . . . , en and letV be the hyperplane inC2n defined by∑n

i=−n zi = 0. An arrangementH of typeA2n in V is given by the hyperplanes inV defined
by zi = zj , −n ≤ i < j ≤ n. The involutionι of C2n+1 which interchangese−i and−ei

(and so sendse0 to−e0) leavesV and the arrangement invariant; its fixed point subspace inV
is parametrized byCn by: (w1, . . . , wn) 7→ (−wn, . . . ,−w1, 0, w1, . . . , wn). The members
of H meetV ι as follows: for1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, wi = wj is the trace of theA1 ×A1-subsystem
{zi = zj, z−i = z−j} onV ι, likewisewi = −wj is the trace for{zi = z−j, z−i = zj}, and
wi = 0 is the trace of theA2-systemz−i = zi = z0. This shows thatH|V ι is of typeBn.
Suppose that we are given a Dunkl form onV which is invariant underι. This implies that
V ◦ containsV ◦ ∩ V ι as a flat subspace, so that the Dunkl connection onV induces one on
V ι. The values ofκ on the hyperplanes ofV ι are easily determined: since the inner product
on V comes from an inner product onC2n in diagonal form:〈ei, ej〉 = µ−1

i δi,j for certain
positive numbersµ±i, i = 1, . . . , n, we must haveµ−i = µi. Up to scalar factor we have
κ(zi=zj) = µi + µj for −n ≤ i < j ≤ n. So with that proviso,κ(wi±wj=0) = µi + µj ,
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n andκ(wi=0) = 2µi + µ0, which shows that we get the Dunkl form described
in Proposition 2.25 witha = µ0.

We complete our discussion of the Coxeter case with

Proposition 2.28 Suppose thatG is a finite Coxeter group of rank≥ 3 which is not of typeA
or B. Then every Dunkl system with the reflection hyperplanes ofG as its polar arrangement
is G-invariant.

We shall see in Subsection 3.5 that the local system associated to such a Dunkl system
can be explicitly described in terms of the Hecke algebra ofG.

We first prove:

Lemma 2.29 If the complex reflection groupG contains a reflection subgroup of typeD4,
but not one of typeB4, then any Dunkl form relative toH is necessarilyG-invariant.

Proof. We prove this with induction on the dimension ofV . To start this off, let us first assume
thatG is of typeD4. We use the standard root basis(e1 − e2, e2 − e3, e3 − e4, e3 + e4) in [3]
The four roots{e1 ± e2, e3 ± e4} define a subsystem of type(A1)

4. So by the first clause of
Lemma 2.23, these roots are mutually perpendicular: the inner product onV has the shape

〈v, v〉 = a|v1 − v2|2 + b|v1 + v2|2 + c|v3 − v4|2 + d|v3 + v4|2

for certain positivea, b, c, d. Any g ∈ G sends a(A1)
4-subsystem to another such, and so

must transform〈 , 〉 into a form of the same type (with possibly different constantsa, . . . , d).
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From this we easily see thata = b = c = d, so that〈v, v〉 = a
∑

i |vi|2. This form is
G-invariant. If we apply 2.23 to any subsystem of typeA2 and find thatκ is constant on such
subsystem. Since theH is connected by itsA2-subsystems, it follows thatκ is constant.

In the general case, letL ∈ Lirr(H) be such that its normal system contains a system of
typeD4. By our induction hypothesis, the Dunkl system transversalto L is invariant under
the subgroup ofg ∈ G which stabilizesL pointwise. An inner product is already determined
by its restriction to three distinct hyperplanes; since we at least three suchL, it follows that
the inner product isG-invariant. TheA2-connectivity ofH implies thatκ is constant. �

Proof. [Proof of Proposition 2.28] By Lemma 2.29 this is so whenG contains a subsystem
of typeD4. The remaining cases are those of typeF4, H3 andH4. In each case the essential
part of the proof is to show that the inner product〈 , 〉 is G-invariant. Let us first do the case
F4. If we have two perpendicular roots of different length, then they generate a saturated
A1×A1 subsystem. So the corresponding coroots must be perpendicular for the inverse inner
product. It is easily checked that any such an inner product must beG-invariant. Lemma 2.23
then shows see that the exponents are constant on any subsystem of typeA2. Since aG-orbit
of reflection hyperplanes is connected by itsA2 subsystems, it follows that the Dunkl form is
G-invariant.

The casesH3 andH4 are dealt with in a similar fashion: any inner product with the
property that the summands of aA1 × A1 subsystem (all are automatically saturated) are
orthogonal must beG-invariant. TheA2-connectivity of the set of reflection hyperplanes
implies that every such hyperplane has the same exponent. �

3 From Dunkl to Levi-Civita

3.1 The admissible range

According to Lemma 2.12, the inner product〈 , 〉 is unique up to a scalar factor. An inner
product onV determines a (Fubini-Study) metric onP(V ) and two inner products determine
the same metric if and only if they are proportional. So we arethen basically prescribing a
Fubini-Study metric onP(V ).

The inner product〈 , 〉 defines a translation invariant (Kähler) metric on the tangent bun-
dle ofV ; its restriction toV ◦ (which we shall denote byh0) has∇0 as Levi-Civita connection.
We shall see that we can often deformh0 with the connection.

The main results of this subsection are

Theorem 3.1 Let dimV ≥ 2, κ ∈ (0, 1]H,flat and leth be a hermitian form onV ◦ flat for
∇κ with at least one positive eigenvalue. Thenh is positive definite if and only ifκ0 < 1 and
for κ0 = 1, h is positive semidefinite with kernel spanned by the Euler vector field.

Theorem-definition 3.2 Let dim V ≥ 2 andκ ∈ (0, 1]H,flat be such thatκ0 = 1. Assume
we are given for everys ≥ 0 a nonzero hermitian formhs which is flat for∇sκ and such that
hs depends real-analytically ons. Then there is am > 1 such that for alls ∈ (1, m), hs

is of hyperbolic signature andhs(EV , EV ) is negative everywhere. The supremummhyp of
suchm has the property that when it is finite,hmhyp

is degenerate. We call this supremum
thehyperbolic exponentof the family.
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Remark 3.3 If V ◦ has a nonzero hermitian formh which is flat relative to∇κ, andL ∈
L(H), then such a form is often inherited by the transversal and longitudinal system asso-
ciated toL. For instance, ifL is irreducible and such thatκL is not an integer, then the
monodromy aroundL has the two distinct eigenvalues1 ande2π

√
−1κL . These decompose

the tangent space of a point nearL◦ into two eigenspaces. This decomposition is orthogonal
relative toh, since the latter is preserved by the monodromy. Both decompositions are flat
and hence are integrable to foliations. It follows that the transversal system onV/L and the
longitudinal system onL inherit fromh a flat form. (But we cannot exclude the possibility
that one of these is identically zero. )

The proofs of the two theorems above require some preparation. We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 3.4 Letκ ∈ (0,∞)H,flat and letF be a vector subbundle of rankr of the holomor-
phic tangent bundle ofV ◦ which is flat for∇κ. LetH(F) denote the set ofH ∈ H for which
the connection onF becomes singular (relative to its natural extension acrossthe generic
point ofH as a line subbundle of the tangent bundle). Then there existsan r-vector fieldX
onV with the following properties:

(i) X |V ◦ definesF and the zero set ofX is contained in the union of the codimension two
intersections fromH,

(ii) X is homogeneous of degreer(κ0 − 1) − ∑
H∈H(F) κH and multiplication ofX by∏

H∈H(F) φκH

H yields a flat multivalued form.

In particular,
∑

H∈H(F) κH ≤ rκ0, so thatH(F) 6= H. Moreover, in the case of a line
bundle (r = 1), the degree ofX is nonnegative and is zero only whenF is spanned by the
Euler field ofV .

Likewise there exists a regular(dim V − r)-form η on V satisfying similar properties
relative to the annihilator ofF :

(iii) η|V ◦ defines the annihilator ofF and the zero set ofη is contained in the union of the
codimension two intersections fromH,

(iv) η is homogeneous of degree(dimV −r)(1−κ0)+
∑

H∈H−H(F) κH and multiplication

of η by
∏

H∈H−H(F) φ−κH

H yields a flat multivalued form.

Remark 3.5 We will use this lemma in the first instance only in the case of aline bundle.
When r = dimV , then clearlyH(F) = H and so the lemma then tells us that for any
translation invariantdim V -vectorX (i.e., one which is defined by a generator of∧dim V V ),∏

H∈H φκH

H .X is flat for∇κ.

Proof. [Proof of Lemma 3.4] Let us first observe thatF will be invariant under scalar
multiplication. It extends as an analytic vector subbundleof the tangent bundle over the
complement of the union of the codimension two intersections fromH and it is there given
by a sectionX of the rth exterior power of the tangent bundle ofV . SinceF is invariant
under scalar multiplication, we canX to be homogeneous. The local form 1.10 of∇κ along
the generic point ofH ∈ H implies thatF is in this point either tangent or perpendicular to
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H . In the first case the connection∇κ restricted toF is regular there, whereas in the second
case it has there a logarithmic singularity with residue−κH . So if DπH denotes the action
of πH on polyvectors as a derivation (i.e., it sends anr-polyvectorX1∧· · · ∧Xr to

∑
i X1 ∧

· · · ∧ πH∗Xi ∧ · · · ∧Xr), thenφH dividesDπH(X) or DπH(X)−X according to whether
H ∈ H −H(F) or H ∈ H(F). Consider the multivalued functionΦ :=

∏
H∈H(F) φκH

H on
V ◦. Locally we can find a holomorphic functionf on V ◦ such thatfΦX is flat for∇κ; we
then have

− df

f
⊗ X = ∇0(X) −

∑

H∈H−H(F)

κHdφH ⊗ φ−1
H DπH(X)

−
∑

H∈H(F)

κHdφH ⊗ φ−1
H (DπH(X) − X).

We have arranged things in such a manner that the right-hand side of this identity is regular.
Hence so is the left-hand side. SinceX is nonzero in codimension one, it follows thatdf/f is
the restriction of a regular, globally defined (closed) differential onV . This can only happen
if f is a nonzero constant. Hencee−aΦX is a flat multivaluedr-vector field onV ◦. Such
a field must be homogeneous of degreer(κ0 − 1). SinceΦX is homogeneous, so isea. It
follows thata is a scalar and that the degree ofX is r(κ0 − 1)−∑

H∈H(F) κH . The fact that
X must have a degree of homogeneity at leastdim V − r implies that

∑
H∈H(F) κH ≤ rκ0.

The assertions regarding the annihilator ofF are proved in a similar fashion.
Now assumer = 1 so thatX is a vector field. Its degree cannot be−1, for then

X would be a constant vector field, that is, given by some nonzero v ∈ V . But then
v ∈ ∩H∈H−H(F)H , whereasH(F) is empty or consists ofv⊥, and this contradicts the
irreducibility ofH.

If X is homogeneous of degree zero, then clearlyH(F) = ∅ (in other words,X is tangent
to each member ofH) andκ0 = 1. If we think of X as a linear endomorphismΞ of V , then
the tangency property amounts toΞ∗ ∈ End(V ∗) leaving each line inV ∗ invariant which is
the annihilator of someH ∈ H. SinceH is irreducible, there are1 + dimV such lines in
general position and soΞ∗ is must be a scalar. This means thatX is proportional to the Euler
vector field ofV . �

Proof. [Proof of Theorem 3.1] We first consider the case whendimV = 2. Assume that
κ0 ≤ 1. If h is degenerate, then the kernel ofh is a flat line subbundle and according to
Lemma 3.4 we then must haveκ0 = 1 and this kernel is spanned by the Euler vector field.
For κ0 = 1, the Euler field is in the kernel ofh indeed: if that kernel were trivial, then the
orthogonal complement of the Euler field (relative tohκ) is also a flat subbundleL⊥ of the
tangent bundle. But we have just seen that such a bundle must be generated by the Euler field
and so we have a contradiction.

Suppose now thath ≥ 0 with kernel trivial or spanned by the Euler field. Thenh induces
on the punctured Riemann sphereP(V ◦) a constant curvature metric. This metric is spherical
or flat depending on whetherh > 0. The punctures are indexed byH and at a puncturepH ,
H ∈ H, the metric has a simple type of singularity: it is locally obtained by identifying the
sides of a geodesic sector of total angle2π(1−κH). The Gauss-Bonnet theorem (applied for
instance to a geodesic triangulation ofP(V ) whose vertices include the punctures) says that
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the curvature integral4π − 2π
∑

i κi = 4π(1 − κ0). This implies in particular thatκ0 < 1
whenh is positive definite. This settles 3.1 in this case.

We now verify the theorem by induction ondimV . So supposedimV > 2. According
to Lemma 2.11 there exists an irreducible member ofL(H) of dimension one. Ifκ0 ≤ 1,
then we haveκL < 1 by the monotonicity property ofκ. By Corollary 2.20 we have an affine
retraction of the germ ofL◦ in V ◦ and by our induction hypotheses,h will be definite on the
fibers of this retraction. It follows, that ifh is degenerate, then its kernel is of dimension one;
this defines flat line subbundle and we conclude as before thatthis can only happen when
κ0 = 1 and the kernel is spanned by the Euler vector field.

It remains to show that ifh is positive definite, thenκ0 < 1. Our induction assumption
implies that thenκL < 1 for all L ∈ Lirr(H) different from{0}. Now let H ∈ H. There
exists by Corollary 2.20 an affine retraction of the germ ofH◦ in V ◦ and the restriction ofh
to the tangent vectors invariant under monodromy defines a form onH◦ which is flat for the
longitudinal connection. So the Dunkl system onH leaves invariant a positive definite form.
But the exponent of{0} viewed as a member ofLirr(HH) is κ0 and so we must haveκ0 < 1.
�

For the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need:

Lemma 3.6 Let T be a finite dimensional complex vector space,L ⊂ T a line ands ∈
(−ε, ε) 7→ Hs a real-analytic family of hermitian forms onT such thatHs > 0 if and only if
s < 0 andH0 ≥ 0 with kernelL. Then fors > 0, Hs is of hyperbolic type and negative on
L.

Proof. Let T ′ ⊂ T be a supplement ofL in T . ThenH0 is positive definite onT ′. By
making ε smaller, we can assume that everyHs restricted toT ′ is positive. A Gramm-
Schmid process then produces an orthonormal basis(e1(s), . . . , em(s)) for Hs restricted to
T ′ which depends real-analytically ons. Let e ∈ T generateL, so that(e, e1(s), . . . , em(s))
is a basis forT . The determinant ofHs with respect this basis is easily calculated to be
Hs(e, e)−

∑m
i=1 |Hs(e, ei(s))|2. We know that this determinant changes sign ats = 0. This

can only happen ifHs(e, e) is the dominating term and (hence) changes sign ats = 0. �

Proof. [Proof of 3.2] If p ∈ V ◦, then Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.6 applied to the restric-
tion hs(p) of hs to TpV , imply that there exists anmp > 1 such that for alls ∈ (1, mp),
hs(p) is of hyperbolic signature andhs(EV (p), EV (p)) < 0. In particular,hs is of hyper-
bolic type fors in a nonempty intervals ∈ (1, m′). We takem be the supremum of the values
m′ for which this is true (sohm will be degenerate ifm is finite). This proves part of 3.2.
The remainder amounts to the assertion that we can takemp = m for everyp ∈ V ◦. For this
we note that sincehs(EV (p), EV (p)) is homogeneous (of degree1−2s), it suffices to verify
this on the intersection ofV ◦ with the unit sphereV1 (with respect to〈 , 〉).

Let us first investigate the situation nearH◦, H ∈ H, for s slightly larger than1 (certainly
such thatsκH < 1). According to Proposition 1.10 we have a natural affine local retraction
rs : VH◦ → H◦. The naturality implies that it sends the Euler field ofV to the Euler
field of H . The naturality also accounts for the fact thatrs depends real-analytically ons.
The retractionrs is compatible withhs in the sense thaths determines a hermitian formh′

s

on H◦ which is (i) flat for the longitudinal connection associatedto ∇sκ and (ii) is such
thatr∗shs andh coincide on thehs-orthogonal complement of the relative tangent space of
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rs. In particular,hs is nonzero on the kernel ofdrs. Sincehs is nondegenerate, so ish′
s.

We know that fors slightly larger than1, h′
s will be of hyperbolic type. Sohs must be

positive on the kernel ofdrs. The Euler fieldEV is tangent toH and we see that onVH◦ ,
hs(EV , EV ) ≤ (r∗sh′

s)(EV , EV ) = r∗s(h′
s(EH , EH)). This proves that for everyp ∈ H◦,

there exist anmp > 1 and a neighborhoodUp of p such that fors ∈ (1, mp), hs(EV , EV ) is
negative onUp ∩ V ◦.

Now letp ∈ V ◦
1 be arbitrary. Choose a linear subspace of dimension twoP ⊂ V through

p which is in general position with respect toH in the sense that it is not contained in a
member ofH and no point ofP − {0} is contained in two distinct members ofH. Let
P1 := P ∩ V1 and consider the function

P ◦
1 × (1, m) → R, (p, s) 7→ hs(EV , EV )(p).

Since every point ofP1 is either inV ◦ or in someH◦, it follows from the preceding discussion
(and the compactness ofP1) that there exists am′

P ∈ (1, m] such that the above function is
negative onP ◦ × (1, m′

P ). Let mP be the supremum of them′
P for which this is true. It

remains to prove thatmP = m. Suppose that this not the case and assume thatmP < m.
Then fors = mP , hs is of hyperbolic type andhs(EV , EV )|P ◦

1 has0 as maximal value. This
means that the developing map for∇sκ is affine-equivalent to a morphism from a cover of
P ◦

1 to the subset ofCn defined by|z1|2 + · · · |zn−1|2−|zn|2 ≤ 0, and such that the inequality
is an equality at some point. This, however, contradicts a convexity property of this subset as
is shown by the following lemma. �

Lemma 3.7 Let f = (f1, . . . , fn) : U → Cn be a holomorphic map from a connected
complex manifoldU such that|f1|2 + · · · + |fn−1|2 ≤ |fn|2. Then the latter inequality is
strict unlessf maps to a line.

Proof. We may assume thatfn is not constant equal to zero so that eachgi := fi/fn is
a meromorphic function. Sinceg := (g2, . . . , gn) takes values in the closed unit ball, it is
holomorphic. It is well-known that such a map takes values inthe open unit ball unless it is
constant. This yields the lemma. �

3.2 The Lauricella integrand as a rank two example

We do not know whether a Dunkl system with real exponents always admits a nontrivial flat
hermitian form, not even in the casedimV = 2. However, ifdimV = 2 andκ0 = 1,
then there is natural choice. In order to avoid conflicting notation, let us writeP instead of
V , let H0, . . . , Hn+1 be the distinct elements ofH (so that|H| = n + 2) and writeµi for
κHi

(so that
∑

i µi = 2). Recall from Lemma 3.4 that ifα is a translation invariant2-form,
then (

∏
H∈H φ−κH

H )α is a flat multivalued2-form. Sinceκ0 = 1, the Euler fieldEP is
flat, and so ifω denotes the1-form obtained by taking the inner product ofEP with α, then
(
∏n+1

i=0 φ−µi

i )ω is a flat multivalued1-form. Hence its absolute value,

h := |φ0|−2µ0 · · · |φn+1|−2µn+1 |ω|2,

is then a nontrivial flat hermitian form. It is positive semidefinite with kernel spanned by the
Euler field.
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This is intimately connected with an observation due to Thurston [25], about which we
will have more to say later on. Sinceκ0 = 1, the punctured Riemann sphereP(P ◦) acquires
an affine structure. The formh is a pull-back fromP(P ◦) so thatP(P ◦) has in fact a Eu-
clidean (parabolic) structure. If we assume thatµi ∈ (0, 1) for all i, thenP(P ) is a euclidean
cone manifoldin Thurston’s sense: at the pointpi ∈ P(P ) defined byHi, the metric is coni-
cal with total angle2π(1−µi). In such a point is concentrated a certain amount of curvature,
its apex curvature2πµi, which is its contribution to the Gauss-Bonnet formula (thesum of
these is indeed4π, the area of the unit sphere). On the other hand, the multivalued form
(
∏

H∈H φ−κH

H )ω is directly related to the Lauricella integrand. To see this, choose an affine

coordinatez onP(V ) such that ifzi := z(pHi
), thenzn+1 = ∞. Then(

∏n+1
i=0 φ−µi

i )ω is up
to a constant factor the pull-back of a constant times

∏n
i=0(zi−ζ)−µidz, which we recognize

as the Lauricella integrand.
Of course, the(n + 1)-tuple(z0, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn+1 is defined only up to an affine-linear

transformation ofC. This means that ifV is the quotient ofCn+1 by its main diagonal (as
in Subsection 2.3), then only the image of(z0, . . . , zn) in P(V ◦) matters. ThusP(V ◦) can
be understood as the moduli space of Euclidean metrics on thesphere withn + 2 conical
singularities which are indexed by0, . . . , n + 1 with prescribed apex curvature2πµi at the
ith point.

3.3 Flat hermitian forms for reflection arrangements

The following theorem produces plenty of interesting situations to which the results of Sub-
section 3.1 apply. It may very well hold in a much greater generality.

Theorem 3.8 Suppose thatH is the reflection arrangement of a finite complex reflection
group G. Then there exists a map from(RH)G to the space of nonzero hermitian forms
on the tangent bundle ofV ◦ (denotedκ 7→ hκ) with the following properties: for every
κ ∈ (RH)G,

(i) hκ is flat for∇κ and invariant underG.

(ii) t ∈ R 7→ htκ is smooth (notice thath0 was already defined) and the associated curve
of projectivized forms,t 7→ [htκ] is real-analytic.

Moreover this map is unique up to multiplication by a (not necessarily continuous) function
(RH)G → (0,∞).

Likewise there is a map from(RH)G to the space of nonzero hermitian forms on the
cotangent bundle ofV ◦ (denotedκ 7→ ȟκ) with analogous properties.

Example 3.9 For V = C andΩ = κz−1dz, we can takehκ(z) := |z|−2κ|dz|2. Notice that
we can expand this in powers ofκ as

hκ(z) =

∞∑

k=0

κk (− log |z|2)k

k!
|dz|2.
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We shall first prove that in the situation of Theorem 3.8 we canfind such anhκ formally
at κ = 0. For this we need the following notion, suggested by Example3.9. Let be given
a complex manifoldM and a smooth hypersurfaceD ⊂ M . We have the real-oriented
blowup of D in M ; this is a real-analytic manifold with boundary. If(φ, z1, . . . , zn) is a
coordinate system atp ∈ D such thatD is given byφ = 0, thenr := |φ|, θ := arg(φ), xi :=
Re(zi), yi := Im(zi) are coordinates for this blowup, where of courseθ is given modulo2π
and the boundary is given byr = 0. We say that a function on a neighborhood ofp in M −D
is mildly singular alongD if it can be written as a polynomial inlog r with certain continuous
coefficients: we want these coefficients to be real-analyticon the real-oriented blowup ofD
atp (and so constant on its boundary). Sinceφ is unique up to a unit factor,log r is unique up
to an analytic function in the coordinates, and so this notion is independent of the coordinate
system.

Likewise, we say that a differential on a neighborhood ofp in M − D is mildly singular
alongD if it is a linear combination by mildly singular functions atp of real-analytic forms
on the real-oriented blowup whose restriction to the boundary as a formis zero. So this is a
module over the ring of mildly singular functions atp and as such generated bydr, rdθ and
dxi, dyi, i = 1, . . . , n.

Lemma 3.10 In this situation we have:

(i) log r is algebraically independent over the ring of real-analytic functions on the real-
oriented blowup ofD overp.

(ii) Any mildly singular differential atp that is closed is the differential of a mildly singular
function atp.

Proof. For the proof of (i), suppose that we have a nontrivial relation:

N∑

k=0

fk(r, θ, x, y)(log r)k = 0,

with eachfk analytic (and periodic inθ). Divide then by the highest power ofr which divides
eachfk, so that now not allfk(0, θ, x, y) vanish identically. If we substituter := e−1/ρ, with
ρ small, then

∑N
k=1 fk(0, θ, x, y)(−ρ)−k will be a flat function atρ = 0. This can only be

the case if eachfk(0, θ, x, y) is identically zero, which contradicts our assumption.
For the proof of (ii) we note that iff is mildly singular atp, andη is one of the module

generatorsdr, rdθ, dxi, dyi, then the integral offη over the circler = ε, x = y = 0 tends to
zero withε. So ifω is a closed differential that is mildly singular atp, then it can be integrated
to a functionf on the complement ofD in a neighborhood ofp. This function will there be
real-analytic. It is a straightforward to verify thatf is mildly singular atp. �

Lemma 3.11 In the situation of Theorem 3.8, letκ ∈ (RH)G. Then there exists a formal
expansionhsκ =

∑∞
k=0 skhk in G-invariant hermitian forms that are mildly singular along

the smooth part of the arrangement with initial coefficienth0 = h0, and with the property
thathsκ is flat for∇sκ.
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Proof. The flatness ofhsκ means that for every pairv, v′ ∈ V (thought of as translation
invariant vector fields onV ) we have

d(hsκ(v, v′)) = −shsκ(Ωκ(v), v′) − shsκ(v, Ωκ(v′)),

whereΩκ(v) =
∑

H κHπH(v) ⊗ ωH , which boils down to

(∗) d(hk+1(v, v′)) = −hk(Ωκ(v), v′) − hk(v, Ωκ(v′)), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

In other words, we must show that we can solve (*) inductivelyby G-invariant forms. In case
we can solve (*), then it is clear that a solution will be unique up to a constant.

The first step is easy: if we choose our defining equationφH ∈ V ∗ for H to be such that
〈φH , φH〉 = 1, then

h1(v, v′) := −κH

∑

H

〈πH(v), πH(v′)〉 log |φH |2.

will do. Suppose that for somek ≥ 1 the formsh0, . . . , hk have been constructed. In
order that(∗) has a solution forhk+1 we want the right-hand side (which we shall denote
by ηk(v, v′)) to be exact. It is certainly closed: if we agree thath(ω ⊗ v, ω′ ⊗ v′) stands for
h(v, v′)ω ∧ ω′, then

dηk(v, v′) = hk−1(Ω
κ ∧ Ωκ(v), v′) − hk−1(Ω

κ(v), Ωκ(v′))+

+ hk−1(Ω
κ(v), Ωκ(v′)) + hk−1(v, Ωκ ∧ Ωκ(v′)) =

= hk−1(Ω
κ ∧ Ωκ(v), v′) + hk−1(v, Ωκ ∧ Ωκ(v′)) = 0

(sinceΩκ ∧ Ωκ = 0). So in order to complete the induction step, it suffices by Lemma 3.10
that to prove thatηk is mildy singular along the arrangement: since the complement in V of
the singular part of the arrangement is simply connected, wethen writeηk as the differential
of a hermitian formhk+1 on V that is mildly singular along the arrangement and averaging
suchhk+1 over itsG-transforms makes itG-invariant as well.

Our induction assumption says that nearH◦ we can expandhk in log |φ| as:

hk =
N∑

i=0

(log |φH |)ihk,i

with hk,i a continous hermitian form onTV nearH◦ which becomes real-analytic on the
on the real-oriented blowup ofH◦. We claim that the projectionπH restricted toTV |H◦

is selfadjoint relative to each termhk,i. For hk is G-invariant and hence invariant under a
nontrivial complex reflectiong ∈ G with mirror H . Since|φH | is also invariant underg and
since the above expansion is unique by Lemma 3.10-i, it follows that this property is inherited
by each termhk,i. In particular, the restriction ofhk,i to TV |H◦ is invariant underg. Since
πH is the projection on an eigenspace ofg, the claim follows. Nowηk is nearH◦ modulo a
mildly singular form equal to

−κH

N∑

i=0

(
ωHhk,i(πH(v), v′) + ωHhk,i(v, πH(v′)

)
(log |φH |)k.
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The selfadjointness property ofπH implies that this, in turn, is modulo a mildly singular form
equal to

−2κH

N∑

i=0

hk,i(πH(v), v′)(log |φH |)kd(log |φH |),

showing thatηk is mildly singular alongH◦ as desired. �

In order to prove Theorem 3.8, we begin with a few generalities regarding conjugate
complex structures. Denote byV † the complex vector spaceV with its conjugate complex
structure: scalar multiplication byλ ∈ C acts onV † as scalar multiplication byλ ∈ C
in V . ThenV ⊕ V † has a natural real structure for which complex conjugation is simply
interchanging arguments. The ensuing conjugation onGL(V ⊕ V †) is, when restricted to
GL(V ) ×GL(V †), also interchanging arguments, whereas on the space of bilinear forms on
V × V †, it is given byh†(v, v′) := h(v′, v). So a real point of(V ⊗ V †)∗ is just a hermitian
form onV .

Fix a base point∗ ∈ V ◦ and identifyT∗V ◦ with V . For κ ∈ (CH)G, we denote the
monodromy representation of∇κ byρκ ∈ Hom(π1(V

◦, ∗), GL(V )). Notice thatρκ depends
complex-analytically onκ. Then the same property must hold for

κ ∈ (CH)G 7→ (ρκ)† ∈ Hom(π1(V
◦, ∗), GL(V †)).

Recall from 2.15 that(CH)G is invariant under complex conjugation.

Lemma 3.12 Let H be the set of pairs(κ, [h]) ∈ (CH)G × P((V ⊗ V †)∗), whereh ∈
V ×V † → C is invariant underρκ ⊗ (ρκ)† and letp1 : H → (CH)G be the projection. Then
H resp.p1(H) is a complex-analytic set defined overR (in (CH)G × P((V ⊗ V †)∗) resp.
(CH)G) and we havep1(H(R)) = (RH)G.

Proof. ThatH is complex-analytic and defined overR is clear. Sincep1 is proper and defined
overR, p1(H) is also complex-analytic and defined overR. If κ ∈ (RH)G is in the image of
H, then there exists a nonzero bilinear maph : V ×V † → C invariant underρκ ⊗ (ρκ)†. But
then both the ‘real part’12 (h + h†) and the ‘imaginary part’ 1

2
√
−1

(h− h†) of h are hermitian
forms invariant underρκ and clearly one of them will be nonzero. The lemma follows.�

Proof. [Proof of Theorem 3.8] Now letL ⊂ (CH)G be a line defined overR. By the
preceding discussion, there is a unique irreducible componentL̃ of the preimage ofL in H
which contains(0, [h0]). The mapL̃ → L is proper and the preimage of0 is a singleton.
HenceL̃ → L is an analytic isomorphism. SinceL is defined overR, so areL̃ and the
isomorphismL̃ → L. The forms parametrized bỹL(R) define a real line bundle overL(R).
Such a line bundle is trivial in the smooth category and henceadmits a smooth generating
section with prescribed value in0. We thus find a mapκ 7→ hκ with the stated properties.
The proof for the mapκ 7→ ȟκ is similar. �

If h is a nondegenerate hermitian form on the tangent bundle ofV ◦ which is flat for the
Dunkl connection, then∇ must be its Levi-Civita connection ofh (for ∇ is torsion free); in
particular,h determines∇. Notice that to give a flat hermitian formh amounts to giving a
monodromy invariant hermitian form on the translation space of A. Soh will be homoge-
neous in the sense that the pull-back ofh under scalar multiplication onV ◦ by λ ∈ C× is
|λ|2−2 Re(κ0)h.
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3.4 The hyperbolic exponent of a complex reflection group

In caseH is a complex reflection arrangement of a finite reflection group G, we can estimate
the hyperbolic exponent. According to Chevalley, the graded algebra ofG-invariantsC[V ]G

is a polynomial algebra. Choose a set of homogeneous generators,f1, . . . , fn, ordered by
their degreesdeg(f1) ≤ · · · ≤ deg(fn). Although the generators are not unique, their
degrees are. We putdi := deg(fi). The numbermi := di − 1, which is the degree of the
coefficients ofdfi on a basis of constant differentials onV , is called theith exponentof G. It
is known that the subalgebra ofG-invariants in the exterior algebraC[V ] ⊗ ∧•V ∗ of regular
forms onV is generated as such bydf1, . . . , dfn [24]. In particular any invariantn-form is
proportional todf1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfn.

The geometric content of Chevalley’s theorem is the assertion that the orbit spaceG\V
is an affine space, a fact which never stops to surprise us. Theunion of the members of
H is also the union of the irregular orbits and hence is the singular locus of the orbit map
π : V → G\V . The image of this orbit map is a hypersurface inG\V , thediscriminantof
G. It is defined by a suitable power of the jacobian of(f1, . . . , fn).

A vector field onG\V lifts to V precisely when it is tangent to the discriminant and in this
manner we get all theG-invariant vector fields onV . TheG-invariant regular vector fields
make up a gradedC[V ]G -module and it is known [21] that this module is free. As with the
Chevalley generators, we choose a system of homogeneous generatorsX1, . . . , Xn ordered
by their degree:deg(X1) ≤ · · · ≤ deg(Xn). We putd∗i := deg(Xi) andm∗

i := 1+deg(Xi)
(so thatm∗

i is the degree of the coefficients ofXi on a basis of constant vector fields on
V ). The generator of smallest degree is proportional to the Euler field. Henced∗1 = 0 and
m∗

1 = 1. The numberm∗
i is called theith co-exponentof G. It usually differs frommi,

but whenG is a Coxeter group they are equal, because the defining representation ofG is
self-dual.

A polyvector field onG\V lifts to V if and only if it does so in codimension one (that is, in
the generic points of the discriminant) and we thus obtain all theG-invariant polyvector fields
onV . For reasons similar to the case of forms, the subalgebra ofG-invariants in the exterior
algebraC[V ] ⊗ ∧•V of regular polyvector fields onV is generated as such byX1, . . . , Xn.

Theorem 3.13 Suppose thatH is the reflection arrangement of a finite complex reflection
group G which is transitive onH. Then the hyperbolic exponent for the ray((0,∞)H)G

(which is defined in view of Theorem 3.8) is≥ m∗
2.

Proof. Let κ ∈ ((0, 1)H)G be such thatκ0 = 1 and leths be the family of hermitian forms on
the tangent bundle ofV ◦ whose existence is asserted by Theorem 3.8. Letm ∈ (1,∞] be its
hyperbolic exponent. Ifm = ∞ there is nothing to show, so let us assume thatm < ∞. This
means thathm is degenerate. So its kernel defines a nontrivial subbundleF of the tangent
bundle ofV ◦ (of rank r, say) which is flat for∇mκ. This bundle isG-invariant. So the
developing map maps to a vector spaceA endowed with a monodromy invariant hermitian
formHm with a kernel of dimensionr. SinceHm is nontrivial, so isHm(EA, EA) and hence
so ishm(EV , EV ). In other words,F does not contain the Euler field.

Let X be the associatedr-vector field onV as in Lemma 3.4. That lemma asserts that
H(F) 6= H. SinceH(F) is G-invariant, this implies thatH(F) = ∅ so thatX has degree
r(m − 1). We prove thatX is G-invariant. SinceX is unique up to a constant factor it
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will transform underG by means of a character. For this it is enough to show thatX is left
invariant under any complex reflection. LetH ∈ H. The splittingV = H ⊕H⊥ defines one
of ∧rV : ∧rV = ∧rH ⊕ (H⊥ ⊗ ∧r−1H). This splitting is the eigenspace decomposition
for the action of the cyclic groupGH of g ∈ G which leaveH pointwise fixed. It is clear
from the wayX andH(F) are defined that the value ofX on H will be a section of the
first summand so thatX is invariant underGH indeed. Now writeX out in terms of our
generators:

X =
∑

1≤i1<···<ir≤n

ai1,...,ir
Xi1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xir

, ai1,...,ir
∈ C[V ]G.

SinceF does not contain the Euler field,X is not divisible byX1 and so a term withi1 ≥ 2
appears with nonzero coefficient. This means that the degreeof X will be at leastd∗2 + · · ·+
d∗r+1 ≥ r(d∗2) = r(m∗

2 − 1). It follows thatm ≥ m∗
2, as asserted. �

Remark 3.14 There are only two primitive complex reflection groups of rank greater than
two which the hypothesis of Theorem 3.13 excludes: typeF4 and the extended Hesse group
(no. 26 in the Shepherd-Todd list). The former is a Coxeter group and the latter is an arrange-
ment known to have the same discriminant as the Coxeter groupof typeB3 (in the sense of
Corollary 5.4). Since we deal with Coxeter groups in a more concrete manner in the next
Subsection 3.5, we shall have covered these cases as well.

3.5 A Hecke algebra approach to the case with a Coxeter symmetry

The monodromy representation of∇κ and its invariant formhκ can be determined up to
equivalence in case the Dunkl connection is associated to a finite Coxeter group.

Let W be an irreducible finite reflection group in a real vector space V (R) without a
nonzero fixed vector. We take forH the collection of reflection hyperplanes ofW in V and
for H ∈ H, we letπH = 1

2 (1 − sH), wheresH is the reflection inH . Chooseκ ∈ RH

to beW -invariant. We know that then∇κ is a flatW -invariant connection. We account for
theW -invariance by regarding∇κ as a connection on the tangent bundle ofV ◦

W (the group
W acts freely onV ◦). So if we fix a base point∗ ∈ V/W ◦, then we have a monodromy
representationρmon ∈ Hom(π1(V

◦
W , ∗), GL(V )). It is convenient to let the base point be the

image of a real pointx ∈ V (R)◦. Sox lies in a chamberC of W . Let I be a set that labels
the (distinct) supporting hyperplanes ofC: {Hi}i∈I and let us writesi for sHi

. ThenI has
dimV elements. Letmi,j denote the order of(sisj), so thatM := (mi,j)i,j is theCoxeter
matrixof W . Then theArtin groupAr(M) associated toM has a generating set(σi)i∈I with
defining relations (theArtin relations)

σiσjσi · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi,j

= σjσiσj · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi,j

,

where both members are words comprisingmi,j letters. The Coxeter groupW arises as
a quotient ofAr(M) by introducing the additional relationsσ2

i = 1; σi then maps tosi.
According to Brieskorn [4] this lifts to an isomorphism of groupsAr(M) → π1(V

◦
W , ∗)
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which sendsσi to the loop is represented by the path inV ◦ from x to si(x) which stays in
the contractible setV ◦ ∩ (V (R) +

√
−1C̄).

As long as|κi| < 1, ρmon(σi) is semisimple and acts as a complex reflection over an angle
π(1+κi). So if we putti := exp(1

2πκi

√
−1), thenσi satisfies the identity(σ−1)(σ+ t2i ) =

0. Although the monodromy need not be semisimple forκi = 1, this equation still holds (for
t2i = −1) . In other words, when−1 < κi ≤ 1, ρmon factors through the quotient of of the
group algebraC[Ar(M)] by the two-sided ideal generated by the elements(σi − 1)(σi + t2i ),
i ∈ I. These relations are called theHecke relationsand the algebra thus defined is known as
theHecke algebraattached to the matrixM with parameterst = (ti)i. (It is more traditional
to use the elements−σi as generators; for these the Artin relations remain valid, but the
Hecke relations take the form(σi + 1)(σi − t2i ) = 0.) If the ti’s are considered as variables
(with ti = tj if and only if si andsj are conjugate inW ), then this is an algebra over the
polynomial ringC[ti| i ∈ I].

There are at most two conjugacy classes of reflections inW . This results in a partition of
I into at most two subsets; we denote byJ ⊂ I a nonempty part. We have two conjugacy
classes (i.e.,J 6= I) only for a Coxeter group of typeI2(even), F4 andBl≥3. We denote the
associated variablest andt′ (when the latter is defined).

If we put all ti = 1, then the Hecke algebra reduces to the group algebraC[W ], which
is why the Hecke algebra for arbitrary parameters can be regarded as a deformation of this
group algebra.

For us is relevant thereflection representationof the Hecke algebra introduced in [9].
Since we want the reflections to be unitary relative some nontrivial hermitian form we need
to adapt this discussion for our purposes. We will work over the domainR obtained from
C[ti| i ∈ I] by adjoining the square root of(titj)−1 for each pairi, j ∈ I. So eitherR =
C[t, t−1] or R := C[t, t′, (tt′)−1/2], depending on whetherW has one or two conjugacy
classes of reflections. SoR containstki tlj if k and l are half integers which differ by an
integer. SoT := Spec(R) is a torus of dimension one or two. Complex conjugation in
C extends to an anti-involutionr ∈ R 7→ r ∈ R which sendsti to t−1

i and (titj)
1/2 to

(titj)
−1/2. This givesT a real structure for whichT is anisotropic (i.e.,T (R) is compact).

We denote byℜ : R → R ‘taking the real part’:ℜ(r) := 1
2 (r + r).

Let H(M) stand for the Hecke algebra as defined above with coefficientstaken inR (so
this is a quotient ofR[Ar(M)]). For i, j ∈ I distinct, we define a real element ofR:

λi,j := ℜ
(
exp(π

√
−1/mi,j)t

1/2
i t

−1/2
j

)
.

Notice thatλi,j = cos(π/mi,j) if ti = tj . If W has two orbits inH, then there is a unique
pair(j0, j1) ∈ J × (I − J) with mj0,j1 6= 2. Thenmj0,j1 must be even and at least4 and we
write m for mj0,j1 , andλ resp.λ′ for λj,j′ resp.λj′,j . Soλ = ℜ(exp(π

√
−1/m)t1/2t′−1/2)

andλ′ = ℜ(exp(π
√
−1/m)t−1/2t′1/2).

Define for everyi ∈ I a linear formli : RI → R by

li(ej) =

{
1 + t2i if i = j,

−2λi,jti if i 6= j.

Let ρrefl(σi) be the pseudoreflection inRI defined by

ρrefl(σi)(z) = z − li(z)ei.
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We claim that this defines a representation ofH(M). First observe that the minimal polyno-
mial of ρrefl(σi) is (X − 1)(X + t2i ). For i 6= j, we readily verify that

li(ej)lj(ei) = t2i + t2j + 2titj cos(2π/mi,j),

This implies that the trace ofρrefl(σi)ρ
refl(σj) on the plane spanned byei andej is equal to

2titj cos(2π/mi,j). Since its determinant ist2i t
2
j , it follows that the eigenvalues ofρrefl(σi)ρ

refl(σj)

in this plane aretitj exp(2π
√
−1/mi,j) andtitj exp(−2π

√
−1/mi,j). In particularρrefl(σi)

andρrefl(σj) satisfy the Artin relation. Soρrefl defines a representation ofH(M).

Lemma 3.15 Fix a p ∈ T and consider the reflection representation of the corresponding
specializationH(M)(p) onCI . Then(CI)H(M)(p) is the kernel of the associated linear map
(li)i : CI → CI . Moreover, ifK is a proper invariant subspace ofCI which is not contained
in (CI)H(M)(p), thenJ 6= I andλλ′ = 0 andK equalsCJ resp.CI−J modulo(CI)H(M)(p)

whenλ′ = 0 resp.λ = 0.

Proof. The first statement is clear.
SinceK 6⊂ (CI)H(M)(p), someli with will be nonzero onK; suppose this happens for

i ∈ J . Let z ∈ K be suchli(z) 6= 0. Fromz − ρrefl(σi)(z) = li(z)ei it follows thatei ∈ K.
Sincet 6= 0, our formulas imply that thenK ⊃ CJ . SinceK is a proper subspace ofCI ,
J 6= I and lj vanishes onK for all j ∈ I − J (otherwise the same argument shows that
K ⊃ CI−J ). This implies in particular thatλ′ = 0. �

By sendingκH to e
1
2π

√
−1κH we obtain a universal covering

τ : (CH)W → T.

Let ∆ ⊂ (CH)W denote the locally finite union of affine hyperplanes defined by: κH ∈ Z
andκ0 ∈ {0,−1,−2, . . .}.

Proposition 3.16 The mapτ lifts to a holomorphic intertwining morphism̃τ from the mon-
odromy representationρmon of Ar(M) to the reflection representationρrefl ofH(M) in such
a manner that it is an isomorphism away from∆ and nonzero away from a codimension two
subvariety(CH)W contained in∆.

Proof. Suppose firstκ /∈ ∆.
Since eachκH is nonintegral,ρmon(σi) is semisimple and acts inV as a complex reflec-

tion (over an angleπ(1 + κi)). Hence1 − ρmon(σi) is of the formvi ⊗ fi for somevi ∈ V
andfi ∈ V ∗. The individualfi andvi are not unique, only their tensor product is. But we
havefi(vi) = 1 + t2i = li(ei) and the fact thatσi andσj satisfy the Artin relation implies
thatfi(vj)fj(vi) = t2i + t2j + 2titj cos(2π/mi,j) = li(ej)lj(ei).

We claim that thevi’s are then independent and hence form a basis ofV . For if that were
not the case, then there would exist a nonzeroφ ∈ V ∗ which vanishes on all thevi’s. This
φ will be clearly invariant under the monodromy representation. But this is prohibited by
Corollary 2.21 which says that thenκ0 − 1 must be a negative integer.

Since the Coxeter graph is a tree, we can put a total order onI such that that ifi ∈ I is
not the smallest element, there is precisely onej < i with mi,j 6= 2. Our assumption implies
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that whenevermi,j 6= 2, at least one ofλi,j andλj,i is nonzero. This means that in such a
case one ofli(ej) andlj(ei) is nonzero. On the other hand, it is clear thatli(ej) = 0 when
mi,j = 2. We can now choosefi andei in such a manner thatfi(vj) = li(ej) for all i, j:
proceed by induction oni: The fact that for exactly onej < i we have that one ofli(ej) and
lj(ei) is nonzero can be used to fixvi or fi and sincevi ⊗ fi is given, one determines the
other. This prescription is unambiguous in case bothli(ej) andlj(ei) are nonzero, for as we
have seen,fi(vj)fj(vi) = li(ej)lj(ei).

We thus obtain an intertwining isomorphism̃τ (κ) : V → CI , ei 7→ vi, which depends
holomorphically onκ and is meromorphic along∆. Since we are free to multiplỹτ by
a meromorphic function on(CH)W , we can arrange that̃τ extends holomorphically and
nontrivially over the generic point of each irreducible component of∆. �

Remark 3.17 With a little more work, one can actually show that the preceding proposition
remains valid if we alter the definition of∆ by lettingκH only be anodd integer.

We define a hermitian formH on RI (relative to our anti-involution) preserved byρrefl.
This last condition means that we want that for alli ∈ I,

li(z)H(ei, ei) = (1 + t2i )H(z, ei).

In case all the reflections ofW belong to a single conjugacy class so that allti take the same
valuet, then the form defined by

H(ei, ej) :=

{
ℜ(t) if i = j,

− cos(π/mi,j) if i 6= j

is as desired. In case we have two conjugacy classes of reflections, then

H(ei, ej) =





λ′ℜ(t) if i = j ∈ J ,

λℜ(t′) if i = j ∈ I − J ,

−λ′ cos(π/mi,j) if i, j ∈ J are distinct,

−λ cos(π/mi,j) if i, j ∈ I − J are distinct,

−λλ′ cos(π/mi,j) otherwise.

will do. If we specialize in somep ∈ T , then the kernel ofH is of courseH(M)(p)-invariant.
If λ′(p) = 0 resp.λ(p) = 0, then the formulas show that this kernel containsCJ resp.CI−J .
The zero loci ofλ′ andλ are disjoint and so no specialization ofH is trivial, unlessI is a
singleton andt2 = −1.

We conclude from Proposition 3.16:

Corollary 3.18 Suppose thatκ takes values in(0, 1). Then the monodromy representation is
isomorphic to the reflection representation and thus comes via such an isomorphism with a
nonzeroW -invariant hermitian form.
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At points where all theti’s take the same value (so this is all ofT in caseJ = I and the
locus defined byt = t′ otherwise), there is a neat formula for the determinant ofH , which
goes back to Coxeter and appears as Exercise 4 of Ch. V,§ 6 in Bourbaki [3]:

det(H(ei, ej)i,j) =

|I|∏

j=1

(ℜ(t) − cos(πmj/h)),

whereh is the Coxeter number ofW and themj ’s are the exponents ofW . SinceRe(t) =
cos(1

2πκ). So if t = exp(1
2

√
−1πκ), we see thatH is degenerate precisely whenκ/4 ≡

mj/2h (mod Z) for somemj . Since themj ’s are distinct and in the interval{1, . . . , h−1},
the nullity of H is 1 in that case. The cardinality ofH is h|I|/2 ([3], Ch. V,§ 6, no. 2, Th.
1), so thatκ0 = hκ/2. HenceH is degenerate precisely whenκ0 ≡ mj (mod 2hZ). If we
combine this with the results of Subsection 3.1 and 3.16, we find:

Corollary 3.19 In caseκ : H → (0, 1) is constant, then the flat hermitian form of the
associated Dunkl connection is degenerate precisely whenκ0 equals some exponentmj . In
particular,m2 is the hyperbolic exponent.

This raises the following

Question 3.20Assuming thatI is not a singleton, can we find a system of generatorsX1, . . . , X|I|
of theC[W ]-module ofW -invariant vector fields onV of the correct degrees(m1−1, . . . , m|I|−
1) such that the ones in degreemj generate the kernel of the flat hermitian metric we found
for the constant mapκ : H → (0, 1) characterized byκ0 = mj?

It makes sense to ask this question more generally for a complex reflection group (where
we should then take the co-exponents as the appropriate generalization). (We checked by an
entirely different technique that the hermitian form attached to a constant mapκ : H → (0, 1)
is degenerate precisely whenκ0 is a co-exponent, at least when the group is primitive of rank
at least three.)

3.6 A flat hermitian form for the Lauricella system

Let H be a monodromy invariant hermitian form on the translation space ofA and denote by
h the corresponding flat hermitian form onV ◦. Suppose thatκ0 6= 1, so that we can think
of H as a hermitian form on the vector space(A, O). Then the associated ‘norm squared’
function,H(a, a), evidently determinesH . So if we viewH as a translation invariant form
on A, then we can express as:1

2

√
−1∂∂̄(H(EA, EA)) = Im(H), whereEA is the Euler

vector field on(A, O). Since the developing map sendsEV to (1 − κ0)EA, this property is
transfered toV ◦ as: ifN : V ◦ → R is defined byN := h(EV , EV ), then

√
−1

2
∂∂̄N = |1 − κ0|2 Im(h).

So if h is nondegenerate, then the Dunkl connection is also determined byN . It would be
interesting to findN explicitly, or at least to characterize the functionsN onV ◦ that are thus
obtained. We can do this for the Lauricella example:
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We consider the Lauricella system 2.3. For the moment we choose all the parameters
µi ∈ (0, 1) as usual, but we now also require thatµ0 + · · · + µn > 1 (recall that here
µ0 + · · · + µn = κ0). We abbreviate the multivalued Lauricella differential by

η := (z0 − ζ)−µ0 · · · (zn − ζ)−µndζ.

Notice thatη ∧ η is univalued2-form and that the conditions imposed on theµi’s guarantee
that it is integrable, provided that(z0, . . . , zn) ∈ V ◦. Since

√
−1
2 dζ ∧ dζ̄ is the area element

of C,

N(z0, . . . , zn) := −
√
−1

2

∫

C

η ∧ η

is negative. We will show thatN is a hermitian form in Lauricella functions. This implies
that the Levi form ofN is flat and hence defines a flat hermitian form onV ◦.

For this purpose, letγ be an smoothly embedded oriented interval on the Riemann sphere
which connectsz0 with ∞ and passes throughz1, . . . , zn (in this order). On the complement
of γ, η is representable by a holomorphic univalued differential which we extend toC −
{z0, . . . , zn} by taking onγ the limit ‘from the left’. We continue to denote this differential
by η, but this now makesη discontinuous alongγ: its limit from the right on the stretchγk

from zk−1 to zk (read∞ for zn+1) is easily seen to bee−2π
√
−1(µ0+···+µk−1) timesη. We

find it convenient to putw0 = 1 andwk := eπ
√
−1(µ0+···+µk−1) for k = 1, . . . , n so that the

limit in question can be written̄w2
kη. We put

F (ζ) :=

∫ ζ

∞
η,

where the path of integration is not allowed to crossγ. SoF is holomorphic onC − γ and
continuous alongγ from the left. In casez0, . . . , zn are all real and ordered by size, then a
natural choice forγ is the straight line on the real axis which goes fromz0 in the positive
direction to∞. Then onγk (the positively oriented interval[zk−1, zk]) a natural choice of
determination of the integrand is the one which is real and positive: ηk := (ζ−z0)

−µ0 · · · (ζ−
zk−1)

−µk−1(zk − ζ)−µk · · · (zn − ζ)−µndζ. As ηk = w̄kη, this suggests to introduce

Fk := w̄k

∫

γk

η, k = 1, . . . , n + 1,

in general. This is a Lauricella function (up to scalar factor), and so isF0 := F (z0). For
ζ ∈ γk, k = 1, . . . , n + 1, we have

F (ζ) =

k−1∑

j=0

wjFj(z) +

∫ ζ

zk−1

η.

Lemma 3.21 Under the above assumptions (soµk ∈ (0, 1) for all k and
∑n

k=0 µk > 1)
the Lauricella functionsFk satisfy the linear relation

∑n+1
k=1 Im(wk)Fk = 0 and we have

N(z) =
∑

1≤j<k≤n+1 Im(wjw̄k)F̄jFk.
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Proof. If ζ ∈ γk, then the limiting value ofF in ζ from the right is equal to

k−1∑

j=0

w̄jFj + w̄2
k

∫ ζ

zk−1

η.

The fact that the value ofF at∞ is thus calculated in two ways yields the identity
∑n+1

k=1 w̄kFk =∑n+1
k=1 wkFk or what amounts to the same

∑n+1
k=1 Im(wk)Fk = 0.

Now N(z0, . . . , zn) is the integral of the exterior derivative of the1-form
√
−1
2 F̄ η. If η

is the1-form onγ which is the difference between̄Fη and its limiting value from the right,
then the theorem of Stokes implies thatN(z0, . . . , zn) =

√
−1
2

∫
γ

η. The above computations
show that onγk, η is equal to

( k−1∑

j=1

w̄j F̄j +

∫ ζ

zk−1

η̄
)
η −

( k−1∑

j=1

wj F̄j +

∫ ζ

zk−1

w2
kη̄

)
w̄2

kη =

=
k−1∑

j=1

(w̄j − wjw̄
2
k)F̄jη = −2

√
−1

k−1∑

j=1

Im(wjw̄k)F̄jw̄kη

and hence

N(z0, . . . , zn) =

√
−1

2

∫

γ

η =
∑

1≤j<k≤n+1

Im(wjw̄k)F̄jFk

�

Let us think ofF1, . . . , Fn+1 as linear functions on the receiving spaceA of the devel-
oping map that satisfy the linear relation

∑n+1
i=1 Im(wk)Fk = 0. The preceding lemma tells

us thatN defines a hermitian form onA that is invariant under the holonomy group. This
suggests to consider for any(n+1)-tuplew = (w1, . . . , wn+1) of complex numbers of norm
one that are not all real, the hyperplaneAw of Rn+1 with equation

∑n+1
k=1 Im(wk)ak = 0 and

the quadratic form onRn+1 defined by

Qw(a) :=
∑

1≤j<k≤n+1

Im(wjw̄k)(ajak).

We determine the signature ofQw.

Lemma 3.22 Let us representw1, . . . , wn+1 by real numbersµ0, . . . , µn as before, sowk =

eπ
√
−1(µ0+···+µk−1). Then thenullity (that is, the number of zero eigenvalues) ofQw onAw

is equal to the number of integers in the sequenceµ0, . . . , µn,
∑n

i=0 µi and itsindex(that is,
the number of negative eigenvalues) is equal to[

∑n
i=0 µi] −

∑n
i=0[µi].

Proof. It is clear that(Aw, Qw) only depends on the reduction ofµ0, . . . , µn modulo2, but
the isomorphism type of(Aw, Qw) only depends on their reduction modulo1: if we replace
µk by µk + 1, then the new valuesw′

j of wj are: w′
j = wj for j ≤ k andw′

j = −wj for
j > k and we note that(a1, . . . , an+1) 7→ (a1, . . . , ak,−ak+1, . . . ,−an+1) turns(Aw, Qw)
into (Aw′ , Qw′). So without loss of generality we may assume that0 ≤ µk < 1 for all k.
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We proceed by induction onn ≥ 0. As the casen = 0 is trivial, we supposen ≥
1 and the lemma proved for smaller values ofn. This allows us to restrict ourselves to
the case when0 < µk < 1 for all k: if µk = 0, thenwk = wk+1 and so ifw′ :=
(w1, . . . , wk, wk+2, . . . , wn), then(Aw, Qw) is the pull-back of(Aw′ , Qw′) under(a1, . . . , an) 7→
(a1, . . . , ak−1, ak + ak+1, ak+2, . . . , an).

We now letw′ := (w1, . . . , wn). First assume thatwn /∈ R so that
∑n−1

k=0 µk /∈ Z.
According to our induction hypothesis this means that(Aw′ , Qw′) is nondegenerate of index
[
∑n−1

i=0 µi]. There exist uniques, t ∈ R such thatwn+1 = swn + t. The fact that0 < µn < 1
implies thatt 6= 0. We seta′ := (a1, . . . , an−1, an + san+1). Then we have

n+1∑

k=1

Im(wk)ak −
n∑

k=1

Im(w′
k)a′

k = Im(wn+1an+1 − wnan+1s) = Im(tan+1) = 0

so thata ∈ Aw if and only if a′ ∈ Aw′ . A similar calculation shows that

Qw(a) = Qw′(a′) − t Im(wn+1)a
2
n+1, a ∈ Aw.

If wn+1 /∈ R, then from the equalityt = −swn + wn+1 and the fact that−wn makes a
positive angle (less thanπ) with wn+1, we see thatt Im(wn+1) > 0 if and only if Im(wn) and
Im(wn+1) have different sign. The latter amounts to[µ0 + · · ·+µn] = [µ0 + · · ·+µn−1]+1,
and so here the induction hypothesis yields the lemma for(Aw, Qw). This is also the case
whenwn+1 ∈ R, for then

∑n
i=0 µi ∈ Z.

Supposewn ∈ R, in other words, that
∑n−1

i=0 µi ∈ Z. If we let w′′ = (w1, . . . , wn−1),
thenQw′(a1, . . . , an) = Qw′′(a1, . . . , an−1). We may assume thatn ≥ 2, so thatAw′′ is
defined. By induction,(Aw′′ , Qw′′) is nondegenerate of index[

∑n−2
i=0 µi]. It is now easy to

check that(Aw, Qw) is isomorphic to the direct sum of(Aw′′(R), Qw′′) and a hyperbolic
plane. Hence(Aw , Qw) is nondegenerate of index[

∑n−2
i=0 µi] + 1. This last integer is equal

to
∑n−1

i=0 µi and hence also equal to[
∑n

i=0 µi]. �

Corollary 3.23 The functionN defines an invariant hermitian form on the Lauricella system
whose isomorphism type is given by Lemma 3.22. If0 < µk < 1 for all k, then the form
is admissible of elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic type forκ0 < 1, κ0 = 1, 1 < κ0 < 2
respectively.

Proof. All the assertions follow from Lemma’s 3.22, except the admissibility statement. For
the hyperbolic range1 < κ0 < 2, admissibility follows from the fact thatN is negative in
that case. Forκ = 1, Lemma 3.22 says that the hermitian form is positive semidefinite with
nullity one. According to Theorem 3.1 this kernel is then spanned by the Euler vector field
and so we have admissibility in this case, too. �

Remark 3.24 In the hyperbolic case:µi ∈ (0, 1) for all i and
∑

i µi ∈ (1, 2), we observed
with Thurston in Subsection 3.2 thatP(V ◦) can be understood as the moduli space of Eu-
clidean metrics on the sphere withn + 2 conical singularities with a prescribed total angle.
The hyperbolic form induces a natural complex hyperbolic metric on P(V ◦). The modular
interpretation persists on the metric completion ofP(V ◦): in this case we allow some of
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the singular points to collide, that is, we may include some the diagonal strata. This metric
completion is quite special and is of the same nature as the objects it parametrizes: it is what
Thurston calls a cone manifold.

Remark 3.25 If eachµi is positive and rational, then the associated Lauricella system with
its hermitian form can also be obtained as follows. Letq be a common denominator, so that
µi := pi/q for some positive integerpi, and putp :=

∑
i pi. Consider the Dunkl system on

the Coxeter arrangement of typeAp−1 defined by the diagonal hyperplanes in the hyperplane
Vp in Cp defined by

∑q
i=1 zi = 0 and withκ constant equal to1/q. Let VP ⊂ Vp be the

intersection of hyperplanes defined by the partitionP := (p0, p1, . . . , pn) of p. Then the
Lauricella system can be identified with longitudinal system onVP . The hermitian form that
we have on the ambient system via the Hecke algebra approach 3.5 is inherited byVP (as a
flat hermitian form). This approach is taken (and consistently followed) by B. Doran in his
thesis [14].

3.7 The degenerate hyperbolic case

By a degenerate hyperbolic formon a vector space we simply mean a degenerate hermitian
form which is a hyperbolic form on the quotient of this vectorspace by kernel of the form.
If H is such a form on the vector spaceA with kernelK, then the subsetB ⊂ P(A) defined
by H(a, a) < 0 is best understood as follows: sinceH induces a nondegenerate formH ′ on
A′ := A/K, there is a ballB′ defined inP(A′) by H ′(a′, a′) < 0. The projectionA → A′

induces a morphismπ : B → B′ whose fibers are affine spaces of the same dimension asK.
The vector groupHom(A′, K) acts as a group of bundle automorphisms ofπ which act as
the identity onB′ but this action is not proper. So if the holonomy preserves a form of this
type it might not act properly onB.

Let us see what happens in the Lauricella case. We return to the situation of Subsec-
tion 3.6 and chooseµi ∈ (0, 1) for i = 0, . . . , n and such that

∑
i µi = 2. We also letw =

(wk := eπ
√
−1(µ0+···+µk+1))n+1

k=1 , Aw ⊂ Rn+1, the hyperplane defined by
∑

i Im(wi)ai = 0,
andQw : Aw → R, Qw(a) :=

∑
1≤i<j≤n+1 Im(wjw̄k)ajak be as before. Notice that

wn+1 = 1. According to Lemma 3.22,Qw has a one dimensional kernel. In fact, if
w′ := (w1, . . . , wn), then omission of the last coordinate,a = (a1, . . . , an+1) 7→ a′ :=
(a1, . . . , an), defines a projectionAw → Aw′ , we haveQw(a) = Qw′(a′) and Qw′ is
nondegenerate of hyperbolic signature (see the proof of Lemma 3.22). This describes the
situation at the receiving end of the developing map. Now letus interpret this in the do-
main. The projectionAw → Aw′ amounts to ignoring the Lauricella functionFn+1; this
is the only one among theF1, . . . , Fn+1 which involves an integral with∞ as end point.
Observe that the condition

∑
i µi = 2 implies that∞ is not a singular point of the Lau-

ricella form η = (z0 − ζ)−µ0 · · · (zn − ζ)−µndζ. This suggests an invariance property
with respect to Möbius transformations. This is indeed thecase: a little exercise shows that(

a b
c d

)
∈ SL(2, C) transformsη into (cz0 + d)µ0 · · · (czn + d)µnη. Hence the firstn coordi-

nates of the developing map(F1, . . . , Fn+1) (with values inAw ⊗ C) all get multiplied by
the same factor: fork = 1, . . . , n we have

Fk

(az0 + b

cz0 + d
, . . . ,

azn + b

czn + d

)
= (cz0 + d)µ0 · · · (czn + d)µnFk(z0, . . . , zn).
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In geometric terms this comes down to the following. EmbedCn+1 in (P1)n+1 in the obvious
manner and let the Möbius groupPSL(2, C) act on(P1)n+1 diagonally. This defines a bira-
tional action ofPSL(2, C) on (Cn+1)◦. Recall thatV ◦ stands for the quotient of(Cn+1)◦

by the main diagonal. The obvious map(Cn+1)◦ → P(V ◦) is the formation of the orbit
space with respect to the group of affine-linear transformations of C. Hence aPSL(2, C)-
orbit in (P1)n+1 which meets(Cn+1)◦ maps to a rational curve inP(V ◦). Thus the fibration
of P(V ◦) can (and should) be thought of as the forgetful morphismM0,n+2 → M0,n+1

which ignores the last point: it is represented by(P1; z0, . . . , zn,∞) 7→ (P1; z0, . . . , zn). In
particular, the fiber is an(n + 1)-pointed rational curve; it can be understood as the curve
on which is naturally defined the Lauricella formη (up to a scalar multiple). Thus we have
before us the universal family for the Lauricella integral.We conclude:

Proposition 3.26 The fibrationM0,n+2 → M0,n+1 integrates the distribution defined by
the kernel of the flat hermitian form so that we have a commutative diagram

M̃0,n+2 −−−−→ Bwy
y

M̃0,n+1 −−−−→ Bw′

where on the left we have the holonomy cover ofM0,n+2 → M0,n+1 and on the rightBw

andBw′ are the open subsets ofP(Aw ⊗C) resp.P(Aw′ ⊗C) defined by the hermitian forms.

The holonomy along a fiber ofM0,n+2 → M0,n+1 is understood as follows. LetC :=
P1 − {z0, . . . , zn} represent a point ofM0,n+1. The mapH1(C; Z) → R which assigns to
a small circle centered atzi the valueµi defines an abelian covering ofC; it is a covering
on which the Lauricella integrand becomes single valued. Yet another abelian cover may be
needed to make this single valued form exact. The resulting nilpotent coverC̃ → C appears
as a fiber ofM̃0,n+2 → M̃0,n+1 and the developing map restricted to this fiber is essentially
the functionC̃ → C which integrates the Lauricella integrand.

4 The Schwarz conditions

4.1 The Schwarz symmetry groups

We begin with the simple, but basic

Example 4.1 TakeV of dimension1 so thatH consists of the origin. Ifz is a coordinate for
V , thenΩ = κz−1dz for someκ ∈ C. The new affine structure onV ◦ = V − {0} is given
by z1−κ (κ 6= 1) or log z (κ = 1). So in caseκ is irrational or equal to1, then the developing
map defines an isomorphism of the universal cover ofV − {0} onto an affine line.

Suppose nowκ ∈ Q, but distinct from1, and write1 − κ = p/q with p, q relatively
prime integers andq > 0. The holonomy cover extends with ramification over the origin as
theq-fold coverṼ → V defined bywq = z. The developing map is the essentially given by
w 7→ wp. So it extends across the origin only ifp > 0, that is, ifκ < 1, and it is injective only
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if k = ±1. This is why it would have been better ifV had been equipped with the group of
pth roots of unityµp as a symmetry group. For then we can pass to the orbit space ofV by this
group: theµp-orbit space ofV ◦ is covered by theµp-orbit space of̃V ◦ and the developing
map factors through the latter as an open embedding. This motivates the definition below.

Definition 4.2 Given a Dunkl system for whichκ takes values inQ, then we say thatL ∈
Lirr(H) satisfies theSchwarz conditionif 1 − κL is zero or a nonzero rational number with
the following property: if we write1−κL = pL/qL with pL, qL relatively prime andqL > 0,
then the Dunkl system is invariant under the groupGL of unitary transformations ofV which
fix L pointwise and act as scalar multiplication inL⊥ by a |pL|th root of unity. We callGL

theSchwarz rotation groupof L. TheSchwarz symmetry groupis the subgroup of the unitary
group ofV generated by the Schwarz rotation groupsGL of theL ∈ Lirr(H) which satisy the
Schwarz condition; we will usually denote it byG. We say that the Dunkl systemsatisfies the
Schwarz condition in codimension oneif every member ofH satisfies the Schwarz condition.
We say that theDunkl system satisfies the Schwarz conditionif every L ∈ Lirr(H) satisfies
the Schwarz condition.

Notice that the Schwarz symmetry group is finite: this follows from the fact that the
group of projective-linear transformations ofP(V ) which leaveH invariant is finite (since
H is irreducible) and the fact that the determinants of the generators ofG are roots of unity.
This group may be trivial or be reducible nontrivial (despite the irreducibility ofH). If the
Schwarz symmetry group is generated in codimension one, then according to Chevalley’s
theorem, the orbit spaceG\V is isomorphic to affine space. Since multiplication inV by a
nonzero scalar leavesH andκ unchanged, it is clear that{0} always satisfies the Schwarz
condition.

Example 4.3 For the Lauricella system discussed in Subsection 2.3, the Schwarz condition
in codimension one amounts to: for0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 1−µi −µj is a positive rational number
with numerator1 or 2 with 2 only allowed if µi = µj . This last possibility is precisely
Mostow’sΣINT-condition [18].

Let L ∈ Lirr(H). If a Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition, then thisproperty
is clearly inherited by both theL-transversal Dunkl system. This is also true for theL-
longitudinal Dunkl system:

Lemma 4.4 Suppose that the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz condition. Then for every
L ∈ Lirr(H), the longitudinal Dunkl system onL◦ also satisfies the Schwarz condition.

Proof. Let M ∈ Lirr(HL). EitherM is irreducible inH or M is reducible with two compo-
nentsL andM ′. The exponent ofM relative toHL is thenκM andκM ′ respectively. It is
clear that the Schwarz symmetry group ofM resp.M ′ preservesL. �

4.2 An extension of the developing map

Every point ofV determines a conjugacy class of subgroups in the fundamental group of
V ◦ (namely the image of the map on fundamental groups of the inclusion inV ◦ of the trace
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on V ◦ of a small convex neighborhood of that point), hence also determines a conjugacy
class inΓ. If the latter is a conjugacy class of finite subgroups we say that we havefinite
holonomy at this point. The setV f ⊂ V of the points at which we have finite holonomy is a
union ofH-strata (includingV ◦) and open inV (the subscriptf stands for finite). We denote
the corresponding subset ofL(H) by Lf (H). Notice that the holonomy covering extends

uniquely to a ramifiedΓ-coveringṼ f → V f .
If eachκH is rational 6= 1, thenLf (H) containsH and soV − V f is everywhere of

codimension≥ 2.

Theorem 4.5 Assume thatκ takes values in the rational numbers. Then the Schwarz symme-

try groupG acts freely onV ◦ and lifts naturally to one oñV f . The latter action commutes
with theΓ-action and the developing map is constant onG-orbits: it factors through a mor-
phismevG : G\Ṽ ◦ → A.

If κ0 6= 1 (and write1 − κ0 = p0/q0 with p0, q0 relatively prime integers andq0 > 0

as usual), then thenG ∩ C× consists of thep0-th roots of unity and both̃V f and G\Ṽ f

come with natural effectiveC×-actions such that̃V f → V f is homogeneous of degreeq0,
Ṽ ◦ → G\Ṽ ◦ is homogeneous of degreep0 andevG : G\Ṽ ◦ → A is homogeneous of degree
one.

In caseκ0 = 1, then the lift of the Euler vector field generates a free action of C+ on
G\Ṽ ◦ such thatevG is equivariant with respect to a one-dimensional translation subgroup
of A.

Proof. SinceG preserves the Dunkl connection, it preserves the local systemAffV ◦ . SoG

determines an automorphism groupΓG of Ṽ ◦ (with its affine structure) which contains the
holonomy groupΓ and hasG as quotient acting in the given manner onV ◦. This group acts
onA as a group of affine-linear transformations. Denote byK the kernel of this representa-
tion. SinceΓ acts faithfully onA, K ∩ Γ = {1} and so the mapK → G is injective. On
the other hand, ifL ∈ LirrH satisfies the Schwarz condition, then the local model near the
blowup ofL in V shows that the developing map is nearL constant on theGL-orbits. So
GL ⊂ K and henceG ⊂ K. This proves thatΓG is in fact the direct product ofΓ andG. It
is now also clear that the developing map factors as asserted. Since the developing map is a
local isomorphism oñV ◦, the action ofG on Ṽ ◦ must be free.

Suppose nowκ0 6= 1. The holonomy ofAffV ◦ along aC×-orbit in V ◦ is of orderq0

and soṼ ◦ comes with an effectiveC×-action for which its projection toV ◦ is homogeneous
of degreeq0. The developing mapev : Ṽ ◦ → A is constant on the orbits of the orderp0

subgroup ofC×, but not for any larger subgroup. The infinitesimal generators of theC×-
actions onṼ ◦ andA are compatible and soev is homogeneous of degreep0 and there is a
(unique) effectiveC×-action onG\Ṽ ◦ which makes̃V ◦ → G\Ṽ ◦ homogeneous of degree

p0. ThenevG : G\Ṽ ◦ → A will be homogeneous of degree one. These actions extend toṼ f

andG\Ṽ f respectively.
The last assertion follows from the fact that the holonomy along aC×-orbit in V is a

nontrivial translation. �
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Theorem 4.6 Suppose that everyκH is a rational number smaller than1 and that the Dunkl
system satisfies the Schwarz condition in codimension one. Then the developing map̃V ◦ → A

extends toṼ f and this extension drops to a local isomorphismevG : G\Ṽ f → A. In

particular, G\Ṽ f is smooth and theG-stabilizer of a point ofṼ f acts near that point as
a complex reflection group. Moreover, everyL ∈ Lirr(H) ∩ Lf (H) satisfies the Schwarz
condition and hasκL < 1.

Proof. The local model of the connection near the generic point ofH ∈ H shows that
H◦ ⊂ V f and that the developing map extends overH◦ and becomes a local isomorphism

if we pass to theGH -orbit space. So the developing map extends toṼ f in codimension one.

Hence it extends to all of̃V f and the resulting extension ofevG to G\Ṽ f will even be a local
isomorphism.

Now let L ∈ Lirr(H) ∩ Lf (H). Then the composite ofev with a generic morphism
(C, 0) → (V, L◦) is of the formz 7→ z1−κL plus higher order terms (forκL 6= 1) or
z 7→ log z plus higher order terms (forκL = 1). As the developing map extends overL◦, we
must haveκL < 1. Since the developing map is in fact a local isomorphism atL◦, L must
satisfy the Schwarz condition. �

Remark 4.7 The orbit spacesG\V andG\Ṽ f are both smooth. Notice thatG\V f underlies
two affine orbifold structures. One regardsG\V f as a finite quotient ofV f and has orbifold
fundamental groupG. Another inherits this structure from the Dunkl connection, hasevG :

G\Ṽ f → A as developing map andΓ as orbifold fundamental group.

5 Geometric structures of elliptic and parabolic type

5.1 Dunkl connections with finite holonomy

In caseΓ is finite, then the vector space(A, O) admits aΓ-invariant hermitian positive definite
inner product. In particular, the tangent bundle ofV ◦ admits a positive definite inner product
invariant under the holonomy group of the Dunkl connection.Since the Dunkl connection is
torsion free, the latter is then the Levi-Civita connectionof this metric. Conversely:

Theorem 5.1 Suppose thatκ ∈ (0, 1)H, that the Dunkl system satisfies the Schwarz con-
dition in codimension one and that there is flat positive definite hermitian form. Then the
holonomy of the affine structure defined by the Dunkl connection is finite and so we are in the
situation whereevG is a Γ-equivariant isomorphism ofG\Ṽ ontoA andκ0 < 1. In partic-
ular, this map descends to an isomorphism of orbit spaces of reflection groupsG\V → Γ\A
via whichP(G\V ) acquires another structure as a complete elliptic orbifold.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 uses the following topological lemma. We state it in a form
that makes it applicable to other cases of interest.

Lemma 5.2 Let f : X → Y be an continuous map with discrete fibers between locally
compact Hausdorff spaces and letY ′ ⊂ Y be an open subset of which the topology is given
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by a metric. Suppose that there is a symmetry groupΓ of this situation (i.e.,Γ acts onX and
Y , f is Γ- equivariant andΓ preservesY ′ and acts there as a group of isometries) for which
the following properties hold:

(i) The action ofΓ onX is cocompact.

(ii) For everyy ∈ Y and neighborhoodV of y in Y there exists anε > 0 and a neighbor-
hoodV ′ of y such that theε-neighborhood ofV ′ ∩ Y ′ is contained inV .

Then there exists anε > 0 such that everyx ∈ f−1Y ′ has a neighborhood which is proper
over theε-ball in Y ′ centered atf(x). In particular, if f is a local homeomorphism overY ′

andY ′ is connected and locally connected, thenf is a covering projection overY ′.

Proof. Let x ∈ X . Since the fiber throughx is discrete, we can find a compact neighborhood
K of x such thatf(x) /∈ f(∂K). PutUx := K \ f−1f(∂K) andVx := Y − f(∂K) so that
Ux is a neighborhood ofx, Vx a neighborhood off(x) andf mapsUx properly toVx. By (ii)
there exist a neighborhoodV ′

x of f(x) and aεx > 0 such that such that for everyy ∈ V ′
x ∩Y ′

theεx-neighborhood ofy is contained inVx. We letU ′
x be the preimage ofV ′

x in Ux. It has
the property that anyεx-ball centered at a point off(U ′

x) ∩ Y ′ has a preimage inUx that is
proper over that ball.

Let C ⊂ X be compact and such thatΓ.C = X . ThenC is covered byU ′
x1

, . . . , U ′
xN

,
say. We claim thatε := minN

i=1{εxi
} has the required property. Given anyx ∈ f−1Y ′, then

γx ∈ U ′
xi

for somei andγ ∈ Γ. By construction, theε-ball centered atf(γx) is contained
in Vxi

and its preimage inUxi
is proper over that ball. Now take the translate overγ−1 and

we get the desired property atx. �

Proof. [Proof of Theorem 5.1] We have already verified this whendim(V ) = 1. So we
takedim(V ) ≥ 2 and assume inductively the theorem proved for lower values of dim(V ).
The induction hypothesis implies thatV f containsV ′ = V − {0}. By Theorem 4.6evG is
then a local isomorphism on preimageG\Ṽ ′. OnG\Ṽ ′ we have an effectiveC×-action for
which evG is homogeneous of nonzero degree. SinceevG is a local isomorphism, it maps
G\Ṽ ′ to A − {O} and is theC×-action onG\Ṽ ′ without fixed points. SoevG induces a
local isomorphism ofC×-orbit spacesG\P(Ṽ ′) → P(A). The action ofΓ on G\P(Ṽ ′) is
discrete and the orbit space of this action is a finite quotient of P(V ) and hence compact. So
G\P(Ṽ ′) → P(A) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 (withY ′ = Y = P(A)), hence is
a covering map. ThenevG : G\Ṽ ′ → A − {O} is also a covering map. ButA − {O} is
simply connected and so this must be an isomorphism. Such a map extends across the origin
and so the degree of homogeneity is positive:1 − κ0 > 0. It also follows that the subgroup
Γ of GL(A) acts properly discretely onA − {O} so thatΓ is finite. �

5.2 A remarkable duality

Suppose that the holonomy of the Dunkl connection is finite. Then according to Theorem
4.6, we haveκL < 1 for all L ∈ Lirr(H) and the developing map defines a isomorphism of
G\V ontoAΓ. SoG\V has two orbifold structures, one with orbifold fundamentalgroupG
, another withΓ.
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There is a simple relation between the invariant theory of the groupsG andΓ, which was
observed earlier by Orlik and Solomon [20] in a somewhat different and more special setting.

The C×-action on(A, O) descends to aC×-action onAΓ with kernelΓ ∩ C×. Let
1 ≤ d1(Γ) ≤ d2(Γ) ≤ · · · ≤ ddim A(Γ) be the set of weights of this action, ordered by size.
The degrees> 1 are the degrees of the basic invariants ofΓ. Their product

∏
i di(Γ) is the

degree ofA → AΓ, that is, the order ofΓ. The situation for theG-action is likewise. The iso-
morphism between the two orbit spaces isC×-equivariant once we pass to the corresponding
effective actions. This implies that the weights of these groups are proportional:

di(Γ) = (1 − κ0)
−1di(G), i = 1, . . . , dimV.

So the degrees ofΓ are readily computed from the pair(κ, G). In particular, we find that

|Γ| = (1 − κ0)
− dim V |G|.

The isomorphismG\V → Γ\A maps theG-orbit space of the union of the hyperplanes
fromH onto a hypersurface inA whose preimage inA is aΓ-invariant union of hyperplanes
containing the reflection hyperplanes ofΓ. If we denote that linear arrangement inA by H′,
then we have bijection between theG-orbits inH and theΓ-orbits in theH′.

We can also go in the opposite direction, that is, start with the finite reflection groupΓ on
A and define a compatibleΓ-invariant Dunkl connection onA whose holonomy group isG
has a developing map equal to the inverse of the developing map of for the Dunkl connection
on V . The following theorem exhibits the symmetry of the situation. At the same time
it shows that all pairs of reflection groups with isomorphic discriminants arise from Dunkl
connections.

Theorem 5.3 Let for i = 1, 2, Gi ⊂ GL(Vi) be a finite complex reflection group and
and Di ⊂ Vi its union of reflection hyperplanes. Then any isomorphism oforbit spaces
f : G1\V1 → G2\V2 which mapsG1\D1 ontoG2\D2 and isC×-equivariant relative the
naturaleffectiveC×-actions on range and domain is obtained from the developingmap of a
G1-invariant Dunkl connection onV1 − D1 (and then likewise forf−1, of course).

Proof. The ordinary (translation invariant) flat connection onV2 descends to a flat connection
on G2\(V2 − D2). Pull this back viaf to a flat connection onG1\(V1 − D1) and lift the
latter to aG-invariant flat connection∇ on V1 − D1. It is clear that∇ is C×-invariant. A
straightforward local computation at the generic point of amember of the arrangement shows
that∇ extends to the tangent bundle ofV1 with a logarithmic poles and semisimple residues.
So by Corollary 2.2 it is a Dunkl connection. It is clear thatf realizes its developing map.�

Corollary 5.4 Let for i = 1, 2, Gi ⊂ GL(Vi) be a finite complex reflection group and
Di ⊂ Vi its union of reflection hyperplanes. If the germs ofG1\D1 and G2\D2 at their
respective origins are isomorphic, then the two are relatedby the above construction: one is
obtained from the other by means of the developing map of a Dunkl connection.

Proof. Any isomorphism of germsf : G1\(V1, D1, 0) → G2\(V2, D2, 0) takes the effective
C×-action onG1\V1 to an effectiveC×-action on the germG2\(V2, D2, 0). A finite cover of
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this action lifts to an effective action on the germ(V2, D2, 0) which commutes with the action
of G2. Restrict this action to the tangent space ofV2 at the origin. The fact that it preserves
D2 implies that it is just scalar multiplication inT0V2. So if we identify this tangent space
with V , then we get another isomorphismf0 : (G1\V1, D1, 0) → (G2\V2, D2, 0) which is
C×-equivariant (and hence extends globally as such). Now apply Theorem 5.3 �

Remark 5.5 The groupGi acts onL(Hi) as a group of poset automorphisms and we have
a quotient posetGi\L(Hi). The ramification function inducesκi : Gi\Lirr(Hi) → Q. If
zi is the function onGi\Lirr(Hi) which assigns toL ∈ Lirr(Hi) the order of the group of
scalars in the image ofZGi

(L) in Vi/L, then the isomorphismf of this theorem induces an
isomorphism of posetsG1\L(H1) ∼= G2\L(H2) which takesz2 to (1 − κ1)z1 andz1 to
(1 − κ2)z2.

5.3 Dunkl connections with finite holonomy (continued)

In this subsection we concentrate on a situation where we want to establish finite holonomy
without the hypothesis thatκH < 1 for all H ∈ H. We denote the collection ofL ∈ Lirr(H)
for whichκL − 1 is negative, zero, positive byL−(H), L0(H), L+(H) respectively. Sinceκ
is monotonic, the unionV − of the members ofL−(H) is an open subset ofV .

The result that we are aiming at is the following. It will be used when we treat the
hyperbolic case.

Theorem 5.6 Let be given a Dunkl system which has a flat positive definite hermitian form.
Suppose thatL0(H) is empty and that the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) everyH ∈ H with κL < 1 and every lineL in Lirr(L) with κL > 1 satisfies the
Schwarz condition and

(ii) the intersection of any two distinct members ofLirr(L) with κL > 1 is irreducible.

Then the system has a finite holonomy group, satisfies the Schwarz condition, and the de-
veloping map induces an isomorphismG\V − ∼= Γ\A◦, whereA◦ is a linear arrangement
complement inA. This givesP(G\V −) the structure of an elliptic orbifold whose completion
can be identified withΓ\P(A).

Remark 5.7 Observe that we are not making the assertion here that the developing map
extends across a cover ofV . In fact, if we projectivize, so that we get a Fubini metric on
P(V ◦), then we will see that the metric completion ofP(V ◦) may involve some blowing up
and blowing down onP(V ). The modification ofP(V ) that is involved here is discussed
below in a somewhat more general setting. After that we take up the proof of the theorem.

Discussion 5.8Let be given a Dunkl system with semisimple holonomy around the members
of L(H) and for whichL0(H) is empty, butL+(H) is nonempty (so thatκ0 > 1). We further
assume thatκ takes values inQ and that the Schwarz condition is satisfied by all members
of L−(H) of codimension one (hyperplanes) and and all members ofL+(H) of dimension
one (lines). It follows from Theorem 5.1 that the holonomy cover extends to a normal cover
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Ṽ − → V − and that the developing map extends to that cover and factorsthrough a local
isomorphismG\Ṽ − → A. Let f : V + → V be obtained by the blowing up the members
of L ∈ L+(H) in the order defined by the partial order (so starting with theorigin first). We
shall identifyV − with its preimage inV +. Notice that the groupG naturally acts onV +.

EveryL ∈ L+(H) defines an exceptional divisorE(L) and these exceptional divisors
intersect normally. If we write1 − κL = pL/qL as usual (sopL andqL are relatively prime
integers withqL > 0 and hencepL < 0), then the holonomy aroundE(L) is of finite order

qL. So the holonomy covering extends to a ramified covering̃V + → V +. The preimage
of ∪LE(L) in Ṽ + is also a normal crossing divisor. According to Lemma 2.19 the affine
structure onV ◦ degenerates simply alongE(L) with logarithmic exponentκL − 1 and the
associated affine foliation is given by its projection ontoL.

The divisorsE(L) determine a simple type of stratification ofV +. Let us describe the
strata explicitly. ForL ∈ L+(H) we put

L− := L − ∪{M : M ∈ L+(H), L < M}.

So everyM ∈ Lirr(H) which meetsL− but does not containL belongs toL−(H). The
preimage ofL− in V + is a union of strata and trivial as a stratified space overL−. It has a
unique open-dense stratum which can be identified with the productL− × P((V/L)−).

An arbitrary stratum is described inductively: the collection of divisors defined by a
subset ofL+(H) has a nonempty intersection if and only if that subset makes up a flag:
L• : L0 > L1 > · · · > Lk > V . Their common intersection decomposes as a product:

E(L•) := L+
0 × P((L1/L0)

+) × · · · × P((V/Lk)+)

and contains a stratumS(L•) as an open-dense subset, which decomposes accordingly as:

S(L•) = L−
0 × P((L1/L0)

−) × · · · × P((V/Lk)−).

The developing map will in general not extend tõV + (it will have a pole along the preim-
age of∪LE(L)), but things improve if we projectivize. That is why we shallfocus on the
central exceptional divisorE0, which we will also denote byP(V +). Notice thatP(V +)

is a projective manifold and that̃V + → V + restricts to aΓ-coveringP(Ṽ +) → P(V +).
EachE(L) with L ∈ L+(H)−{0} meetsP(V +) in a smooth hypersurfaceD(L) of P(V +)
and these hypersurfaces intersect normally inP(V +). The open dense stratum ofP(V +) is

clearly P(V −). The groupΓ acts onP(Ṽ +) properly discontinuously with compact orbit
spaceP(V +). We have a projectivized developing map

G\P(Ṽ −) → P(A)

which is a local isomorphism. A stratum ofP(V +) is given by a flagL• as above with
L0 = {0} and so will have the form:

S(L•) ∼= P(L−
1 ) × P((L2/L1)

−) · · · × P((V/Lk)−).

It is open-dense inE(L•) = P((L1/L0)
+) × · · · × P((V/Lk)+). Let us now writeEi

for ELi
, κi for κLi

etc. According to Proposition 2.22, the developing map is then atz =
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(z1, . . . , zk+1) ∈ S(L•) linearly equivalent to a map of the form:

V +
z →

k+1∏

i=1

(C × Ti),
(
t1−κ0

0 · · · t1−κi−1

i−1 (1, Fi)
)k+1

i=1
.

HereFi : V +
z → Ti is a morphism to a linear spaceTi whose restriction toS(L•)z factors as

the projectionS(L•)z → P(Li/Li1)zi
followed by a local isomorphismP(Li/Li1)zi

→ Ti,
andti is a local equation forELi

. So(ti−1, Fi)
k+1
i=1 is a chart forV + at z. If dimL1 = 1,

then in terms of this chart, the groupGL1
acts in thet1-coordinate only (as multiplication by

|p1|th roots of unity).
We restrict the projectivized developing map toP(V +) (which is defined byt0 = 0). The

preceding shows that this restriction is projectively equivalent to the map with coordinates
(
tκ1−1
1 · · · tκk−1

k (1, F1), . . . , t
κk−1
k (1, Fk), (1, Fk+1)

)
.

(The component which is constant 1 reminds us that we are mapping to an affine space which
is to be viewed as an open subset of a projective space.) Letz̃ ∈ P(Ṽ +) lie over z, put
Di := Ei∩P(Ṽ +) and denote bỹDi the irreducible component of the preimage ofDi which
contains̃z and byS̃(L•) the stratum. Ifi > 0, then near̃z, V + is simply given by extracting
the qith root of ti: τqi

i := ti Since we have semisimple holonomy around the members of
L(H), the projectivized developing map is atz̃ given in terms of this chart and an affine chart
in P(A) by (

τ−p1

1 · · · τ−pk

k (1, F1), . . . , τ
−pk

k (1, Fk), (1, Fk+1)
)
.

Recall that eachpi is negative. So this clearly shows that the projectivization defines a regular
morphismP(Ṽ +) → P(A) and that its restriction to the preimage ofS(L•) factors through a
covering of the last factorP((V/Lk)−). The fiber through̃z is here defined by puttingτk = 0
andFk+1 constant. It follows that the connected component of this fiber lies inD̃k, more
precisely, that it lies in a connected component of a fiber of the natural map̃Dk → Dk =
P(L+

k ) × P((V/Lk)+) → P((V/Lk)+). We also see that̃z is isolated in its fiber if and only
if the flag is reduced toL0 = {0} > L1 with dimL1 = 1; in that case, the map above is

simply given by(τ−p1

1 , F1). Since this is also a chart for the orbit spaceGL1
\P(Ṽ +), we

see that the projectivized developing map moduloG is then a local isomorphism at the image
of z̃. Since the holonomy nearS(L•) decomposes as a product, a connected component

S̃(L•) of the preimage ofS(L•) in P(Ṽ +) decomposes as a product as well:S̃(L•) =

P(L̃−
1 ) × P( ˜(L2/L1)−) · · · × P( ˜(V/Lk)−). Its closure is an irreducible component of the

preimage ofE(L•); the normalisation of that closure decomposes accordingly:

Ẽ(L•) = P(L̃+
1 ) × P( ˜(L2/L1)+) · · · × P( ˜(V/Lk)+).

The proof of 5.6 proceeds by induction ondimV . The induction starts trivially.
Since the form is positive definite, we shall (by simple averaging) assume that it is invari-

ant under all the Schwarz symmetry groupG.

Lemma 5.9 For everyL ∈ L+(H) − {0}, the longitudinal holonomy inL◦ is finite.
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Proof. We verify that the affine structure onL◦ satisfies the hypotheses of theorem that
we want to prove, so that we can invoke the induction hypothesis. The flat metric onV ◦

determines one onL◦. It remains to show that every hyperplaneI ∈ L+(HL) and every
line M ∈ L−(HL) satisfies the Schwarz condition. In the first case,κ − 1 must negative on
HI and so it follows from Theorem 4.6 thatI satisfies the Schwarz condition. We claim that
in the second case,M is irreducible inL(H) (so that the Schwarz condition holds). For if
that were not the case, then by Lemma 2.1M has two irreducible components,L andM(L).
The irreducible componentM(L) must be inL−(H) by assumption (ii) and since we have
κL

M = κM(L), we would get a contradiction. �

Corollary 5.10 The connected components of the fibers of the projectivized developing map
P(Ṽ +) → P(A) are compact.

Proof. OverP(V −), the projectivized developing map is locally finite and so inthese points
the claim is clear. Let us therefore examine the situation over another stratumS(L•) (as in
the Discussion 5.8). Since the stratum is not open, we havek ≥ 1. We observed that the
connected component of a fiber throughz̃ lies in the fiber overzk ∈ P((V/Lk)−) of the
composite

D̃k → Dk = P(L+
k ) × P((V/Lk)+) → P((V/Lk)+)

The holonomy in the last factorP((Lk)+) is longitudinal and hence finite, The implies that
every irreducible component iñDk overP(L+

k ) × {zk} is compact. �

A continuous mapf : X → Y between topological spaces always has atopological Stein
factorization: this is the factorization through the quotientX → XSt of X defined by the
partition ofX into connected components of fibers off . So the latter map has then connected
fibers and the induced mapfSt : XSt → Y has discrete fibers in case the fibers off are
locally connected. Here is a useful criterion for an analytic counterpart.

Lemma 5.11 Letf : X → Y be a morphism of connected normal analytic spaces. Suppose
that the connected components of the fibers off are compact. Then the Stein factorization of
f ,

f : X −−−−→ XSt

fSt−−−−→ Y,

is in the analytic category. More precisely,X → XSt is a proper morphism with connected
fibers to a normal analytic spaceXSt and fSt is a morphism with discrete fibers. If in
addition,Y is smooth,f is a local isomorphism in every point that is isolated in its fiber and
such points are dense inX , thenfSt is a local isomorphism.

Proof. The first part is well-known and standard in casef is proper. The second part perhaps
less so, but we show that it is a consequence of the first part. Since f : X → Y is then
a morphism from a normal analytic space to a smooth space of the same dimension which
contracts its singular locus,fSt : XSt → Y will be a local isomorphism outside a subvariety
of XSt of codimension one. But then there is no ramification at all, since a ramified cover of
a smooth variety has as its ramification locus a hypersurface.

So it remains to show that we can reduce to the proper case. We do this by showing that if
K ⊂ X is a connected component of the fiberf−1(y), then there exist open neighborhoods
U of K in X andV of y in Y such thatf(U) ⊂ V andf : U → V is proper. This indeed
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suffices, for ify′ ∈ V , thenf−1(y′)∩U is open and closed inf−1(y′), and hence a union of
connected components off−1(y′).

Choose a compact neighborhoodC of K which does not meetf−1(y) − K. Clearly, for
every neighborhoodV of y in Y , f : f−1V ∩ C → V is proper. So it is enough to show that
f−1V ∩ C is open inX (equivalently,f−1V ∩ ∂C = ∅) for V small enough. If that were
not the case, then we could find a sequence of points(xi ∈ ∂C)∞i=1 whose image sequence
converges toy. Since∂C is compact, a subsequence will converge, tox ∈ ∂C, say. But
clearlyf(x) = y and sox ∈ K. This cannot be sinceK ∩ ∂C = ∅. �

Corollary 5.12 The Stein factorization ofG\P(Ṽ +) → P(V ),

G\P(Ṽ +) −−−−→ (G\P(Ṽ +)St −−−−→ P(V ),

is analytic and the Stein factor(G\P(Ṽ +)St → P(V ) is a local isomorphism.

Proof. In Corollary 5.10 and the Discussion 5.8 we established thatthe conditions in both
clauses of the Lemma 5.11 are satisfied. �

Proof. [Proof of Theorem 5.6] We first prove thatP(G\Ṽ +)St → P(V ) is aΓ-isomorphism.
For this we verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are verified for that map withY ′ = Y =

P(V ). By Corollary 5.12P(G\Ṽ +)St → P(V ) is a local isomorphism. We know thatΓ acts
properly discontinuously onP(Ṽ +) with compact fundamental domain. This is then also

true forP(G\Ṽ +)St. SinceΓ acts onP(V ) as a group of isometries, Condition (ii) of 5.2

is fulfilled as well. SoP(G\Ṽ +)St → P(V ) is a covering projection. ButP(V ) is simply
connected, and so this must be an isomorphism. It follows that P(Ṽ +) is compact, so thatΓ
must be finite.

An irreducible component̃D(L) overD(L) gets contracted ifdimL > 1, with image in
P(V ) a subspace of codimension equal to the dimension ofL. In particular, we get a divisor in
casedim L = 1 and so the image of a covering ofP(V −) is mapped to an arrangement com-

plement,P(A◦), say. So the developing mapevG : G\Ṽ − → A◦ becomes an isomorphism
if we pass toC×-orbit spaces. According to Theorem 4.5evG is homogeneous of degree one.
It follows that this map as well as the induced mapG\V − → Γ\A◦ are isomorphisms.

Finally we verify the Schwarz condition for anyL ∈ Lirr(H). We know already that
this is the case whenL ∈ L−(H). ForL ∈ L+(H) this is seen from the simple form of the
projectivized developing map at a general point ofD(L): in terms of a local chart(τ1, F1, F2)

of P(Ṽ +) at such a point it is given by(τ−p1

1 , τ−p1

1 F1, F2). Since(G\P(Ṽ +)St → P(V ) is
an isomorphism,G must contain the group of|pL|th roots of unity acting on the transversal
coordinateτ1. This just tells us thatL satisfies the Schwarz condition. �

5.4 Dunkl connections whose holonomy is almost a Heisenberggroup

Theorem 5.13 Let be given a Dunkl system withκ ∈ (0, 1)H andκ0 = 1, which satisfies the
Schwarz condition in codimension one and admits a nontrivial flat hermitian form. Then:

(i) the flat hermitian form is semidefinite with kernel generated by the Euler field,
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(ii) V f = V − {0}, the monodromy groupΓ/Γ0 of the connection onG · C×\V ◦ is finite
andΓ0 is an integral Heisenberg group,

(iii) the developing map identifies theΓ/Γ0-cover ofG\V −{0} in a C×-equivariant fash-
ion with an anti-ampleC×-bundle over an abelian variety,

(iv) G\ ˜V − {0} → A is a Γ-isomorphism and the Dunkl connection satisfies the Schwarz
condition.

(v) The hermitian form givesP(G\V ) the structure of a complete parabolic orbifold: if
K is the kernel of the hermitian form on the translation space of A, thenΓ acts in
K\A via a complex crystallographic space group and the developing map induces an
isomorphism betweenP(G\V ) and the the latter’s orbit space.

Proof. The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.1. Upon replacingthe flat form by its neg-
ative, we assume that it is positive semidefinite; we denote this form byh. The monodromy
around every member ofLirr(H)−{0} leaves invariant a positive definite form and hence is
finite by Theorem 5.1. This implies thatV f ⊃ V − {0}; it also shows that the monodromy
of the connection is finite. Sinceκ0 = 1, the Euler fieldEV is flat and determines a nonzero
translationT A such that2π

√
−1T is the monodromy around aC×-orbit in V ◦. In particular,

the monodromy around such an orbit is not of finite order, so thatV f = V − {0}.

The Euler field resp.T generate a faithfulC+-actions on ˜V − {0} resp.A such that the

developing map descends to a local isomorphism(C+ · G\ ˜V − {0} → C+\A. Observe
that the translation space ofC+\A has aΓ-invariant positive definite hermitian form: if the
kernel ofh is spanned byEV this is clear and ifh is positive definite we simply identify the
translation space in question with the orthogonal complement of T in the translation space of

A. The groupΓ/(2π
√
−1T ) acts onC+.G\ ˜V − {0} through a group which acts properly

discretely. The orbit space of this action can be identified with G\P(V ), hence is compact.
So the assumptions of Lemma 5.2 are fulfilled (withY ′ = Y = C+\A) and we conclude that

C+.G\ ˜V − {0} → C+\A

is a covering. Since the range is an affine space (hence simplyconnected), this must be an
isomorphism. It follows that the action ofΓ onA is properly discrete and cocompact. It also

follows that the developing map defines aΓ-equivariant isomorphism ofG\ ˜V − {0} ontoA.
Let Γ0 be the subgroup ofγ ∈ Γ that act as a translation inC+\A. This subgroup is

of finite index inΓ and our assumption implies thatΓ0\A → Γ0 · C+\A has the structure
of a flat C×-bundle over a complex torus. The developing map induces an isomorphism

Γ0\A ∼= Γ0 · G\ ˜V − {0}; the latter is finite overG\V − {0} and extends therefore as a
finite cover overG\V . This means that the associated line bundle over the complextorus has
contractible zero section. Hence this line bundle is anti-ample andΓ0 is a Heisenberg group.

Property (iv) is almost immediate from Theorem 4.6. �
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6 Geometric structures of hyperbolic type

In this section we consider Dunkl systems of admissible hyperbolic type. So the affine space
A in which the evaluation map takes its values is in fact a vector space (it comes with an
origin) equipped with a nondegenerate hermitian form of hyperbolic signature. We denote
by L× ⊂ A the set of vectors of negative self-product and byB := P(L×) ⊂ P(A) its
projectivization. Notice thatB is a complex ball and thatL× can be thought of as aC×-
bundle overB. By addingB at infinity we obtain a line bundleL overB that hasB as the
zero section. The admissibility assumption means that the evaluation map takes its values in
L× so that its projectivization takes its values inB.

6.1 The compact hyperbolic case

This is relatively simple case and for that reason we state and prove it separately. The result
in question is the following.

Theorem 6.1 Suppose that the Dunkl system is of admissible hyperbolic type, satisfies the
Schwarz condition and is such thatκ ∈ (0, 1)H, κL < 1 for all L ∈ Lirr(H) − {0}. Then
Γ acts onB discretely and with compact fundamental domain and the developing map in-
duces an isomorphismG\V ∼= Γ\L×. ThusP(G\V ) acquires the structure of a complete
hyperbolic orbifold isomorphic toΓ\B.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.13 we find thatV f = V −{0}. The developing

map descends to a local isomorphismG\P(Ṽ f ) → P(A). It takes values in the complex ball
B. The latter comes with aΓ-invariant Kähler metric. The orbit space of theΓ-action on

G\P(Ṽ f ) can be identified withG\P(V ), hence is compact. So the assumptions of Lemma

5.2 are fulfilled and we conclude thatG\P(Ṽ f ) → B is a covering. Since the range is simply
connected, this must be an isomorphism. In particular, the action of Γ on B is properly
discrete and cocompact.

It also follows thatG\V ∼= Γ\L× becomes an isomorphism if we pass toC×-orbit spaces.
It then follows that the map itself is an isomorphism, becauseG contains by definition all the
scalars which leave the developing map invariant. �

6.2 Statement of the main theorem

The general hyperbolic case concerns the situation where the holonomy group is of cofinite
volume (rather than being cocompact) in the automorphism group of a complex ball. This is
substantially harder to deal with.

Given a Dunkl system for which the flat hermitian formh = hκ is of hyperbolic type
(i.e., nondegenerate of index one, so thath defines a complex ballB in the projective space
at infinity P(A) of A). If L ∈ Lirr(H) is such thatκL > 1, then if we approachL◦ from V ◦

along a curve, the image of a lift iñV ◦ of this curve under the developing map tends to infinity
with limit a point of P(A). These limit points lie in well-definedΓ-orbit of linear subspaces
of P(A) of codimensiondim(L). We call such space aspecial subspacein P(A) and its
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intersection withB a special subball. We use the same terminilogy for the corresponding
linear subspace ofA.

The main goal of this section is to prove:

Theorem 6.2 Let be given a Dunkl system withκ ∈ (0, 1)H which comes with a flat ad-
missible formh of hyperbolic type. Suppose that every hyperplaneH ∈ H and every line
L ∈ Lirr(H) with κL > 1 satisfies the Schwarz condition. Then:

(i) The system satisfies the Schwarz condition.

(ii) The collection of special hyperplanes is locally finitein L× and if (L×)− denotes
the complement inL× of the union of the special hyperplanes, then the projectivized

developing map defines aΓ-equivariant isomorphismG\Ṽ f → (L×)−.

(iii) The groupΓ, considered as a subgroup of the unitary groupU(h) of h, is discrete and
has cofinite volume inU(h).

(iv) The developing map induces an isomorphismG\V f → Γ\(L×)− of normal analytic
spaces.

Thus ifB− denotes the the complement inB of the union of the special hyperplanes, then
P(G\V f ) can be identified withΓ\B− and acquires the structure of a hyperbolic orbifold
whose completion isΓ\B.

Remarks 6.3 Our proof yields a more precise result, telling us in fact howP(G\V ) is ob-
tained from the Baily-Borel compactification ofΓ\B by a blowup followed by a blowdown.
This is in fact of the type described in [16].

Couwenberg gives in his thesis [7] a (presumably complete) list of the cases for whichH
its Coxeter arrangement andG is the associated Coxeter group. The Schwarz condition for
the lines then amounts to: ifL is a line which is the fixed point subspace of an irreducible
Coxeter subgroup ofG and such thatκL > 1, then(κL−1)−1 is an integer or, whenL⊥ ∈ H,
half an integer. The fact that the list is substantial gives the theorem its merit. In particular, it
produces new examples of discrete hyperbolic groups of cofinite volume.

6.3 Connection with the work of Deligne-Mostow

Theorem 6.2 implies one of the main results of Deligne-Mostow [12] and Mostow [18].

Theorem 6.4 (Deligne-Mostow)Consider the Lauricella system with all of its parameters
µ0, . . . , µn in (0, 1) and

∑n
k=0 µk ∈ (1, 2) so thatµn+1 := 2 − ∑n

k=0 µk ∈ (0, 1) also.
Suppose that for every pair0 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1, 1 − µi − µj is a positive rational number
with numerator1 or 2, allowing the latter only in casej ≤ n and µi = µj . Then the
system satisfies the Schwarz condition and the Schwarz symmetry group is the groupG of
permutations of{0, . . . , n} which preserves the weight functionµ : {0, 1, . . . , n} → R, the
collection of special hyperplanes is locally finite onB, Γ is a lattice in the unitary group ofA
and the developing map identifiesP(G\V f ) with Γ\B−.
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Proof. We verify the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2. First of we all we want the Schwarz
condition for everyHi,j satisfied: this means that for every pair0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we want
1 − µi − µj to be positive rational number with numerator1 or 2, allowing the latter only
in caseµi = µj . We also want the Schwarz condition fulfilled at a line inL+(H). Such a
line is given by ann-element subset of{0, . . . , n}, say as the complement of the singleton
{i}, such that

∑
0≤j≤n,j 6=i µj > 1. The Schwarz condition is fulfilled at this line if−1 +∑

0≤j≤n,j 6=i µj is the reciprocal of an integer. This amounts to: if1− µi − µn+1 is positive,
then it is the reciprocal of an integer. The rest follows fromeasily from Theorem 6.2. �

Remark 6.5 The conditions imposed here imply Mostow’sΣINT-condition: this is the con-
dition which says that for any pair0 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1 such that1 − µi − µj is positive,
we want this to be a rational number with numerator1 or 2, allowing the latter only in case
µi = µj . Clearly, this condition is more symmetric, because it doesnot attribute a special role
to µn+1. This symmetry is understood as follows. We can regard ofP(V ◦) as parametrizing
the collection ofmutually distinct(n + 1)-tuples(z0, . . . , zn) in the affine lineC given up
to an affine-linear transformation. But it is better to include∞ and to think ofP(V ◦) as
the moduli space ofmutually distinct(n + 2)-tuples(z0, . . . , zn+1) on the projective line
P1 given up to a projective-linear transformation, that is, toidentify P(V ◦) with M0,n+2.
This makes evident an action of the permutation group of{0, . . . , n + 1} on P(V ◦). It is
conceivable that there are cases for which theΣINT-condition is satisfied and ours aren’t,
even after permutation. The table in [26], lists 94 systems(µ0 ≥ µ1 ≥ · · · ≥ µn+1 > 0)
satisfying theΣINT-condition. Most likely, it is complete. In this list, there is precisely one
case which escapes us and that is whenn + 2 = 12 and allµi’s equal to1

6 . With little extra
effort, we can get around this (and at the same time avoid resorting to this list) if we let the
group of permutations of{0, . . . , n + 1} which leaveµ : {0, . . . , n + 1} → Q invariant act
from the outset. This group containsG and the elements not inG act nonlinearly onP(V f ).
An alternative approach starts with analyzing the developing map of a Dunkl system with a
degenerate hyperbolic form (see Subsection 3.7); this is indeed a class worth studying its own
right.

Remark 6.6 Deligne and Mostow show that there is a modular interpretation of the Baily-
Borel compactification ofΓ\B. Given positive rational numbersµ0, . . . , µn+1 with sum2,
then let us say that aneffective fractional anticanonical divisoron P1 of typeµ is simply a
given by a set ofn + 2 points endowed with the weightsµ0, . . . , µn+1, given up to order.
We do not require the points to be distinct. So such a divisor determines asupport function
P1 → Q+ which is zero for all but finitely many points and whose sum (over P1) of its
values is two. It is said to bestable(resp.semistable) if this function is everywhere less than
(resp. at most) one. The projective linear group acts on the variety of the semistable fractional
divisors and this action is proper on the (open) subvariety of the stable ones. So a stable orbit
is always closed. Any other minimal semistable orbit is represented by a fractional divisor
whose support consists of two distinct points, each with weight 1. The points of its Hilbert-
Mumford quotient are in bijective correspondence with the minimal semistable orbits. We
thus get a projective compactificationM0,n+2 ⊂ Mµ

0,n+2. A period map enters the picture
by imitating the familiar approach to the elliptic integral, that is, by passing to a cyclic cover
of P1 on which the Lauricella integrand becomes a regular differential. Concretely, write
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µi = mi/m with mi, m positive integers such that themi’s have no common divisor, and
write νi for the denominator ofµi. Consider the cyclic coverC → P1 of orderm which has
ramification overzi of orderνi. In affine coordinates,C is given as the normalization of the
curve defined by

wm =

n∏

i=0

(zi − ζ)mi .

The Lauricella integrand pulls back to a regular differential η̃ on C, represented byw−1dζ.
Overzi ∈ P1 we havem/νi distinct points in each of which̃η has a zero of orderνi(1 −
µi) − 1. This form transforms under the Galois group by a certain characterχ and up to a
scalar factor,̃η is the only regular form with that property:H1,0(C)χ is a line spanned bỹη.
It turns out that such Hodge data are uniformized by a complexball. Although the holonomy
group need not map to an arithmetic group, much of Shimura’s theory applies here. Indeed,
Shimura (see for instance [23]) and Casselman [5] (who was Shimura’s student at the time)
had investigated in detail the case for whichm is prime before Deligne and Mostow addressed
the general situation. A (if notthe) chief result of Deligne-Mostow [12] is a refined Torelli
theorem: if their INT condition is satisfied, then

(i) the holonomy group maps to a subgroup of automorphisms ofthe Hodge period ball
which is discrete and of cofinite volume,

(ii) the corresponding orbit space admits a compactification of Baily-Borel type (this adds
a finite number of points, the cusps),

(iii) the map described above identifiesMµ

0,n+2 with this Baily-Borel compactification,
making the minimal semistable nonstable orbits correspondto the cusps.

This is essentially the content of their Theorem (10.18.2).They also determine when the
holonomy group is arithmetic (the systematic constructionof such groups was in fact Mostow’s
original motivation).

6.4 The Borel-Serre extension

Before we begin the proof of the main theorem, we first make a few observations regarding
the unitary groupU(h) of h (sinceA has an origin, we regard this as a group operating inA).
Suppose we have a unipotent transformationg ∈ U(h) that is not the identity. LetE ⊂ A
be the fixed point space ofg. ThenE⊥ is g-invariant and hence contains eigenvectors. So
E ∩E⊥ is non trivial. In other words,E contains an isotropic lineI. Nowg induces inI⊥/I
a transformation that will preserve the form induced byh. Since this form is positive definite
andg is unipotent,g will act trivially on I⊥/I. The unitary transformations which respect
the flag{0} ⊂ I ⊂ I⊥ ⊂ A and act trivially on the successive quotients form a Heisenberg
groupNI whose center is parametrized as follows. Notice that the one-dimensional complex
vector spaceI ⊗ I has a natural real structure which is oriented: it is defined by the ‘positive’
ray of the elementse⊗ e, wheree runs over the generators ofI. This line parametrizes a one
parameter subgroup ofGL(A):

exp : I ⊗ I → GL(A), exp(λe ⊗ e) : z ∈ A 7→ z + λh(z, e)e, e ∈ I, λ ∈ C.
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The transformationexp(λe ⊗ e) is unitary relative toh if λ is purely imaginary and soexp
maps

√
−1I ⊗ I(R) to a one-parameter subgroup ofU(h). This one-parameter subgroup

is the center of the Heisenberg groupNI above. The groupNI is parametrized by pairs
(a, e) ∈ I⊥ × I: any element of this group is written

ga,e : z ∈ A 7→ z + h(z, a)e − h(z, e)a − 1
2h(a, a)h(z, e)e.

This is not quite unique sincega+λe,e = ga,e whenλ ∈ R. But apart from that we have
uniqueness:NI modulo its center can be identified with vector groupI⊥/I ⊗ I by assigning
to (a, e) its image inI⊥/I ⊗ I.

Let T be a subspace ofA on whichh is degenerate with kernelI: soI ⊂ T ⊂ I⊥. We
suppose thatT 6= I. Clearly,NI preservesT . Suppose thatg acts trivially onA/T and
induces in the fibers ofA → A/T a translation. So if we writeg in the above form:g = ga,e,
then we see thata must be proportional toe: a = λe with λ purely imaginary, in other words
g is in the center ofNI .

Let I ⊂ A be an isotropic line. Whenλ is a positive real number, ande ∈ I, then
exp(λe ⊗ e) is not unitary, but it will still mapB into itself. In fact, the orbits of the ray of
positive elements inI ⊗ I are (oriented) geodesic rays inB which tend to[I] ∈ ∂B. Perhaps
a more concrete picture is gotten by fixing a generatore ∈ I so that every point ofB can
be represented in the affine hyperplane inV defined byh(z, e) = 1: under the realization of
B in this hyperplane, the geodesic ray action becomes simply the group of translations over
positive multiples ofe. We regard the spaceB(I) of these rays as a quotient space ofB so that
we have a fibration by raysπ(I) : B → B(I). The Borel-Serre topology on the disjoint union
B⊔B(I) is generated by the open subsets ofB and the subsets of the formU⊔π(I)(U), where
U runs over the open subsets ofB invariant underNI and the positive ray inI⊗I. This adds a
partial boundary toB so that it becomes a manifold with boundary. LetB+ ⊃ B be theBorel-
Serre extensionassociated toΓ: for every isotropic lineI ⊂ V for whichΓ ∩ NI is discrete
and cocompact, we do the above construction. That makesB+ a manifold with boundary, the
boundary having in an infinite number of connected components (or being empty). Notice
that the action ofΓ on this boundary is properly discrete and cocompact—this isindeed the
main justification for its introduction.

6.5 Proof of the main theorem

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 6.2. Throughout this section the assumptions of that
theorem are in force and we also retain some of the notation introduced in Subsection 5.3,
such asL−(H),L0(H),L+(H), · · · .

We begin with a lemma in which we collect a number of useful properties.

Lemma 6.7 We have:

(i) For any L ∈ Lirr(H), h induces on(V/L)◦ a flat hermitian form which is positive,
semipositive with one-dimensional kernel, hyperbolic according to whetherκL − 1 is
negative, zero, or positive.

(ii) The intersection of any two distinct membersL1, L2 ofL0(H) ∪L+(H) is irreducible
and (hence) belongs toL+(H).
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(iii) If L ∈ L+(H), then the longitudinal Dunkl connection onL◦ has finite holonomy and
L satisfies the Schwarz condition (so that the system satisfiesthe Schwarz condition).

Proof. The flat hermitian form induces one on the Dunkl systemV/L. This form is nonzero
(L cannot be a hyperplane since we assumed thatκ takes a value less than one on these) and
so the first statement readily follows from our results in Section 5.

If for L1, L2 as in the lemma,L1∩L2 were reducible, then then the flat form onV/(L1∩
L2) induced byh would have an isotropic plane, a property which is clearly forbidden by the
signature ofh.

Let nowL ∈ L+(H). Then the longitudinal holonomy inL◦ has a flat positive hermitian
form. The desired properties now follow from Theorem 5.6: inview of the wayκL is defined,
and part (ii) any one-dimensional member inL+(HL) is in fact a member ofL+(H) and so
satisfies the Schwarz condition and any codimension one member inL−(HL) comes from a
member ofL−(H) and hence satisfies the Schwarz condition. �

Discussion 6.8We introduced in the Discussion 5.8 a blowupV + under the assumption
thatL0(H) is empty and described the behavior of the projectivized developing map on the
preimage of the origin ofV . We generalize this to the situation whereL0(H) is allowed to
be nonempty.

Our V + will now be obtained by blowing up the members ofL+(H) first (in the usual
order), and then blowing up eachL ∈ L0(H) in a real-oriented manner. This is unambigu-
ously defined since by Lemma 6.7-(ii) the intersection of twosuch members lies inL+(H)
and so their strict transforms will not meet. It is clear thatV + is a manifold with smooth
boundary whose manifold interiorV +−∂V + is a quasiprojective variety. The latter contains
V f as an open-dense subset and the complement ofV f in V + − ∂V + is a normal crossing
divisor whose closure inV + meets the boundary transversally.

Any L ∈ L+(H) defines a divisorE(L) in V + and anyL ∈ L0(H) defines a boundary
component∂LV +. These cross normally in an obvious sense so that we get a natural stratifi-
cation ofV +. Let us describe the strata explicitly. ForL ∈ L0(H) ∪ L+(H) we defineL−

as in Discussion 5.8:

L− := L − ∪{M : M ∈ L0(H) ∪ L+(H), L < M}.
So everyM ∈ Lirr(H) which meetsL− but does not containL belongs toL−(H). In
particular,L− is contained in the subsetLf of L defined by the longitudinal connection. It is
clear thatV − = V f . The preimage ofL− in V + is a union of strata and trivial as a stratified
space overL−. It has a unique open-dense stratum which can be identified with the product
L− × P((V/L)f ) in caseL ∈ L+(H). If L ∈ L0(H), then we must replace the factor
P((V/L)f ) by S(V/L), whereS assigns to a (real) vector space the sphere of its real half
lines. (There is no need to write(V/L)f here, since the latter equalsV/L − {0}.)

An arbitrary stratum is described inductively: the collection of divisors and boundary
walls defined by a subset ofL0(H) ∪ L+(H) has a nonempty intersection if and only if that
subset makes up a flag:L• : L0 > L1 > · · · > Lk > Lk+1 = V . Their common intersection
contains a stratumS(L•) which decomposes as

S(L•) = L−
0 ×

k∏

i=1

P((Li/Li−1)
−) × P((V/Lk)f ),
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at least, whenLk ∈ L+(H); if Lk ∈ L0(H), we must replace the last factor byS(V/Lk). It is

clear thatG.C× naturally acts onV +. The covering̃V f → V f extends naturally to a ramified
coveringṼ + → V + with Γ × G-action. Since the holonomy alongS(L•) decomposes
according to its factors, a connected componentS̃(L•) of the preimage of a stratumS(L•)
decomposes as a product of coverings of the factors ofS(L•). By Lemma 6.7, the covers
of these factors are finite except for the last, which is the holonomy cover ofP((V/Ln)f ) or
S(V/Ln).

The preimageP(V +) of the origin ofV in V + is a compact manifold with boundary.
Let us writeB+ for P(V +) and denote its interior byB. SoB is a quasiprojective manifold
which containsP(V f ) as the complement of a normal crossing divisor. The strata inB+

are given by the flagsL• which begin withL0 = {0}. We denote byD(L) the exceptional
divisor inB+ defined byL ∈ L+(H). (It is easy to see thatD(L) = P(L+) × P((V/L)+).)
The groupΓ acts oñB+ properly discontinuously with compact orbit spaceB+.

Proposition 6.9 The projectivized developing map extends to this covering as a continuous
Γ-equivariant map̃B+ → B+ which is constant on theG-orbits. It has the following prop-
erties:

(i) It maps every boundary component of̃B+ to a Borel-Serre boundary component ofB+

and the restrictionB̃ → B is analytic.

(ii) Every irreducible component of the preimage iñB of an exceptional divisorD(L),
L ∈ L+(H), is mapped to an open subset of special subball ofB of codimension
dim(L) and the resulting map from such irreducible components to special subballs
reverses the inclusion relation.

(iii) Every connected component of a fiber of the map̃B+ → B+ is compact. If that
connected component is a singleton, then at the image of thissingleton inG\B̃+, the

mapG\B̃+ → B+ is local isomorphism.

Proof. The proof amounts to an analysis of the behavior of the projectivized developing map
on B̃+. Since we did this already in the case without boundary components in the proof of
Theorem 5.6, we shall now concentrate on the case of a boundary stratum. Such a stratum is
given by a flagL• = ({0} = L0 > L1 > · · · > Lk > Lk+1 = V ), for whichLi ∈ L+(H)
for i < k andLk ∈ L0(H):

S(L•) ∼= P((L1/L0)
−) × · · · × P((Lk/Lk−1)

−) × S(V/Lk)

Let us write∂k for the boundary component ofB+ defined byLk. If we had not blown up the
strict transform ofLk in a real-oriented fashion, but in the conventional manner,then the last
factor would beP(V/Lk). On a point over that stratum, the developing map is according to
Proposition 2.22 affine-linearly equivalent to a map takingvalues inC×T1×C · · ·×Tk ×C
with components

(
(t1−κ0

0 · · · t1−κi−1

i−1 (1, Fi))
k−1
i=1 , t1−κ0

0 · · · t1−κk−1

k−1 (1, Fk, log tk)
)
.
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HereFi is a morphism at a point of this conventional blowup to a linear spaceTi, ti defines
the ith exceptional divisor and(t0, F1, . . . , Fk, tk) is a chart. However, on the real-oriented
blowup, log tk is a coordinate: its imaginary partarg tk helps to parametrize the ray space
S(V/Lk) and its real partlog |tk| must be allowed to take the value−∞ (its value on the
boundary). We denote this coordinateτk. On a connected componentS̃(L•) of the preimage

of S(L•) in B̃+, we have defined roots of the normal coordinates:ti = τqi

i , i = 0, . . . , k −
1, so that(F1, τ1 . . . , Fk, τk) is a chart forB̃+. In terms of this chart, the projectivized
developing map becomes

(
τ−p1

1 · · · τ−pk−1

k−1 (1, F1), . . . , τ
−pk−1

k−1 (1, Fk−1), (1, Fk, τk)
)
,

where we recall that−pi is a positive integer and the constant component1 reminds us of
the fact that we are mapping to an affine chart of a projective space. We use this to see
that the projectivized developing map extends tõB+ → B+. A chart ofB+ is (implicitly)
given by the affine hyperplaneA1 ⊂ A defined byh(−, e) = 1, wheree is minus the
unit vector corresponding to the slot occupied byτk (the geodesic action is then given by
translation over negative multiples ofe). This normalization is here already in place, for
the coordinate in question is in the slot with constant 1. So we then have in fact a chart
of the Borel-Serre compactification, provided that we remember thatτk takes its values in
[−∞,∞) +

√
−1R. In particular, we have the claimed extensioñB+ → B+. It sends the

boundary stratum̃S(L•) to the Borel-Serre boundary (forRe(τk) takes there the value−∞)
with image herein the locus defined by putting all but the lastthree slots equal zero. The
fiber passing through̃z is locally given by puttingτk−1 = 0 and fixing the values ofFk and
τk (with real part−∞). In particular, this fiber is smooth at̃z. This is true everywhere, and
hence a connected component of that fiber is also an irreducible component. Let us denote
the irreducible component passing throughz̃ by Φz̃. SoΦz̃ lies over∂k.

If k = 1, thenΦz̃ = {z̃} and the extension is at̃z simply given by(1, F1, τ1) and hence is
there a local isomorphism. Ifk > 1, then since(Fk, Im(τk)) defines a chart for the product
P((Lk−1/Lk)+)×S((V/Lk)+), Φz̃ is an irreducible component of a fiber of the natural map

˜∂kD(Lk−1) → ∂kD(Lk−1) = P(L+
k−1) × P((Lk−1/Lk)

+) × S((V/Lk)+) →
→ P((Lk−1/Lk)+) × S((V/Lk)+).

SinceL◦
k−1 has finite longitudinal holonomy by Lemma 6.7, the irreducible components of

the fibers of this map are compact. IfΦz̃ = {z̃}, then we must havedimLk−1 = 1. This

implies thatk = 2 and that(τ1, F2, τ2) is a chart of̃B+ at z̃ (we haveT1 = {0} in this case).
The extension at̃z is given by(τ−p1

1 , 1, F2, τ2). SinceGL1
acts on the first component as

multiplication by|p1|th roots of unity, we see that the extension is atz̃ a local isomorphism
moduloG. The proof of the proposition is now complete. �

Proof. [Proof of Theorem 6.2] According to Proposition 6.9, the mapG\B̃+ → B+ has
the property that the connected components of its fibers are compact, that the preimage of
the Baily-Borel boundary is in the boundary of the domain andthat where this map is locally
finite it is in fact a local isomorphism. So Lemma 5.11 can be applied (in its entirity) to this
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situation and we find that for the topological Stein factorization ofG\B̃+ → B+,

G\B̃+ −−−−→ G\B̃+
St −−−−→ B+,

the second map is a local isomorphism overB. We first prove thatG\B̃St → B is a Γ-
isomorphism. For this we verify that the hypotheses of Lemma5.2 are verified for the Stein
factorG\B̃+

St with Y ′ := B.

We know thatΓ acts properly discontinuously oñB+ with compact fundamental domain.
The first Stein factor is proper andΓ-equivariant and soΓ acts also properly discontinuously
on G\B̃+

St. SinceΓ acts onB as a group of isometries, Condition (ii) of 5.2 is fulfilled as
well. The lemma tells us thatG\B̃St → B is then a covering projection. ButB is simply

connected, and so this must be an isomorphism. It is easy to see thatG\B̃+
St → B+ is then

a Γ-homeomorphism. SinceΓ acts on the domain discretely and cocompactly, the same is
true on its range. This implies thatΓ is discrete and of cofinite volume in the unitary group
of h.

The irreducible components of the preimages inB̃ of the exceptional divisorsD(L) are
locally finite in B̃; sinceB̃ → G\B̃St is proper, the image of these iñBSt are also locally
finite. An irreducible component̃D(L) over D(L) gets contracted ifdimL > 1, and its
image inB is the intersection ofB with a special subspace of codimension equal to the
dimension ofL. The irreducible components of the preimages of the divisors D(L) in B̃+

are locally finite. Hence their images inB are locally finite inB. We get a divisor precisely
whendimL = 1. It follows that the collection of special hyperplanes is locally finite on
B, and thatG\P(V f ) ⊂ G\BSt maps isomorphically onto the complement of the special
hyperball arrangement moduloΓ, Γ\B−.

SinceG\P(V f ) → Γ\B− is an isomorphism, so isG\V f → Γ\(L×)−. �

6.6 A presentation for the holonomy group

. The holonomy groupΓ is the image of a representation of the fundamental groupπ1(G\V ◦, ∗).
In caseG is a Coxeter group andH is its set of reflection hyperplanes, thenπ1(G\V ◦, ∗) is
the Artin group ofG that we encountered in Subsection 3.5. But as the Lauricellasystems
show,H may very well be bigger than the set of reflection hyperplanesof G. We describe a
set of generators of the kernel of the holonomy representation and thus obtain a presentation
of the holonomy groupΓ in case we have one ofπ1(G\V ◦, ∗).

Let us first note that anyL ∈ L(H) unambiguously determines a conjugacy class in the
fundamental group ofV ◦: blow up L in V and take the conjugacy class of a simple loop
around the generic point of the exceptional divisor in (the preimage of)V ◦. If we pass to
the orbit spaceG\V ◦, thenL◦ determines a stratum inG\V . This stratum determines in the
same way a conjugacy class inπ1(G\V ◦, ∗). If L is irreducible and andαL ∈ π1(G\V ◦, ∗)
is a member of this conjugacy class, thenα

|GL|
L is in the conjugacy class ofπ1(V

◦, ∗) defined
above. IfκL 6= 1, then the holonomy around this stratum inG\V ◦ has orderqL, whereqL is
the denominator of1 − κL. SoαqL

L is then the smallest power ofαL which lies in the kernel
of the monodromy representation.
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Theorem 6.10 Suppose that we are in the elliptic, parabolic or hyperboliccase, that is,
in one the cases covered by Theorems 5.1, 5.6, 5.13 and 6.2. Then Γ is obtained from
π1(G\V ◦, ∗) by imposing the relationsαqL

L = 1 for

(1) L ∈ H and

(2) L ∈ Lirr(H) is of dimension≤ 1 andκL > 1.

(Notice that for the complete elliptic and parabolic cases 5.1 and 5.13 the relations of the
second kind do not occur.)

Proof. We limit ourselves to the hyperbolic case, since the others are easier. Theorem 6.2
shows thatG\V ◦ can be identified with an open subset ofΓ\L. SinceL is a contractible
(hence simply connected) complex manifold,Γ is the orbifold fundamental group ofΓ\L.
Hence the quotientπ1(G\V ◦, ∗) → Γ can be understood as the map on (orbi)fold funda-
mental groups of the mapG\V ◦ → Γ\L. It is well-known (and easy to see) that the kernel
of such a map is generated by the powers of the conjugacy classes in the fundamental group
of G\V ◦ defined by irreducible components of codimension one of the complement of the
image,Γ\L − G\V ◦, the power in question being the order of local fundamental group at a
general point of such an irreducible component. These irreducible components are naturally
indexed by the strata ofG\V of the type described in the theorem: the strata of codimension
one ofG\V yield the irreducible components meetingG\V f , the zero dimensional stratum
corresponds the image of the zero sectionΓB ⊂ Γ\L and the strata of dimension one on
whichκ > 1 correspond to the remaining irreducible components. The powers are of course
as stated in the theorem. �

Remark 6.11 Once we seek to apply Theorem 6.10 in a concrete case, we need of course
to have at our disposal a presentation of the fundamental group of G\V ◦ in which the ele-
mentsαL can be identified. ForG a Coxeter group, this is furnished by the Brieskorn-Tits
presentation [4], [11]; this produces in the elliptic rangethe presentations of the associated
complex reflection groups that are due to Coxeter [8], Sections12.1 and13.4. For the case of
an arbitrary finite complex reflection group, one may use a presentation of the fundamental
group due to Bessis [2].

6.7 Automorphic forms and invariant theory

According to Theorem 4.5, the developing map̃V f → (L×)− is homogeneous of negative
degreep0 (recall thatp0 is the numerator of the negative rational numberκ0 − 1). We can
express this in terms of orbifold line bundles as follows: ifOΓ\B−(−1) denotes theΓ-quotient
of the automorphic line bundleOB−(−1) overΓ\B−, then the pull-back of this bundle over
P(V f ) is isomorphic toOP(V )f (−p0). NowP(V )−P(V )f is a closed subset ofP(V ) which
is everywhere of codimension> 1 and so for anyk ≥ 0, the space of sections ofOP(V )f (k)
is the spaceC[V ]k of homogeneous polynomials onV of degreek. We conclude that we
have an isomorphism of graded algebras

⊕n≥0H
0(B−,O(−n))Γ ∼= ⊕n≥0C[V ]G−np0

.
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In particular, the lefthand side is finitely generated and itsProj can be identified withG\P(V ).
In [16] a systematic study was made of algebras of meromorphic automorphic forms of the
type under consideration here. The upshot is that theProj of the lefthand side is explicitly
described as a modification of the Baily-Borel compactification of Γ\B which leavesΓ\B−

untouched.
To be more explicit, let us start out with the data consistingof the ballB, the groupΓ

, and the collection of special hyperplanes. Let us also makethe rather modest assumption
thatdimV ≥ 3, so thatdim B ≥ 2. The following lemma verifies the central hypothesis of
Corollary 5.8 of [16] (where the hermitian form is given the opposite signature).

Lemma 6.12 Every1-dimensional intersection of special hyperplanes is positive definite.

Proof. Any 1-dimensional intersectionK of special hyperplanes which is negative semidefi-
nite defines a point on the closure ofB. If K is negative (which defines an interior point ofB),
thenK is a special subspace and hence corresponds to a member ofL+(H) of codimension
one, that is, a memberH ∈ H. SinceκH < 1, this is impossible. IfK is isotropic, then
choose a2-dimensional intersectionP of special hyperplanes which containsK. Since the
projectivization ofP meetsB, it is a special subspace and hence corresponds to a member
L ∈ L+(H) of codimension2. The transversal Dunkl system inV/L has a projectivized
developing map taking values inB ∩ P(P ). SoHL contains a memberH with κH = 1. But
this we excluded also. �

Although Corollary 5.8 of [16] does not apply as its stands—Γ need not be arithmetic—
one can verify that the arguments to prove it only requireΓ to be discrete and of cofinite
volume in the relevant unitary group. It then tells us something we already know via our main
theorem, namely that the algebra of automorphic forms onB with arbitrary poles along the
special hyperplanes is finitely generated with positive degree generators and that the Proj of
this graded algebra defines a certain projective completionof Γ\B−: in the present situation
the latter is justP(G\V ). But in [16] the completion is explicitly described as a blowup
followed by a blowdown of the Baily-Borel compactification of Γ\B. If we go through the
details of this, we find that this intermediate blowup is almost G\B+: the difference is that
we now must blow up the parabolicL ∈ L0(H) in the standard manner and not in the real-
oriented sense.

Question 6.13The algebra ofΓ-automorphic forms (of fractional degree) must appear in
C[V ]G as a subalgebra. It is in fact the subalgebra ofG-invariant polynomials which in
degreen vanish on eachL ∈ L+(H) of order≥ n(κL − 1)/(κ0 − 1). It is only via our
main theorem that we can give a geometric interpretation of theProj of this subalgebra as a
modification ofP(G\V ). In the Lauricella case, this can done directly by means of geometric
invariant theory, but is this possible in general?

7 Classification of orbifolds for reflection arrangements

Our aim is to list the Dunkl systems whose underlying arrangement is that of a finite reflection
group and for which the holonomy is as studied in the previouschapters: elliptic, parabolic
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or hyperbolic with a discrete holonomy group of cofinite volume. More precisely, we classify
the cases for which the hypotheses of the Theorems 5.1, 5.13 and 6.2 are satisfied.

In order to display the information in an efficient way, we elaborate a little on Remark
2.27. Given a Dunkl system of typeAn onV = Cn+1/(main diagonal) with the parameters
µ0, . . . , µn, then form = 0, . . . , n we have a map

sm : Cn → V, (u1, . . . , un) 7→ (u2
1, . . . , u

2
m−1, 0, u2

m, . . . , u2
n).

Remark 2.27 tells us that pulling back the Dunkl system alongthis map yields a Dunkl system
of typeBn; we refer to this way of producing aBn-system asreduction of theAn-system at
indexm. Notice that any typeBk subsystem of theBn-system determines ak + 1-element
subsetI ⊂ {0, . . . , n} which containsm (and vice versa) withκ taking the value−1+2µI on
its fixed point subspace (whereµI :=

∑
i∈I µi). On the other hand, any typeAk subsystem

is contained in a unique subsystem of typeBk+1 and so determines(k + 1)-element subset
of J ⊂ {0, . . . , n} − {m}; κ takes then valueµJ on its fixed point subspace.

If we only wish to consider non-negative weights on arrangements, then reduction at
indexm is allowed only if 1

2 ≤ µi + µm < 1 for all i 6= m. Since the Dunkl system is
invariant under reflection in the short roots, we see that theSchwarz condition on the weight
κ for a B-type intersection becomes: for allI ∋ m, 1 − µI is zero or the reciprocal of an
integer. In particular the weights onBn that satisfy the Schwarz conditions are all obtained
by reduction at an index onAn that satisfies the Schwarz conditions.

The tables below list all the weights for arrangements of type A andB that satisfy the
Schwarz conditions. The parametersµi are defined byni/d whereni andd appear in the
table. If a parameternm is typeset in bold then the weight obtained by reduction at position
m satisfies the Schwarz conditions for typeB. If additionallyni + nm = d/2 for all i 6= m
then the reduced weight can be considered as a weight on an arrangement of typeD. Note
that such a weight is then invariant under the Weyl-group of typeD. In the “remark” column
“ell” stands for elliptic, “par” for parabolic and “cc” for co-compact. If no remark indicates
otherwise, the group will be hyperbolic and acts with cofinite volume.

We omit the caseκ = 0 from our tables. There is one additional series, corresponding to
the full monomial groups, that is obtained as follows. Take integersn ≥ 1, q ≥ 2 and define
a weight onAn by µ0 = . . . = µn−1 = 0, µn = 1 − 1/q. This weight can be reduced at
indexn and satisfies both the Schwarz conditions for typeA and typeB.

Table 1: TypesA∗ andB∗

# d n0 n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 remark
1 3 1 1 1 1
2 4 1 1 1 1 par
3 4 1 1 1 2
4 5 2 2 2 2 cc
5 6 1 1 1 1 ell
6 6 1 1 1 2 ell
7 6 1 1 1 3 par
8 6 1 1 1 4
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9 6 1 1 2 2 par
10 6 1 1 2 3
11 6 1 2 2 2
12 6 1 2 2 3
13 6 2 2 2 3
14 8 1 3 3 3 cc
15 8 2 2 2 5 cc
16 8 3 3 3 3 cc
17 8 3 3 3 4 cc
18 9 2 4 4 4 cc
19 9 4 4 4 4 cc
20 10 1 4 4 4 cc
21 10 2 3 3 3 cc
22 10 2 3 3 6 cc
23 10 3 3 3 3 cc
24 10 3 3 3 5 cc
25 10 3 3 3 6 cc
26 12 1 5 5 5 cc
27 12 2 2 2 7 cc
28 12 2 2 2 9 cc
29 12 2 2 4 7 cc
30 12 2 4 4 7 cc
31 12 3 3 3 5 cc
32 12 3 3 3 7 cc
33 12 3 3 3 8 cc
34 12 3 3 5 5 cc
35 12 3 3 5 6
36 12 3 5 5 5 cc
37 12 3 5 5 6 cc
38 12 4 4 4 5
39 12 4 4 4 7
40 12 4 4 5 5 cc
41 12 4 4 5 6 cc
42 12 4 5 5 5 cc
43 12 4 5 5 6 cc
44 12 5 5 5 5 cc
45 12 5 5 5 6 cc
46 14 2 5 5 5 cc
47 14 5 5 5 5 cc
48 15 4 6 6 6 cc
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49 15 4 6 6 8 cc
50 15 6 6 6 8 cc
51 18 1 8 8 8 cc
52 18 2 7 7 7 cc
53 18 2 7 7 10 cc
54 18 3 3 3 13 cc
55 18 3 3 3 14 cc
56 18 5 7 7 7 cc
57 18 7 7 7 7 cc
58 18 7 7 7 10 cc
59 20 5 5 5 11 cc
60 20 5 5 5 14 cc
61 20 6 6 6 9 cc
62 20 6 6 6 13 cc
63 20 6 6 9 9 cc
64 20 6 6 9 10 cc
65 24 4 4 4 17 cc
66 24 4 4 4 19 cc
67 24 7 9 9 9 cc
68 24 7 9 9 14 cc
69 24 9 9 9 14 cc
70 30 5 5 5 19 cc
71 30 5 5 5 22 cc
72 30 5 5 5 23 cc
73 30 9 9 9 11 cc
74 42 7 7 7 29 cc
75 42 7 7 7 34 cc
76 42 13 15 15 15 cc
77 42 15 15 15 26 cc
78 3 1 1 1 1 1
79 4 1 1 1 1 1
80 4 1 1 1 1 2
81 6 1 1 1 1 1 ell
82 6 1 1 1 1 2 par
83 6 1 1 1 1 3
84 6 1 1 1 1 4
85 6 1 1 1 2 2
86 6 1 1 1 2 3
87 6 1 1 2 2 2
88 6 1 1 2 2 3
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89 6 1 2 2 2 2
90 6 1 2 2 2 3
91 6 2 2 2 2 3
92 8 1 3 3 3 3 cc
93 8 3 3 3 3 3 cc
94 10 2 3 3 3 3 cc
95 10 3 3 3 3 3 cc
96 10 3 3 3 3 6 cc
97 12 2 2 2 2 7 cc
98 12 2 2 2 2 9 cc
99 12 2 2 2 4 7 cc

100 12 3 3 3 3 5
101 12 3 3 3 3 7
102 12 3 3 3 5 5 cc
103 12 3 3 5 5 5 cc
104 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
105 4 1 1 1 1 1 2
106 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 par
107 6 1 1 1 1 1 2
108 6 1 1 1 1 1 3
109 6 1 1 1 1 1 4
110 6 1 1 1 1 2 2
111 6 1 1 1 1 2 3
112 6 1 1 1 2 2 2
113 6 1 1 1 2 2 3
114 6 1 1 2 2 2 2
115 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 cc
116 12 2 2 2 2 2 7 cc
117 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
118 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
119 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
120 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
121 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 4
122 6 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
123 6 1 1 1 1 1 2 3
124 6 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
125 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
126 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
127 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
128 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
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129 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
130 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
131 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Tables2–5 list all remaining cases for the arrangements of the exceptional real and com-
plex reflection groups. The Shephard groupsG25, G26 andG32 are omitted because these
are already covered by the tables for typesA3, B3 andA4 respectively.

Only in theF4 case the group has more than one orbit in its mirror arrangement. This
number is then two, which means that its discriminant has twoirreducible components; we
write q1 andq2 for the ramification indices along these components, while we use a singleq
in all other cases. The weightκ on the arrangement is obtained by settingκH = 1 − 2/qH

whereqH is the ramification index along the image of the mirrorH in the orbit space.
All listed cases correspond to a hyperbolic reflection groupexceptq1 = 2, q2 = 3 for type

F4 which is of parabolic type. If a numberq or qi is typeset in bold then the corresponding
group acts co-compactly on a hyperbolic ball, otherwise it acts with co-finite volume. All the
obtained hyperbolic groups for thereal exceptional root systems are arithmetic.
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Table 2: TypesEn

n 6 7 8
q 3, 4 3 3

Table 3: TypeF4

q1 2 3 4 6
q2 3, 4,5, 6,8, 12 3, 4, 6,12 4 6

The caseq1 = 2, q2 = 3 is of parabolic type.
Table 4: TypesHn

n 3 4
q 3, 4, 5, 10 3, 5

Table 5: Shephard-Todd groupsGn

n 24 27 29 31 33 34
q 3, 4,5, 6,8, 12 3, 4,5 3, 4 3, 5 3 3
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